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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The state of Texas, particularly in the large urban areas, has experienced considerable population
growth in recent years. This growth has produced new schools in areas near highways originally
designed for low volume and relatively high speeds. Another trend is the higher proportion of
children being transported to and from schools in automobiles. These realities, and many other
issues associated with traffic around schools, make it important to aggressively consider the
traffic control on roadways near schools to ensure the safest possible traffic environment.
Reduced-speed school zones are frequently requested traffic controls for school areas, based on
the common belief that if the transportation agency would only install a reduced speed limit, then
drivers would no longer speed through the area. Unfortunately, there are many situations where
a reduced-speed school zone is not the appropriate solution. This research project has been
tasked with reviewing existing practices and developing guidelines regarding the establishment
of school zones.
The current policy for setting school speed limits in Texas is primarily contained within two
documents: Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones (1), and the Texas Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (TMUTCD) (2). These documents state that speed zones should be
confined to hours when children are going to and from school, and they should be based on
pedestrian activity, though traffic may also be a consideration. The use of a school speed zone
should be based on an engineering study.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) Project 0-5470, Comprehensive
Guide to Traffic Control Near Schools, was to examine traffic control treatments in use near
schools, especially those associated with reduced-speed school zones. As a result of the
investigation, the research project developed recommended guidelines for school zone traffic
control devices. This research report is a product of that project. The objective of the report is to
discuss issues and concerns about vehicle speeds in school zones and to present
recommendations on the use of appropriate traffic control devices, including speed school zones.
RESEARCH APPROACH
Researchers began by documenting existing knowledge on traffic control devices in school
zones. This effort took several forms: a review of previous research studies examining
effectiveness of devices, a survey of practitioners on signing and marking, a review of state and
city school zone guidelines and warrants, and a telephone survey of law enforcement officers.
Using this information, the research team identified several areas of emphasis, including
characteristics of buffer zone sites and suggested guidelines for traffic control at rural school
zones. Researchers collected field data at school zones across Texas and analyzed the data for
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findings on speed-distance relationships, speed-time relationships, influences of various site
characteristics on speeds, and special characteristics of school zones with buffer zones. The
findings from these analyses guided development of guidelines for the installation of school
zones in Texas.
REPORT ORGANIZATION
This report has nine chapters and two appendices. Their topics are:
Chapter 1 Introduction—includes the objective of the project and the report organization.
Chapter 2 Literature Review—includes a summary of previous research relevant to the subject
of school zone traffic control.
Chapter 3 Survey of Practice for Signing and Marking near Schools—includes the findings
from a TxDOT survey and a nationwide survey of practitioners on the state-of-the-practice for
school zone signing and marking.
Chapter 4 Review of State Guidelines and Warrants for School Zones—provides a summary
of the notable guidelines and warrants used in other states for installing school zones.
Chapter 5 Phone Survey of Law Enforcement Officers—presents findings from a telephone
survey of law enforcement officers in 12 Texas cities to assess vehicle compliance of speed
reductions in school zones.
Chapter 6 Field Studies at School Campuses—includes a description of the methodology used
in the field studies in this project along with photographs of each school used as a field study
site.
Chapter 7 Findings from Field Studies—includes an explanation of the analyses of the field
study data and related findings.
Chapter 8 Development of Guidelines for Traffic Control for School Areas—includes a
description of the process used by researchers to develop guidelines for use in installing future
school zones.
Chapter 9 Summary and Findings—provides the summary, key findings from the field studies,
and conclusions for the research.
Appendix A—contains the Guidelines for Traffic Control for School Areas.
Appendix B—shows suggested revisions to key TxDOT documents.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW ON VEHICLE SPEEDS IN SCHOOL ZONES
Several studies have examined the effectiveness of various traffic control devices on vehicle
speeds in school zones. Following is a summary of those studies.
SIGNS AND MARKINGS
A 1990 Transportation Research Board (TRB) paper (3) by McCoy and Heiman summarized
previous studies with the observation that driver compliance with school speed limits is poor
(less than 20 percent) and that attempts to increase driver compliance by improved signing and
stepped-up enforcement have provided only slight increases in compliance and modest reduction
in speed. Therefore, they noted, school zones require not only the use of effective signing and
strict enforcement, but also the establishment of reasonable school zone speed limits. They
reported that a study in West Virginia recommended the criteria shown in Table 2-1. The 1990
paper also reported on a study of speeds within 12 school speed zones that were considered to be
representative of the variety of school speed limits used on urban streets in Nebraska. Based
upon their findings, they concluded:
• Speeds in school zones are influenced more by the normal speed limits and speed
characteristics of the streets on which the zones were located than by the school speed
limits. They noted that this finding was consistent with the findings from the West
Virginia study.
• School speed limits of 25 mph were more effective than 15- or 20-mph school speed
limits on streets with a normal speed limit of 35 mph. Therefore, school speed limits
lower than 25 mph should probably not be used on such streets.
• Some studies have found that school speed limits signed with flashing beacons were
more effective than passive forms of school speed limit signing. This finding was
supported in the Nebraska study because most of the 25-mph school speed zones (which
had lower speeds) were signed with flashing beacons while the 15- and 20-mph school
speed zones were not.

Table 2-1. Criteria for Establishing School Speed Limits from a West Virginia Study As
Reported by McCoy and Heiman (3).
School Speed Limits (mph) When
Distance of School Building from
Approach Speed Limit (mph)
Roadway (ft)
25
35-45
55
0-55
20
20
30
56-100
25
25
30
Over 100
25
30
35
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A 1990 ITE Journal article (4) documented the change in operating speed that occurred when
flashing beacons were installed on two state highways in Tucson, Arizona. Based upon a review
of a picture included with the paper, the flashing beacons are believed to have been mounted on a
mast arm with a school crossing sign over the crosswalk. School crossing controls in Arizona
are among the most restrictive with a school speed limit of 15 mph. The authors noted that
flashing beacons were used on arterial streets in Tucson but not on state highways. They were
installed against the preference of the state department of transportation on two state highways—
one with a 45-mph speed limit and the other with a 35-mph speed limit. The average speed for
the non-school hours for the two sites remained constant before and after installation, which was
expected. Surprisingly the average speed during school hours increased after the addition of the
overhead flashing beacons—going from 16 to 20 mph at the 45-mph site and going from 15 to
17 mph at the 35-mph site. The number of violations also increased at each site. The authors
noted that they could only hypothesize the driver psychology behind the increase.
A 1993 study examined the effect of overhead flashing beacons on speeds at one site in
Vacaville, California (5). The posted speed limit at the site was 40 mph, and the average
measured speed was 45 mph. The treatments installed at the site included:
• yellow crosswalk markings (the yellow color is required in California for school
crossings) at two intersections,
• SLOW SCHOOL XING pavement legends for each direction in advance of each
crosswalk,
• advance flashing yellow beacons mounted overhead on mast arms with a school crossing
sign (overhead installation occurred about 200 ft prior to a crosswalk), and
• a 25-mph reduced school speed limit sign with WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT.
For this site, a considerable reduction in average speed was found for those periods when the
advance flashing yellow beacons were operating—a speed reduction from 38 to 31 mph was
recorded. The authors noted that the reduced speed (31 mph) was still not in compliance with
the 25-mph reduced school speed limit.
Another 1993 study (6) reviewed Des Moines’ experience in using oversized 25-mph speed limit
signs and flashing beacons at school zones along 35-mph four-lane roadways. For the before and
after analysis, spot speeds were measured before and at one, six, and twelve months after the
sign installations in both the morning and afternoon periods. For three of four test locations, the
final 12-month average speed was 2 to 5 mph less than the before condition (going from about
31 mph in the before condition to 26 to 29 mph in the after condition). At the fourth site, the 12month average speed was a non-statistically significant increase of 1.1 mph higher. For the three
control sites, the speeds remained constant (about 32 mph) during the study period.
A 1999 study in Washington evaluated the effects of the type of sign on drivers’ speed (7). The
school speed limit was 20 mph for all sites, and the project included 38 study sites. Speeds were
measured for 30 minutes before the start of school and 30 minutes after school. The sites were
subdivided by the posted speed limit for the road (either 25 mph or 30 mph and greater) and the
type of sign:
• Time of day— signs indicating specific times of the day (e.g., 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) or
signs that indicate that the school speed limit is in effect for all hours of the day.
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•
•
•

Flashing beacon—signs with yellow beacons on the sign posted that indicate the 20-mph
limit is in effect when the beacons are flashing.
When present—signs indicating the 20-mph limit is in effect when children are present.
When flagged—signs indicating that the reduced speed limit is in effect when orange
flags are attached to the sign post.

The findings from the study are shown in Figure 2-1. For those roads with a posted speed limit
of 25 mph, no statistically significant difference was found for the various signs. For those roads
with posted speed limits of 30 mph or greater, vehicles were measured at significant higher
average speeds with the WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT or WHEN FLAGGED signs. In
contrast, flashing beacons signs were associated with significantly slower average speeds of 22.5
mph—a 5- to 7-mph slower speed when compared to the speeds at the other signs.
A 1999 study in Springfield, Illinois (8) evaluated five different school zone traffic control
devices. Each device was installed at a unique site. A before-after study approach was used
with speed data being collected before and one and six months after installation. Each site had a
school speed limit of 20 mph; however, the posted speed limit at the sites was not provided in the
paper. Table 2-2 summarizes the findings. Several treatments showed a reduction in speed;
however, only the site with the fiber-optic sign experienced a statistically significant speed
reduction.
Lazic (9) conducted a before-and-after study on school speed zones in the city of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. In 2002, the city of Saskatoon reduced speed limits in school zones from
50 km/h [31 mph] to 30 km/h [19 mph] and conducted a comprehensive study to monitor and
determine the resulting change in drivers’ behavior and general compliance. In general, the
study found:
• Street use and prevailing traffic conditions influenced motorists’ behavior and speed
compliance.
• During the active school hours, 85th percentile speed was reduced by 10 km/h (from 54.5
to 44.5 km/h) [by 6.3 mph (from 33.9 mph to 27.6 mph)] and only 23 percent of
motorists complied with the speed limit.
• No significant change in speed was observed when the school zone was inactive.
• Average weekday traffic volume dropped by approximately 13 percent, suggesting that
some drivers may have avoided school zones and used alternate routes.
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35

Mean Speed (mph)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
25, time of 25, when 25, when ≥ 30, when ≥ 30, when ≥ 30, when
day (8) present (8) flagged (5) flashing (6) present (5) flagged (6)

Posted Speed (mph), T ype of Sign (Number of Sites)
(a) Mean Speed During 30 Minutes Prior to School and 30 Minutes After School
*Dashed line = School Speed Limit of 20 mph

Exceeding 35 mph (%)

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
25, time of 25, when 25, when ≥ 30, when ≥ 30, when ≥ 30, when
day (8)
present (8) flagged (5) flashing (6) present (5) flagged (6)

Posted Speed (mph), T ype of Sign (Number of Sites)
(b) Percent Exceeding
Figure 2-1. Average Speed or Percent Exceeding in School Zones by Approach Speed and
Sign Type for Washington Study (7).
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Table 2-2. Findings from Springfield, Illinois Study (8) of Five Treatments
(One Site Each).
Before 85th
1 Month After 6 Month After Significant
at 95%
Percentile
85th Percentile 85th Percentile
Treatment
Speed (mph)
Speed (mph)
Level?
Speed (mph)
No changes, control site
28.43
29.71
28.71
No
Post-mounted flashing
27.30
26.80
26.90
No
yellow beacons
Transverse lavender
stripes on sign post and on
pavement at five locations
27.38
26.00
27.38
No
in advance of the school
entrance
Span-wire mounted
25.57
26.71
25.29
No
flashing yellow beacon
Fiber-optic sign with
message: SCHOOL
SPEED LIMIT 20 (sign
33.12
29.75
30.25
Yes
illuminated only at
beginning and ending of
the school day)
2.44 m painted legends of
“20” at the beginning and
32.71
31.86
Not Available
No
“END” at the end of the
school zone

A study of four sites in Texas (10) explored the benefits of adding a rear-facing school speed
limit beacon. The authors theorized that the length of the school zone or the presence of an
intersection within the school zone may contribute to higher speeds. A rear-facing beacon
accompanied by an END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign could serve as a reminder that a reduced
speed limit is in effect (see Figure 2-2 for examples). Table 2-3 presents a sample of the findings
at the four sites. Statistically significant reductions in mean and 85th percentile speeds and other
speed-related measures were observed after the rear-facing flashing beacon was installed at three
of the study sites. The authors noted that while the speed reductions were small, the reductions
represented about 10 percent of the school speed limit. The authors recommended rear-facing
beacon treatments in excessively long school speed zones, school speed zones with a high level
of driver distraction, and school speed zones bisected by a stop-controlled or signalized
intersection. When used, the rear-facing beacon should be accompanied by an END SCHOOL
ZONE (S5-2) sign mounted below the beacon in order to promote drivers’ association of the
beacon with the school speed limit. (Note that the END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) is not in all state
MUTCDs, including Texas.)
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Table 2-3. Sample of Findings from Texas Study of Rear-Facing Beacon (10).
Site School Posted School
Intermediate 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
Cross
at 200 ft Prior to Sign
Zone
Speed
Speed
Section
Traffic
Length Limit
Limit
Control
Before
After
(ft)
(mph)
(mph)
C1
1265
35
20
4+TWLTL
Stop Sign
25.1
23.0
TH
2675
45
30
4+TWLTL
Signal
42.0
39.0
HU
1750
50
30
4+TWLTL
None
44.0
43.0
C2
1000
35
20
2+TWLTL
None
23.0
22.0
Note: TWLTL = two-way left turn lane.

Figure 2-2. Examples of Rear-Facing Beacons.

SPEED MONITORING DISPLAY
Maine Department of Transportation (DOT) (11) evaluated a radar-activated speed warning sign
at two locations in 2003. After the installation of the signs, the average speed decreased (see
Table 2-4). While the speeds did decrease about 2 to 3 mph, more than 70 percent of the vehicles
still exceeded the 15-mph school speed limit.
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Site
1
2

Table 2-4. Results from Maine DOT Study (11).
Before Speed
Before Sample Size
After Speed
After Sample Size
28.89
79
25.22
60
22.25
80
20.23
80

A study in Korea (12) examined the results of installing a speed monitoring display (SMD) at
one study site. Data were collected at a control point and at seven points located on the approach
to the school before and then two weeks and twelve months after installation of the SMD. From
the short-term after study results, the speed of vehicles began to drop when the driver recognized
the presence of the SMD. The average speed dropped about 17.5 percent (5.1 mph [8.2 km/h]) at
the SMD location. From the long-term after study results, the performance trends were similar
to the short-term study results. About 26.5 percent of total vehicles had previously driven with a
speed over 31.1 mph [50 km/h], but the percentage was reduced to 9.9 percent (short term) or 5.4
percent (long term) after the SMD was installed. In addition, the 85th percentile speed changed
from 33.7 mph [54.3 km/h] to 28.8 mph [46.3 km/h] (short term) and 28.0 mph [45.0 km/h]
(long term), and the variability of the speed data decreased after the installation of the SMD.
Utah Department of Transportation (13) in 2004 evaluated the effects of speed monitoring
displays in four school zones. The field study found that the SMDs increased speed compliance
in most cases. In some cases, the SMDs maintained their effectiveness of higher speed
compliance; in other cases, some gradually lost some of their effectiveness. The distribution of
speeds at essentially every location demonstrated a reduction in excessive speeds.
A study in Texas examined the use of dynamic speed display signs (DSDSs) installed in several
permanent locations, including a school speed zone (14). Data were collected before the DSDSs
were installed and then again about one week and about four months after installation. The
school zone had a posted speed limit of 55 mph and a school speed limit of 35 mph. Average
speed before installation when the reduced speed limit was in effect was 44.5 mph. Average
speed after installation was 35.3 mph (short term) and 35.7 mph (long term). Overall, average
speeds were reduced by 9 mph at the school speed zone. Elsewhere (i.e., not in a school zone),
the effect of the DSDS was less dramatic, with average speeds reduced by 5 mph or less,
depending on the location tested. The authors also evaluated whether the device has a greater
effect on the higher-speed motorists. They concluded that DSDS has an incrementally greater
effect upon those motorists who are traveling substantially faster than the posted speed limit.
The effect may be masked initially after DSDS installation, however, by the novelty effect of the
new sign and its influence upon all motorists, even those already complying with the posted
speed limit.
An April 2006 study (15) for the Washington, D.C. Department of Transportation evaluated
Driver Feedback Signs (DFS) in school zones. Figure 2-3 shows an example of a DFS. The
study found statistically significant reductions in mean speeds during active school speed limit
periods for two of the five sites. Those two sites had good visibility to the DFS, little or no sign
clutter, no on-street parking, and—at most—two travel lanes. For two of the sites with nonsignificant difference, the authors noted that traffic congestion affected one site during the peak
period (so average speeds were already low), and the other site had a high percentage of cut-
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through, work-related trips, which meant that drivers were “by their very nature…less observant
of any type of speed reduction signs.” The report recommended that the DFS be deployed in
school zones where a speed study indicates that the mean vehicle speeds are 35 mph or greater
and the following conditions are also present:







Locations where the visibility of the DFS is at least 150 to
200 ft and not blocked by trees, utility poles, or other
obstacles.
Locations with two-lane roads, one travel lane in each
direction.
Locations with more than one travel lane in each direction.
(At these locations, the DFS should be located over each
lane. If this is not practical, increase the DFS size to 36
inches by 48 inches.)
Locations with no on-street parking. (When on-street
parking exists, increase the DFS size to 36 inches by 48
inches.)
Locations where the DFS conveys a clear and real need for
the drivers to reduce speed. Similarly, the DFS may be less
effective at locations with an overabundance of driver
information for a driver to process or too much sign clutter.
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Figure 2-3. Example
of a Driver Feedback
Sign (15).

CHAPTER 3
SURVEY OF PRACTICE FOR SIGNING AND MARKINGS
NEAR SCHOOLS
A 25-question survey was developed to gather information on
 the state-of-the-practice for school speed zones,
 signing and markings for schools,
 engineering judgment on when to install a school speed zone, and
 potential study sites.
A total of 12 TxDOT engineers and two city engineers provided responses in December 2006. A
TxDOT engineer encouraged the two city engineers to respond. A similar survey was
administered to gather responses from city and county traffic engineers by an Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Technical Committee (16) in the year following the TxDOT
survey. Results from the companion survey are in the final section of this chapter.
TxDOT: STATE-OF-THE-PRACTICE FOR SCHOOL SPEED ZONES
In this section of the survey, the respondents could check several criteria that are used to
determine when to establish a school SPEED zone. The majority (65 percent) indicated
engineering judgment. Six of the 14 respondents wrote they use either the TMUTCD or
TxDOT’s Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones. Two respondents noted that the actual
presence of pedestrians is a criterion they use.
All of the TxDOT respondents use the WHEN FLASHING supplemental plaque, and none use
the WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT plaque. Only two of the 12 TxDOT respondents
typically use specific times. When specific times are used, they are almost always for about one
hour in the morning and one hour in the afternoon. Five of the 14 respondents include a time
period for the middle of the day.
The time that the reduced speed limit is active has been an issue for about half of the
respondents. About half of the respondents have never installed an overhead or median School
Speed Limit assembly. The number of lanes on the roadway rather than the average daily traffic
(ADT) is considered more often when deciding whether to install the assembly. Examples of
where they were installed include a location where truck traffic blocks the roadside mounted
signs or a location with restricted sight distance due to a hill.
A speed monitoring display with a School Speed Limit assembly has been used by three TxDOT
districts and by one of the cities participating in the survey. These districts considered the
following conditions when deciding to install the device: 85th percentile speed, limited
compliance with reduced speed limit, as part of a research project, and based on complaints.
Almost all of the respondents use a regulatory Speed Limit sign to indicate the end of a school
speed limit zone. The END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign is being used in five of the 12 districts
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with one district and one city noting they combine a smaller version of the END SCHOOL
ZONE (S5-2) sign with a normal regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign.
A solid white line always marks the beginning and ending of a school zone for 11 of 14 of the
respondents. The remaining three respondents noted that most times a solid white line is used.
School zone limits are determined using the property line of the school for about half of the
respondents.
About half of the respondents have removed a school speed zone in the past five years. The
reasons for the removal included the following: a signal was added to the area, a review
indicated it was no longer necessary, or the school closed.
TxDOT: OTHER SIGNING AND MARKINGS FOR SCHOOLS
The results of this section of the survey reveal that the SCHOOL markings on the pavement are
never installed for 11 of 14 respondents. The remaining three have considered them for
multilane roads and roads with high ADTs. About half of the respondents do not install beacons
with a School Crosswalk Warning (S1-1) assembly. The decision to use a beacon is based on
engineering judgment and is also considered for multilane roads and roads with high ADTs.
They have been used at locations where the reduced speed is not warranted but the school is
adjacent to the roadway.
TxDOT: ENGINEERING JUDGMENT
This section of the survey asked for the respondents’ engineering judgment on when to install a
school speed zone. Almost all of the respondents indicated that the school speed zone should be
used when school-aged pedestrians are crossing the road. About half felt that the school speed
zone should be installed (and stated in another manner, about half felt it should not be installed)
when school-age pedestrians are walking along but not crossing the road. Two of the 12
TxDOT respondents felt that a school speed zone should be used when school bus traffic is
expected. Two of the 12 respondents also noted that school speed zones should be used when
the school traffic affects the operation of the highway or at high schools “because of the large
number of rookie drivers.” Slightly more than half of the respondents felt the criteria for a
school speed zone should be different based on the rural/urban classification or on the speed of
the roadway. Most felt that the volume of the roadway should influence the decision. Most of
the respondents felt that the school zone should be placed at major crossing points on roads not
adjacent to but on major pathways to and from the school.
TxDOT: POTENTIAL STUDY SITES
The survey requested the participants to provide suggested locations for the field studies.
Participants suggested several potential study sites for the following school speed zone
conditions:
 locations greater than 0.25 mile in length,
 locations that need an additional School Speed Limit assembly because of an
intermediate intersection, and
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locations that include a flashing buffer zone.

TxDOT: COMMENTS
Several respondents provided general comments including:
 Times flashers are active is dependent upon the school district. In some cases, times are
rather lengthy and no pedestrian traffic or increased vehicle traffic is visible.
 Would like to see guidelines as to how many pedestrians are required to install a school
zone.
 We have several schools that I feel do not require reduced speeds due to no pedestrians. I
would still like to install a sign with flashers for some of these schools. The only sign
available is S1-1. Could you look at another sign design for school areas where
pedestrians may not be present but there is a large volume of school traffic at certain
times of the day. I personally like the old “School” (text) warning sign.
 I also do not feel the white marking pavement is necessary for marking the limits of the
school zones.
 Would like guidance/further study on driver confusion resulting from school zone
flashers located next to traffic signals. Does yellow flash [from the beacon affect the
message from the] yellow signal?
 Would like to change reduced school zone concept into reduced pedestrian zone for use
at other locations and to emphasize pedestrian nature of school zones.
 Would like guidance on use of advisory speed plaque rather than regulatory speed
reduction. We could give 10-mph advisory reduction with a flashing beacon instead of
the ordinance based regulatory reduction in areas without any pedestrian crossings.
TxDOT: QUESTION-BY-QUESTION RESPONSES
Following are the number of responses (shown in brackets and bold and italics) for the check
boxes on the survey.
School Speed Zones
1. Which of the following criteria does your district use to determine when to install
reduced school speed zones (check all that apply)?
A. [8 responses] Guidelines/warrants (please send us a copy or let us know how to
obtain)
 TMUTCD [3 responses],
 TxDOT's Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones [4 responses], and
 Procedures, state pedestrian crossing primary basis.
B. [9 responses] Engineering judgment.
C. [4 responses] City council, county commission, and/or school board designation.
D. [4 responses] Other (please specify):
 The actual presence of pedestrians,
 Pedestrians,
 Political pressure, and
 We remove them when we install a signal.
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2. Which of the following supplemental plaques do you typically use on the School Speed
Limit assembly (check all that apply) (see Figure 3-1 for examples)?
A. [4 responses] Specific times (S4-1, S4-6).
B. [0 responses] WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT (S4-2).
C. [13 responses] WHEN FLASHING (S4-4 or S5-1).
D. [2 responses] Other (please specify):
 Have one location where law enforcement requested times, and
 Some cities use S4-1 on our roadways, but we restrict them to the hours
specified in the Procedures, not the illegal 8:30 to 5:30 sign.

Figure 3-1. Example of Supplemental Plaques.

3. If specific times or flashing beacons are used, what is the time the reduced school speed
zone is generally active (check all that apply)?
A. [12 responses] About one hour in the morning and one hour in the afternoon,
B. [5 responses] Includes a time period in the middle of the day,
C. [1 responses] Has a longer afternoon period to accommodate after school
programs,
D. [2 responses] All day (e.g., 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.),
E. [5 responses] Varies depending upon school district, and
F. [1 responses] Specific times or flashing beacons are not used.
4. Has the time that the reduced speed limit is active been an issue within your district?
 [6 responses] No, and
 [8 responses] Yes.
5. When do you install the School Speed Limit (S6-1) assembly over the roadway (see
Figure 3-2) (check all that apply)?
A. [6 responses] Never install an overhead School Speed Limit assembly,
B. [4 responses] Based on engineering judgment,
C. [5 responses] Multilane roads,
D. [1 responses] High ADTs, and
E. [3 responses] Other (please specify):
 When truck traffic blocks sign,
 High-speed road with hill prior to school speed zone, and
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 Politically driven at one location, and after a truck accident knocked over the
previous pole.

Figure 3-2. Example of School Speed Limit Assembly for Over Roadway.

6. When do you install the School Speed Limit (S5-1) assembly in a median (check all that
apply)?
A. [7 responses] Never install a School Speed Limit assembly in a median,
B. [2 responses] As an alternative to a more costly overhead installation,
C. [2 responses] Based on engineering judgment,
D. [4 responses] Multilane roads,
E. [1 responses] High ADTs, and
F. [2 responses] Other (please specify):
 No installations in median and
 Currently, we do not have any in medians.
7. Have you used a speed monitoring display with a School Speed Limit assembly?
A. [10 responses] No,
B. [3 responses] Yes (in 3 locations or less), and
C. [1 responses] Yes (in more than 3 locations).
8. If you have used a speed monitoring display, what conditions were considered when
deciding to install the device?
A. [1 responses] 85th percentile speed,
B. [2 responses] Limited compliance with reduced speed limit,
C. [0 responses] Crashes,
D. [0 responses] Vehicle volume,
E. [0 responses] Pedestrian volume,
F. [0 responses] Age of pedestrians crossing the roadway,
G. [2 responses] Other:
 Research Project,
 Based on complaints, and
H. [7 responses] Have not used a speed monitoring display with a School Speed
Limit assembly.
9. What sign(s) do you typically use to indicate the end of a school speed limit zone (check
all that apply) (see Figure 3-3 for examples)?
A. [12 responses] Regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign,
B. [6 responses] END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign,
C. [2 responses] Other:
 We use a smaller version of S5-2 with the normal regulatory Speed Limit sign,
and
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 Use together.

S5-2

R2-1

Figure 3-3. Examples of End of School Zone Signs.

10. Do you use a solid white line (12 to 18 inches wide) on the pavement to mark the
beginning and end of the school speed zone?
A. [11 responses] Always,
B. [3 responses] Most times,
C. [0 responses] Sometimes,
D. [0 responses] Rarely, and
E. [0 responses] Not used.
11. How do you determine the limits of the school speed zone (check all that apply)?
A. [7 responses] Property lines of the school,
B. [2 responses] Next intersection before and after crosswalk,
C. [3 responses] A set distance before and after the crosswalk of:
 Dependent upon speed,
 Slowing distance based upon speed, and
 300 ft.
12. Have you removed a school speed zone in the past 5 years?
 [8 responses] No and
 [6 responses] Yes.
13. If you have removed a school speed zone, what factored into your decision?
A. [3 responses] A different traffic control device was added to the area: signal,
B. [4 responses] Review indicated it was no longer necessary,
C. [3 responses] Other:
 School closed,
 School relocated to another location, and
 Two school requested removal since they bus across the state highway.
D. [6 responses] Have not removed a school speed zone in the past 5 years.
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Other Signs/Markings
14. When do you install SCHOOL markings (see Figure 3-4) on the pavement (check all that
apply)?
A. [0 responses] Always install the markings,
B. [11 responses] Never install the markings,
C. [0 responses] Upon request from the school,
D. [3 responses] Based on engineering judgment,
E. [0 responses] When the posted or 85th percentile speed is 20 mph or more than the
school zone speed limit,
F. [1 responses] Multilane roads,
G. [1 responses] High ADTs, and
H. [1 responses] Other (please specify): Politics

Figure 3-4. Examples of SCHOOL markings.

15. When do you install a beacon with a School Crosswalk Warning (S1-1) assembly (see
Figure 3-5) (check all that apply)?
A. [1 responses] Always install beacons with a School Crosswalk Warning
assembly,
B. [7 responses] Never install beacons with a School Crosswalk Warning assembly,
C. [4 responses] Based on engineering judgment,
D. [0 responses] When the posted or 85th percentile speed is 20 mph or more than the
school zone speed limit,
E. [1 responses] Multilane roads,
F. [1 responses] High ADTs,
G. [2 responses] Other (please specify):
 When reduced speed is not warranted but school is adjacent to roadway, and
 Near schools that do not qualify for a school zone we will use the S1-1 with
advisory speed plaque.
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Figure 3-5. Example of School Crosswalk Warning Assembly.

16. When on-street parking is present, what distance in advance of a marked crosswalk is
signed or marked as no parking?
A. [2 responses] < 30 ft,
B. [4 responses] 30 to 50 ft,
C. [3 responses] 50 to 75 ft, and
D. [1 responses] >75 ft.
Engineering Judgment
Please answer the following questions based upon your engineering judgment for the situation.
17. Where should a school speed zone be installed?
A. [1 responses] At every elementary or middle school where it is requested.
B. [8 responses] Where school-aged pedestrians are walking along (but not crossing)
the road.
C. [13 responses] Where school-aged pedestrians are crossing the road.
D. [7 responses] Where school-aged pedestrians need assistance in crossing the road
(i.e., a signal or stop sign for the road being crossed is not present).
E. [2 responses] Where school bus traffic is expected within the proposed school
zone.
F. [3 responses] Other (please specify):
 Heavy mom traffic affects operation of highway .
 High Schools because of the large number of rookie drivers.
 Not sure difference between c and d--we only look at crossing activity. We
never use the school signal warrant.
18. Should the criteria for the installation of a school speed zone be different based on
rural/urban classification for the road?
 [6 responses] No and
 [8 responses] Yes.
19. Should the criteria for the installation of a school speed zone be different based on the
speed on the roadway?
 [6 responses] No and
 [8 responses] Yes.
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20. Should the criteria for the installation of a school speed zone be different based on the
roadway traffic volume?
 [4 responses] No and
 [10 responses] Yes.
21. How far away from a school should a school zone be placed (check all that apply)?
A. [7 responses] Should only be placed on roads adjacent to the school.
B. [10 responses] At major crossing points on roads not adjacent to but on major
pathways to and from the school.
C. At all crossing points on major roadways within:
1. [1 responses] 2 blocks,
2. [1 responses] 3 blocks, or
3. [1 responses] 4 blocks of the school.
D. [3 responses] Other (please specify):
 This will vary depending on the school location and pedestrian routes.
 Where students cross at uncontrolled intersections.
 Other states use a zone around the school concept where the State provides
all of the signing. There is need for uniformity in the signing.
CITY/COUNTY: SUMMARY OF WEB-BASED SURVEY
In Fall 2006, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Traffic Engineering Council
(TENC) Committee 106-01 conducted a Web-based survey on school-related traffic control
devices (16). The Web-based survey built on the mail-out survey conducted by the Texas
Transportation Institute for this Texas Department of Transportation study and on previous ITE
surveys conducted in the mid-1990s and Spring 1997 (17,18).
The 37-question Web-based survey gathered information on the state-of-the-practice for school
speed zones, signing and markings for schools, and engineering judgment on when to install a
school speed zone. A total of 168 participants provided responses. Following is an overview of
selected findings.
The initial question asked respondents to identify criteria used to determine when to establish a
school zone. Respondents could select more than one answer, so the following percentages
represent the proportion of those responding. The majority (61 percent) indicated that they use
engineering judgment; one-third selected guidelines and warrants. Approximately 29 percent
selected city council, county commission, and/or school board, which reflects that traffic
engineers are frequently interacting with the public regarding traffic control decisions.
A slight majority of the respondents use the WHEN FLASHING plaque (52 percent), 43 percent
use specific times (S4-1, S4-6), and 32 percent use WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT (S4-2).
The sign most typically used to indicate the end of a school speed limit zone is the END
SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign (56 percent). The regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign is also used
by nearly one-half (46 percent) of the respondents. The combination of END SCHOOL ZONE
(S5-2) and regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign is used by 18 percent of the respondents. Most of
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the respondents (87 percent, or 144 respondents) do not use a solid white line (12 to 18 inches
wide) on the pavement to mark the beginning and ending of the school speed zone.
The response to the question of how to determine the limits of a school speed zone clearly
indicated that many different techniques along with many different lengths are used.
The middle portion of the survey focused on signs and markings used near a school other than
those used for school speed zones. The initial four questions in this portion of the survey focused
on in-street, reduced-size signs, which have received growing interest. The next question in the
survey covered the SCHOOL pavement marking. About 60 percent of the respondents have
experience using the markings.
In the engineering judgment section of the survey, the participants could indicate where they
think a school zone should be used. Most of the participants selected “where school-age
pedestrians are crossing the road.” The next five questions explored whether the criteria for
installing a school speed zone should be different based upon selected characteristics of a site.
For the participants, the operating speed on the roadway was clearly a variable that should affect
the decision to install a school speed zone. While not as clear, there was a preference to consider
pedestrian volume, roadway traffic volume, and number of lanes being crossed. The results of
whether to consider urban versus rural classification when setting criteria for school speed zones
was divided with nearly as many respondents stating that classification should or should not be
considered.
Finally, the survey included questions that explored the participants’ opinions on the perceived
or known effectiveness of a device on compliance with a reduced speed limit. The approach that
was viewed as very effective was police presence in a school zone. Other measures viewed as
being effective but less effective than police presence were flashing beacons with school speed
limit, speed monitoring displays, and double-fine zones.
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CHAPTER 4
REVIEW OF STATE GUIDELINES AND WARRANTS
FOR SCHOOL ZONES
Other states have established warrants and/or guidelines for installing a school zone using
various combinations of vehicle and pedestrian volumes, posted or operating speeds, and
rural/urban setting to define their criteria. A review of existing practices (16) revealed guidance
ranging from no material to detailed numerical warrants. Table 4-1 lists states included in the
review by their November 2006 status (19) with respect to adoption of the 2003 Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) (20). The ITE review showed that most states
specify that school zones with reduced speeds have speed limits of 15 or 20 mph in urban and
suburban areas, but few specifically mention school zones in rural areas. Common among states’
descriptions of school zones are definitions of the time periods allowed, the appropriate distances
from the school and/or associated crosswalk, and the restrictions for use at high schools or near
signalized or stop-controlled intersections. Following is a summary of guidance by topic of
interest.
Table 4-1. State Status per MUTCD Web Site (19).
States (24) that have adopted the national MUTCD (2003 edition) and have no state
supplement
Alabama
Iowa
Mississippi
North Dakota
South Carolina
Arkansas
Kansas
Missouri
Nevada
South Dakota
Florida
Kentucky
Montana
Oklahoma
Vermont
Georgia
Louisiana
New Hampshire
Puerto Rico
Wyoming
Hawaii
Maine
New Jersey
Rhode Island
States (22) that have adopted the national MUTCD (2003 edition) and have a state
supplement
Alaska
Idaho
Nebraska
Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Arizona
Illinois
New Mexico
Tennessee
Wisconsin
Colorado
Maryland
New York
Utah
Connecticut Massachusetts
North Carolina
Virginia
Delaware
Michigan
Oregon
Washington
States (4) that have a state MUTCD in conformance with the national MUTCD (2003
edition)
California
Minnesota
Ohio
Texas
States (2) that have not yet identified adoption of the national MUTCD (2003 edition)
Washington, DC
Indiana (w/supplement)
NOTE: Information for states shown in italics is included in the ITE Informational Report (16).
For the remaining states, either the ITE committee could not find the information or guidance
material on school zones does not exist in the state.
Source of state’s status with respect to adoption of the 2003 MUTCD: “Adoption Status of National MUTCD by
States and Federal Agencies.” Federal Highway Administration, November 28, 2006. Accessible via
mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/knowledge/natl_adopt_2000_2003.htm.
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VALUE OF SCHOOL SPEED LIMITS
The most common value for a school speed limit in state manuals that specify a value is 20 mph,
as either the required value or the minimum value. The states using 20 mph include:
 Alaska (21),
 Georgia, 20 mph typically; however, can be lower if traffic engineering study determines
it is warranted (22),
 Illinois (23),
 Massachusetts (24),
 North Carolina (25),
 Ohio (26),
 Oregon (27),
 Utah (28), and
 Washington (29).
The following states in the review use 15 mph:
 Arizona (30),
 California, selected regions (31),
 Florida (32),
 Minnesota (33),
 New York (34),
 Pennsylvania (35), and
 West Virginia (36).
The following three states use 25 mph as a minimum:
 California (37),
 Kentucky (38),
 Michigan (39), and
 Oklahoma (40).
The remaining states allow for varying school speed limit values, often depending on the
regulatory speed limit and/or the 85th percentile speed.
USE OF SCHOOL SPEED LIMITS IN RURAL OR URBAN AREAS
Some states provide guidelines for school speed limits in both rural (or high speed) and
urban/suburban areas, for example, Alaska (21), Florida (32), Illinois (23), Massachusetts (24),
and Texas (1). Alaska’s traffic manual supplement (21) includes a table showing rural school
zone traffic control. When the speed limit is 40 mph or more, the Advance School (S1-1) sign
can include a beacon. Florida’s “Topic Memo” (32) discusses that in rural areas, where
approach speeds are higher, flashing beacons should be used to increase the conspicuity of
school zones. Massachusetts amendments to the MUTCD (24) comments that a school speed
zone shall be not less than 850 ft in advance of the school grounds in rural areas. Illinois
supplement (23) notes that the smaller school speed limit sign “should be used on conventional
highways with approach speeds less than 45 mph,” and the larger sign “should be used with
higher approach speeds….” Texas’ Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones (1) states that “it is
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not advisable to set a school speed limit above 35 mph in either rural or urban areas.” Table 4-2
lists the numeric values suggested.
Table 4-2. Suggested School Speed Limit Based on 85th Percentile Speed from Texas’
Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones (1).
th
85 Percentile Speed
Suggested School Speed Limit
Below 50 mph
Not more than 15 mph below 85th percentile speed
or posted speed
55 mph
20 mph below the 85th percentile speed
Greater than 55 mph
Use buffer zone to transition to a 35-mph school
speed limit

Others commented that school speed limits may not be installed at locations with a posted speed
limit above a certain value, which could be interpreted as a surrogate for prohibiting school
zones in rural areas.
 Arizona guidelines (30): “No School Crossings shall be installed on state highways
having 85th percentile operating speeds in excess of 45 mph.” A school crossing includes
the placing of 15-mph portable speed limit signs.
 Utah manual (28): Manual includes detailed procedure for determining if a reduced-speed
school zone is warranted similar to Arizona’s. Utah limits the installation on roads with
posted speeds of 50 mph or less (while Arizona limits to 45 mph or less).
 Oregon guide (27): School speed zones are discouraged on roadways with posted speed
of 45 mph and above.
RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF A SCHOOL SPEED ZONE
Several states provide cautions on where to use (or not use) a school speed zone:
 Utah manual (28): “A Reduced Speed School Zone shall not be installed on an approach
to an intersection controlled by a roundabout, a traffic signal, or a Stop sign unless it is a
mitigation measure for concerns relating to sight distance, grade, or other critical issue as
determined by an engineering study.”
 Arizona guidelines (30): “Experience within Arizona has showed school crossings
should:
• Not be used at high schools,
• Not be used within 600 ft of a Stop sign, traffic signal, or another school crossing on
the same street, and
• Not be used in conjunction with Stop signs or traffic signals.”
 Florida report (32): School speed zones can be used at school crossings at signalized
intersections if justified by an engineering study.
TIMES OF OPERATION
A somewhat common criterion in states’ manuals is that a reduced school speed limit cannot be
in operation outside of certain periods in the day. Three states—Florida (32), Michigan (39), and
New York (34)—specify either a time of day or a given duration before and after the beginning
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and end of the school day. Other states, such as California, based operations on whether children
are present rather than on a specific time of day.
WHEN TO INSTALL?
The MUTCD states that school reduced-speed zones are based on engineering study or specified
by statute. The following states have additional guidance:
 Arizona guidelines (30) have a point system for their School Crossing Warrants that
considers gaps, pedestrian volume, 85th percentile speed, and demand/gap. Features of a
School Crossing include placing 15-mph portable speed limit signs in roadway and using
yellow markings.
 Utah’s detailed procedure (28) for determining if a Reduced-Speed School Zone is
warranted is similar to Arizona’s procedure. Examples of differences include 85th
percentile speeds (Arizona 45 mph or less, Utah 50 mph or less) and pedestrian walking
speeds (Utah 3 ft/sec, Arizona 3.5 ft/sec).
 Illinois’ supplement (23) states: “The speed zone should be limited to those locations
where elementary through high school buildings or grounds devoted primarily to normal
school day activities are adjacent to the highway or where groups of children cross the
highway in route to and from a school not adjacent to the highway.”
 Massachusetts’ amendment to the MUTCD (24) has specifics for when a school zone is
warranted (e.g., children have direct access to street, marked crosswalk is present, school
involves a grade below 9th grade, etc.) and not warranted (e.g., children are not required
to cross the street or property is fenced).
 New York’s supplement (34) has several conditions that must be met, including a school
that has grades below 12 and where “some of the children walk….”
 Oregon’s guide (27) provides advice on when to consider a school speed zone, such as
when there is at least one marked school crosswalk not protected by a signal or stop sign.
They provide advice on when further justification is needed, such as when the marked
school crosswalk is at a signalized intersection, etc.
 In the Kentucky manual (38) school speed limits may be established for public or private
schools if both of the following criteria are satisfied:
o The school property is adjacent to a state-maintained facility.
o The student enrollment is equal to or greater than 100 in kindergarten through 12th
grade.
LENGTH AND LOCATION OF SCHOOL ZONE
The national MUTCD (20) states that reduced-speed zone begins either 200 ft from crosswalk or
100 ft from school property line, whichever is encountered first as traffic approaches the school.
In January 2008, the Notice of Proposed Amendments to the MUTCD was released (41).
Several changes were suggested for the school part of the MUTCD; however, no changes were
proposed regarding the location of the start of the reduced-speed zone.
Several states define minimum or maximum distances to school property lines and/or
crosswalks, ranging between 150 ft to 1000 ft from school property.
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Alaska’s supplement (21) states that “the reduced school zone shall begin at a point 300
ft or more from the school crosswalk.”
California’s state MUTCD (37) states, “If used, the School Speed Limit assembly may be
posted up to 500 ft in advance of the school boundary.”
Georgia’s toolkit (22) states: “…speed limit is usually required to extend 300 ft in either
direction from the school and from marked crosswalks near the school.”
Massachusetts’ amendment (24) includes advice on speed zone length for rural (start of
zone at least 850 ft in advance of grounds) and urban (either 500 ft or one block).
For Michigan (39), school zones are established only for elementary and middle schools
and are generally defined as the portion of the road “1,000 ft from the property line of the
school in each direction.”
The TMUTCD (2) states that the zone begins either 200 ft from crosswalk or from first
driveway on school property, whichever traffic encounters first as it approaches the
school.
The Washington manual (29) states the speed zone is 300 ft in either direction from the
marked crosswalk.
West Virginia’s directive (36) comments that a school speed limit of 15 mph is located a
maximum of 125 ft from school property line.

New York specifies a maximum length of 1320 ft, and Pennsylvania caps the distance at 1600 ft.
 New York law states that school speed zones shall not be greater than 1320 ft. Its
supplement (34) gives a minimum length of 400 ft, and the zone begins either 200 ft from
crosswalk or 300 ft from school property line, whichever is encountered first.
 For Pennsylvania (35), “the limits of a school zone may extend beyond the school
property lines to improve the sight distance or to encompass a school crosswalk, except
that the length of the zone may not be greater than 1,600 feet.”
Florida and Illinois provide general advice on school zone lengths.
 Florida’s manual (32) states school speed zones “should be kept as short as practical and
should not necessarily extend along the entire highway frontage of the school property.”
 Illinois’ supplement (23) states: “The location of the beginning and end of a 20-mph
school speed zone should be based on engineering judgment rather than the exact
location of the school property line.”
PROXIMITY TO OTHER TRAFFIC CONTROL
Several states discourage or prohibit the installation of school speed zones within a specified
distance of locations with other traffic control. Two states—Arizona (30) and Utah (28)—
specifically either prohibit (“shall not”) or discourage (“should not”) use at signalized
intersections and/or stop signs.
OTHER CRITERIA USED IN WARRANTS OR GUIDELINES
Selected states have more specific criteria for the installation of school speed limits; some of
these states have formal installation warrants rather than guidelines. Arizona (30) has detailed
numeric criteria for when to install a marked school crossing (see Tables 4-3 and 4-4). A marked
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school crossing includes school reduced speed limits. Utah (28) also has a detailed procedure for
determining if a Reduced-Speed School Zone is warranted that is similar to the procedure used
by Arizona for warranting a school crossing.
Considerations included in Texas’ Procedures (1) are general in nature. They include:
 children are going to and from school,
 school is adjacent to highway or visible from highway,
 pedestrian crossing activity is primary basis, and
 irregular traffic and pedestrian movements must also be considered.
Key criteria included in several manuals are:
 presence of children walking along or crossing the roadway,
 presence of fence around school property,
 determination of appropriate gaps for school-age pedestrians to cross the street,
 presence of crossing guards,
 determination of average pedestrian demand per appropriate gap,
 amount of student enrollment at the school,
 location of school property (i.e., abutting the right-of-way of the street or highway or
visible from street or highway), and
 presence of sidewalks.
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Table 4-3. Arizona DOT School Crossing Warrants (30).
The minimum warrant for the installation of a marked School Crossing is satisfied when a
location rates at least two points for school age pedestrian volumes and has an overall total of at
least 16 points in an urban area or 12 points in an isolated community under 10,000 population
(rural).
A. Average Time Between Gaps Warrant: maximum 10 points
B. School Age Pedestrian Volume Warrant: maximum 10 points
C. 85th Percentile Approach Speed Warrant: maximum 5 points
D. Average Demand Per Gap Warrant: maximum 8 points
Maximum Total Points: 33 points
Average Time Between Gaps
School Age Pedestrian Volume Warrant
Point assignment is based on gap
Points are assigned in accordance with the total
measurements taken during the evaluation
number of school age pedestrians crossing at
period.
the study location on the way to or from school
during the evaluation period. A School
Crossing shall not be installed where the
Average Minutes
Points
school age pedestrian volume is 10 or fewer.
between Usable Gaps in
Traffic
Urban
Rural
Points
Less than 1
0
1.01-1.25
2
10 or fewer
10 or fewer
0
1.26-1.67
4
11-30
11-20
2
1.67-2.50
6
31-50
21-35
4
2.51-5.00
8
51-70
36-50
6
Over 5
71-90
10
51-65
8
Over 90
Over 65
10
85th Percentile Approach Speed Warrant
Points are assigned in accordance with the
vehicular approach speed from both directions
of travel as determined through engineering
speed studies. No School Crossings shall be
installed on state highways having 85th
percentile operating speeds in excess of 45
mph.
Approach Speed
(mph)
Under 20
20-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45

Points

Average Demand Per Gap Warrant
Points are assigned in accordance with the
average number of demands per gap during the
evaluation period. Since school children
frequently walk in groups, the arrival of each
individual, or group, at the crossing location
should be construed as one demand, e.g., the
arrival of a group of three, one individual, a
group of two, and another individual
constitutes four demands.
Average Demand Per
Gap
1 or less
1.01-1.67
1.68-2.33
2.34-3.00
Over 3.00

0
1
2
3
4
5
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Points
0
2
4
6
8

Table 4-4. Supporting Material for Arizona DOT School Crossing Warrants (30).
Formulas
School age pedestrian crossing time = W/3.5 + 3 + 2(N-1)
where:
W/3.5 = crossing time in seconds (sec).
W = critical width of the pavement to be crossed; measure street width, curb extension to
curb extension (ft). All roadways having a raised, painted, or earthen median at
least 6 ft in width for curbed sections and 10 ft in width for uncurbed sections may
be considered two separate roadways. Roadways having two-way left-turn lanes
may be considered as two separate roadways when in the judgment of the engineer,
it is appropriate.
3.5 = assumed juvenile pedestrian walking speed of 3.5 ft/sec.
3 = pedestrian perception and reaction time; the number of seconds required for a child
to look both ways, make a decision, and commence to walk across the roadway
(sec).
2(N-1) = pedestrian clearance time (sec). Pedestrian clearance time is the additional seconds
of time required to clear the largest observed group of children from the roadway.
The children are assumed to cross the roadway in rows of five with 2-second time
intervals between each row. The clearance time interval is equal to 2 (N-1) where
N is the number of rows, 1 represents the first row, and 2 is the time interval
between rows.
•
•

Trial usable gap = W+3.
Average minutes between gaps = length of evaluation period in minutes/number of usable
gaps.
• Average number of demands per gap = total demands during evaluation period/number of
usable gaps.
Survey Methods
Duration of survey: 45 minutes before school starts to 15 minutes after school starts in the
morning, and 30 minutes before school ends to 30 minutes after school ends in the afternoon.
Type of Survey:
• School age pedestrian count within the proposed School Crossing area during the
evaluation period.
• Usable gap time count during the same evaluation period.
o Children may cross roadways in groups, and additional seconds of time are
required to clear the largest observed group of children from the roadway. Since
the size of the groups is unknown until the field data collection is completed, a
trial usable gap should be used for field data collection.
o The trial usable gap is the curb-to-curb width of the street, in ft, plus 3. This
ensures that the usable gaps measured in the field will include as a subset all the
actual usable gaps since a group size of no more than one row is assumed.
o During the evaluation period, the length of each gap that is equal to or exceeds the
calculated trial usable gap time is entered on the field data form in seconds.
• Speed samples should be obtained.
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OTHER TREATMENTS
A few of the state documents discuss potential treatments for schools other than the common
treatments, such as school speed limits or school crossings.
 Missouri (42) has a midblock school crossing signal warrant. The less-than-40-ft
pavement width requirements include 250 ped/hr for 2 hours along with 800 veh/hr for
same 2 hours.
 Missouri (42) also has warrants for school signals at driveways that are based on
MUTCD Warrant 1, Condition A or B. The mainline volume must meet or exceed
MUTCD values, while there is no side street volume requirements for elementary and
secondary schools.
 Illinois’ supplement (23) has a “School Entrance Speed Limit Signs.” The school
entrance speed zone should only be established based on engineering judgment where
crash records involving vehicles entering or leaving the school entrance during normal
school hours indicate a need for reduction in speed, or where all the following conditions
are met:
o The students are transported to and from school by bus and/or private vehicles.
o No provisions are made for students to walk to and from school.
o There are no left or right turn lanes on the highway at the entrance.
o The entrance is not controlled by traffic signals.
HOW ABOUT ONLY A SIGN WITH NO SPEED CHANGE?
A question that has been asked is, “Can a School Ahead sign be used and not include a reduced
speed zone?” The question is frequently associated with schools where students do not walk to
the school or where almost all students arrive either in a school bus or by personal automobile.
Utah’s manual (28) has an “Abutting School Zone” as “…an area of the roadway adjacent to
school buildings or grounds, including the approach to such areas, with no associated school
crosswalk.” The use of the zone is decided based on engineering judgment. Signing shall
include School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign without supplemented AHEAD plaque.
The January 2, 2008, proposed change to MUTCD (41) includes a new section on a school area
or zone that uses the School Sign (S1-1). The school zone “will advise road users that they are
approaching a school that is adjacent to a highway, where additional care is needed, even though
no school crossing is involved and the speed limit remains unchanged.” For some jurisdictions
the designated school zone has unique legal standing in that fines may be increased.
STUDENT NUMBERS
Several state documents note that pedestrian activity is needed to justify the use of various
treatments. Most just include the general guidance of children crossing the roadway or children
being present. A few of the documents discuss specific numbers, including the following:
 Arizona’s guideline (30) assigns 0 points for 10 or fewer school age pedestrians. It also
states that “a School Crossing shall not be installed where the school age pedestrian
volume is 10 or fewer.”
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Utah’s manual (28) includes the following warrants for a school crosswalk zone:
o > 10 students in morning hour or afternoon hour
o 500 ADT or 50 veh/hr
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CHAPTER 5
PHONE SURVEY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
CONCERNING VEHICLE SPEEDS IN SCHOOL ZONES
INTRODUCTION
As part of this research project, researchers conducted a telephone survey of law enforcement
officers to assess vehicle compliance with speed reductions in school zones. This chapter is a
summary of the activities and results related to that survey.
STUDY DESIGN
The phone survey consisted of nine questions on speed reduction compliance in school zones. A
copy of the survey is located in Appendix A. The topics of the questions were centered on the
following:
• Questions 1, 2, and 3—compliance rate and factors that affected the compliance rate with
drivers;
• Questions 4, 5, and 6—traffic control devices used to indicate the end of a speed zone in
a school area;
• Question 7—where to install school speed zones;
• Question 8—specific programs used for school speed zone areas; and
• Question 9—overall suggestions to improve school speed compliance rate.
Law enforcement officers interviewed included individuals who worked in a traffic patrol section
during peak school hours. It was the goal of the researchers to survey individuals who worked in
the field and were familiar with the motorists driving behavior in school zones. The individuals
surveyed told that the questions should be answered based on their personal experience and their
observations of the driving behavior of motorists in their school areas. They were told that the
survey would be confidential and that their names would not be used in any reports.
Phone Contacts
A total of 12 cities were contacted to participate in the survey. The cities were randomly
selected based on their geographic location and types of traffic control devices they were
currently using in their school zones. Table 5-1 shows the location and agencies that participated
in the survey. “Yes” is used to indicate those agencies that participated in the survey for each of
the cities. In addition, if an agency did not participate, there is a brief explanation as to why they
did not participate. Amarillo was the only city where both the independent school district (ISD)
and city police department participated, giving a total of 13 agencies interviewed. In total, there
were six ISD police agencies and seven city police agencies surveyed. In Bryan, Corpus Christi,
Dallas, and Galveston, the ISD law enforcement officers were primarily used for the control of
inside school activities, while Laredo and Magnolia had no patrol officers employed by their
ISDs. The researchers made an effort to contact both agencies at each study location; however,
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they were unable to reach the police departments from the cities of El Paso, Grapevine, Houston,
and Spring. The Austin Police Department stated that they only patrol school zones for specific
events or special requests.
It should be noted that the officers in both agencies had the same police background training;
they all had attended an accredited law enforcement academy. In fact, all officers who were
interviewed at ISDs were previous city or state police officers. As such, all survey participants
were grouped together for the analysis.

Location
Surveyed
1. Amarillo
2. Austin
3. Bryan
4. Corpus Christi
5. Dallas
6. El Paso
7. Galveston
8. Grapevine
9. Houston
10. Laredo
11. Magnolia
12. Spring

Table 5-1. Location and Agency of Phone Survey.
Agency Surveyed
Officer of Independent School
District’s Police Department
Officer of City Police Department
Yes
Yes
Yes
Patrol for specific events or requests
Efforts are inside of schools
Yes
Not enough officers to patrol speeders Yes
Efforts are inside of schools
Yes
Yes
No response
Efforts are inside of schools
Yes
Yes
No response
Yes
No response
No patrol officers
Yes
No patrol officers
Yes
Yes
No response

RESULTS
Question 1—Are drivers in your area generally in compliance with reduced school speed
limits?
The majority of the officers contacted (77 percent) felt that most of the time drivers complied
with the reduced school speed limits posted. Items that influence the compliance of drivers
mentioned were the time of day, how well the school zone is marked, and the location of the
school (residential versus arterial). The officers from Bryan and Houston (15 percent) felt that
drivers only sometimes comply with the reduced school speed limits posted. Bryan explained
that it depended on the school itself, since some schools have better compliance than others.
Houston stated that its drivers were showing less and less regard to any posted speed limit. The
remaining officer, from Galveston, felt that drivers in the Galveston area seldom complied with
the reduced school speed limits posted. The reason for this low compliance rate was the short
supply of police officers available to enforce the reduced speed limit at schools.
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Question 2—What factors affect compliance with drivers in a reduced-speed school zone?
When asked what factors they felt affect the compliance of drivers in a reduced-speed school
zone, it is not surprising that all the officers interviewed implied that law enforcement on site
would be the most effective factor used to reduce drivers’ speeds in school zones. Table 5-2
shows a list of the factors given by the officers. The area of the school speed zone (residential
versus arterial) was the most frequent response given by participants (69 percent). The second
most frequent response was the posted speed limit (54 percent). However, most of the
participants agreed that the speed limit sign needed the flashing amber lights for it to be
effective. It was the consensus of the group that the flashing lights help make the school speed
signs more visible. El Paso felt that most motorists drive at the speed for which the roadway was
designed. Four participants responded that the school grade was important, three said it
depended on how well the school zone was marked, and two felt it depended on the individual
school itself. The remaining two factors placed in the “Other” column were the distance from
school zone to the actual school and the media/education.
Table 5-2. Factors that Affect Drivers’ Compliance in Reduced School Zones by Location.
Individual
School
Area of
How Well
School (size,
Grade
Speed Zone
School
Speed (residential (elementary location, social
economies,
Zone is
versus
Limit
versus
Marked
Other
neighborhood)
middle)
arterial)
Posted
Location
9
9
9
Amarillo PD
9
9
Amarillo ISD
9
9
9
9
Austin
9
Bryan
9
9
9
Corpus
Christi
9
9
Dallas
9
El Paso
9
Galveston
9
9
Grapevine
9
9
Houston
9
9
9
Laredo
9
9
Magnolia
9
Spring
Totals
7 (54%)
9 (69%)
4 (31%)
2 (15%)
3 (23%)
2 (15%)

Question 3—What would you estimate the compliance level is at reduced school speed
zones when enforcement is not obvious versus when enforcement is obvious?
Table 5-3 shows the percentages of estimated compliance levels at reduced-speed school zones
when enforcement is NOT obvious versus when it is obvious. As expected, almost all of the
respondents felt that the compliance level was 90 percent or better when law enforcement was
obvious to the drivers. Bryan was the only location that estimated their compliance level to be
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below 90 percent. The compliance level percentage when law enforcement was NOT obvious
was somewhat diverse; 33 percent felt that 80 to 90 percent were in compliance, 33 percent felt
that 70 percent were in compliance, 17 percent estimated 60 percent compliance, and the
remaining 17 percent estimated the lowest compliance rate of 30 percent. Spring would not give
an estimated compliance level where enforcement was NOT obvious.
Table 5-3. Percentage of Compliance Level at Reduced School Speed Zones with
Enforcement NOT Obvious versus Obvious by Location.
Law Enforcement
Location
NOT Obvious (%)
Obvious (%)
Amarillo PD
70
90
Amarillo ISD
80
95
Austin
60
95
Bryan
30
70
Corpus Christi
90
98
Dallas
90
99
El Paso
70
99
Galveston
30
99
Grapevine
70
90
Houston
60
95
Laredo
80
100
Magnolia
70
100
Spring
Unknown
90

Question 4—Is compliance better when the solid white pavement marking line is used to
indicate the end of the reduced-speed zone?
Forty-six percent of the officers felt that the solid white pavement marking line increased the
compliance level when used to indicate the end of the speed zone. Comments made as to why
they felt the compliance was better were:
 drivers usually watch for the line so they know when they can speed up,
 any type of marking is helpful,
 signs may be obstructed by vegetation, and
 drivers can focus on roadway and still know the location of the end of the school speed
zone.
One officer added that it helps the officers to know where the school zone begins and ends since
it clearly defines the school zone area. However, 39 percent disagreed and felt that the solid
white pavement marking line did not improve the compliance rate. The reasons stated were as
follows:
 drivers do not look past their vehicle hoods,
 drivers do not see markings without a sign,
 drivers do not see markings, and
 drivers do not understand markings.
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The remaining 15 percent did not respond. Houston explained they were not sure since they had
never noticed them, and Magnolia replied that they did not know since they do not have any in
their city limits.
Question 5—Is compliance better when the End of School Zone sign is used to indicate the
end of the speed zone?
Eight-five percent of the officers agreed that the End of School Zone sign increased compliance
when used to indicate the end of the speed zone. Two of the reasons noted were drivers watch
for the sign so they know when they can speed up, and the sign defines the end of the school
zone. The remaining 15 percent did not feel that the signs would increase the compliance rate
when used to indicate the end of the speed zone. The Bryan officer felt that motorists do not pay
attention to signs unless they have flashing lights, while the officer from Galveston felt that the
white solid line was easier to see.
Question 6—To indicate the end of a school speed zone, do you prefer an End of School
Zone sign, a posted speed limit sign, a posted speed limit sign with an End of School Zone
plaque on top, a white pavement marking line, or some combination? Why?
Table 5-4 shows the traffic control device preference by each officer. The shaded area shows
that nine (69 percent) of the officers interviewed preferred some type of combination of traffic
control devices to indicate the end of a school speed zone. Five officers selected the posted
speed limit sign with an End of School Zone plaque, as well as a white pavement marking line.
Corpus Christi preferred either the End of School Zone sign or the posted speed limit sign with
the white pavement marking line. Most officers (77 percent) preferred the white pavement
marking with some other traffic control device, while Galveston preferred the white pavement
marking by itself. The preference of the white pavement marking was based on the assumption
that drivers do not read the signs; instead, they focus on the road and will see the white pavement
markings. However, one officer felt that the white marking should not be used by itself and that
a sign was necessary to explain the meaning of the white marking. Several officers agreed that
the pavement marking line helped law enforcement, as well as the drivers, to know where the
school zone ends. Others stated it helped in court where drivers would state they were watching
for children in the road and didn’t see the sign. If they were watching in the road, they should
have seen the white markings.
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Table 5-4. Traffic Control Device Preference to Indicate the End of a
School Speed Zone by Location.
Traffic Control Device Preference
Posted Speed
End of School Posted Speed
Limit w/ End
White Pavement
Zone Sign
Limit Sign
School Plaque
Marking Line
Location
9
9
Amarillo PD
9
9
Amarillo ISD
9
9
Austin
9
9
Bryan
9
9
9
Corpus Christi
9
Dallas
9
9
El Paso
9
Galveston
9
Grapevine
9
9
Houston
9
Laredo
9
9
Magnolia
9
9
Spring
Totals
2 (15%)
3 (23%)
8 (62%)
10 (77%)
Gray highlight = officers who preferred a combination of traffic control devices.

The second most frequent device selected was the posted speed limit with End of School Zone
plaque; 62 percent selected this as one of their preferred traffic control devices with several
commenting that it was helpful to have the speed limit.
Question 7—Where do you think school speed zones should be installed?
Table 5-5 shows that 85 percent felt that school speed zones should be located at every school;
62 percent indicated that they should be at every related crosswalk adjacent to the school.
However, there were 62 percent who felt that the decision on where and how much to reduce the
speed should be based on each individual school’s characteristics. These characteristics included
sight distance, volume of pedestrians, bike riders and traffic, direction of pedestrians, residential
versus thoroughfare, times of campus, and school bus usage. The other two categories included
uncontrolled intersections near schools, at 31 percent, and at every crosswalk one block away
from the school, with 15 percent.
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Table 5-5. Where School Speed Zones Should be Installed by Location.
Traffic Control Device Preference
Every
At Every
SchoolUncontrolled
Crosswalk Each School
At Every
Related
Intersections
One Block
Based
School
Crosswalk
Location
Near Schools
Away
Individually
9
9
9
Amarillo PD
9
9
9
Amarillo ISD
9
Austin
9
Bryan
9
9
Corpus Christi
9
9
Dallas
9
9
El Paso
9
9
Galveston
9
9
9
Grapevine
9
9
9
Houston
9
9
9
9
Laredo
9
9
9
9
Magnolia
9
9
9
Spring
Total
11 (85%)
8 (62%)
4 (31%)
2 (15%)
8 (62%)

Question 8—Does your agency have a specific program for school speed zones?
The majority of the officers contacted (62 percent) indicated that they used portable speed
monitoring displays; however, there were some disagreements on their effectiveness. Several
officers felt that these signs were not good at high schools, as students tend to use them to see
how fast they can go instead of slowing down. In addition, there was a lot of vandalism and theft
of the batteries out of the signs. Other problems identified were difficulty in requesting the use
of the signs by other agencies and problems with people running into the displays. In most cases
the speed monitoring displays were only used when there was a problem identified at a particular
school, typically from a complaint.
As shown in Table 5-6, 46 percent of the officers stated that they actually had officers assigned
to different schools; most indicated that they were usually rotated. Officers from Corpus Christi
and Galveston both indicated that they did not have any specific programs at this time but used
speed monitoring displays on an as-needed basis, such as in response to a complaint from a
citizen, the city council, or one of the crossing guards. It should be noted that the officers who
did not have a specific program of assigned officers or radar patrol were not indicating that they
did not have any officers patrolling the schools, only that they did not have a specific program.
As shown by the shaded row in Table 5-6, Grapevine was the only location interviewed that had
no programs for school speed zones.
In addition, all of the ISD law enforcement officers noted that their main goal was patrolling
inside the school over patrolling traffic violators outside the school.
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Table 5-6. Specific Programs for School Speed Zones by Location.
Officers
Assigned to
Speed
School Signs with
Media
School or Radar Monitoring Automated Flashing
and/or
Location
Patrol
Displays
Amber
Education
9
9
Amarillo PD
9
9
9
Amarillo ISD
9
9
9
Austin
9
9
Bryan
9
Corpus Christi
9
9
Dallas
9
9
El Paso
9
Galveston
Grapevine
9
Houston
9
Laredo
9
9
Magnolia
9
9
Spring
Totals
6 (46%)
8 (62%)
4 (31%)
4 (31%)
Gray highlight = no program for school speed zones.

Approximately 31 percent of the officers selected the remaining two categories of 1) automated
flashing signs, and 2) media and/or education programs. However, it should be pointed out that
although some participants did not select having automated flashing signs, it does not necessarily
mean there are no automated flashing signs available at any of the school areas in their city, only
that these signs were not in the school areas of the officers interviewed.
Question 9—Do you have any suggestions on ways to improve compliance in school speed
zones?
The following is a list of the suggestions on how to improve compliance in school speed zones:
• Austin, Corpus Christi, and Laredo felt that the speed monitoring displays with posted
speeds would be helpful.
• Amarillo and Spring officers felt that good signs and markings get drivers’ attention.
However, one problem identified by Amarillo was the difficulty in determining whether
the sign is actually flashing. With the automatic flashing signs, it tended to be hard to
prove in court that they were flashing. He explained that they were currently putting
holes in the sign shields so that they can see if the white light is on from the opposite
view of the school (similar to the white lights at signal locations). Drivers learn they can
get out of the tickets by saying that the lights were not on (flashing).
• Both agencies in Amarillo, as well as Bryan, Dallas, El Paso, Galveston, Grapevine,
Houston, Laredo, Magnolia, and Spring, suggested more law enforcement. Amarillo
suggested more law enforcement using school grants, stating that if the city can hire
officers to work in a work zone, why can’t they hire them to work in school zones?
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Galveston felt the school time allocated was too long, since it only takes about 30
minutes in the morning and one and a half hours in the afternoon for children to arrive
and depart from school. Lengthy speed reduction times result in the reduced school
speed limit still being in effect when no students are in sight.
Amarillo and Bryan suggested more public service announcements, while Dallas
suggested using something like the “Click it or Ticket” campaign.
In order to prepare motorists to slow down, Dallas suggested using rumble strips just
before the school zone begins (similar to what is being used at toll booths).
El Paso suggested painting the curbs in school zones, since signs are hard to see at some
locations. El Paso also felt that it would be helpful if everything was uniform, such as
school hours, speed limit, etc.
Galveston recommended the use of portable photo radar, explaining that if drivers knew
they might get a ticket, they would slow down.
Houston suggested adding “School Zone 20 MPH” to the solid white pavement marking
line at the beginning of the school zone. Magnolia suggested painting “School Zone”
elongated on the pavement at the entrance to the school zone.
Austin and Laredo suggested the use of solar radar panels on school flashing signs. They
would last longer and have less maintenance.
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CHAPTER 6
FIELD STUDIES AT SCHOOL CAMPUSES
In order to gain a better understanding of traffic characteristics around schools, the research team
conducted a number of observational studies at school facilities throughout the state. Studies
were conducted at a total of 24 school sites. The schools were either classified as elementary,
middle, or high schools, or were given the designation of “ALL” if the school included
kindergarten through 12th grade. Elementary and middle schools were emphasized in the
selection of study sites. Elementary schools typically ranged from pre-kindergarten or
kindergarten to 5th grade. The middle schools included students from 6th to 8th grades.
Characteristics of the schools are listed in Table 6-1. Characteristics of the roadway are provided
in Table 6-2. Table 6-3 has the characteristics of the school zones.
Researchers contacted each school district and/or visited each school prior to collecting data.
These initial contacts were made to inform school officials of our intentions and purpose of data
collection, obtain any necessary permissions, and learn from officials what traffic issues, if any,
they have experienced at those schools. In consideration of privacy concerns, the names of the
schools were removed from the final version of this report.
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Table 6-1. General Characteristics of Schools Where Observations Were Performed.
School Day
School Zone Active
Site
Num
Type
Area*
AM
PM
AM
AM
PM
PM
Num
Students
Begin
End
Beg
End
Beg
End
AL-1
High
RU
350
7:59
3:00
7:15
8:00
3:00
3:30
AU-1
Middle
SM
515
8:30
3:45
8:00
8:50
3:40
4:15
High/
AU-2
Middle
SM
1564
8:45
3:45
8:00
8:50
3:40
4:15
BR-1
Middle
SU
1228
8:35
3:30
8:05
8:50
3:30
4:15
BR-2
Middle
SU
916
8:00
3:35
7:30
8:45
3:20
4:10
BR-3
Elem
SU
550
8:00
3:00
7:30
8:15
2:45
3:30
CO-1
Elem
SR
490
8:00
3:00
7:30
8:30
2:30
3:30
CO-2
Elem
SC
603
8:00
3:00
7:15
8:15
2:00
3:45
CV-1
ALL
RR
274
7:55
3:42
7:15
8:15
2:20
4:02
EL-1
Middle
SC
996
7:50
2:50
7:00
8:00
2:20
3:20
Elem/
EL-2
Middle
SC
1900
7:45
3:15
7:00
8:00
3:00
3:45
EL-3
Middle
SC
670
8:45
3:45
8:00
9:00
3:30
4:15
JE-1
High
RU
234
8:10
3:03
7:15
8:00
2:45
3:30
LE-1
Elem
RM
145
7:30
4:00
7:15
8:30
2:45
4:00
RO-1
Elem
RR
172
8:00
3:15
7:00
8:00
3:00
4:00
RO-2
High
RR
295
8:00
3:40
7:15
8:30
3:00
4:15
SA-1
Middle
SR
1176
8:30
3:30
7:15
8:45
3:00
4:15
SA-2
Elem
SR
742
7:45
2:45
7:00
9:00
2:00
4:00
SA-3
Middle
SR
1053
8:30
3:40
7:00
9:00
2:00
4:00
SA-4
Elem
SR
550
7:55
3:10
7:00
8:45
2:00
4:00
ST-1
Elem
RU
282
8:00
3:00
7:25
8:10
2:40
3:40
SW-1
Elem
RM
87
8:20
3:30
7:35
8:35
3:25
4:05
TE-1
ALL
RU
496
8:00
3:50
7:15
8:30
2:30
4:00
WI-1
Elem
RU
170
8:15
3:45
7:30
8:20
3:10
4:15
*Area:
First letter:
 R = rural
 S = suburban
 U = urban
Second letter:
 R = few residential
 C = commercial
 M = mix
 U = undeveloped
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Table 6-2. General Characteristics of Primary Roadway Near Schools.
Site
Num Sidewalk X-Walks
# of
School
Sign/ Plaque Beacons2
Num Lanes1
within
Signals Driveways
Zone
within
/Mile
Zone
AL-1
2U
N
0
0
6.2
S4-4, S4-1a
R
AU-1
4+1
N
0
1
1.0
S1-1, S5-1
R
AU-2
4+1
N
0
2
1.0
S5-1
R
BR-1
2U
N
0
0
10.5
S4-1
N
BR-2
4+1
N
0
0
7.3
S5-1
O
BR-3
4+1
Y
1
0
6.2
S4-4
R
CO-1
4U
Y
1
0
12.5
S5-1
R, RF
CO-2
4+1
N
3
1
3.6
S4-1(1),
R
S5-1 (2)
CV-1
2U
N
0
0
2.9
S5-1
R
EL-1
6D
Y
0
0
0.0
S5-1
O, R
EL-2
4+1
Y
1
0
0.0
Other
O
EL-3
4U
Y
1
1
18.1
S5-1
O, R
JE-1
2+1
N
0
0
3.8
S5-1
R
LE-1
4D
N
1
0
0.0
S4-4
R
RO-1
2U
N
1
0
10.6
S5-1
R
RO-2
2+1
N
0
0
2.7
S5-1
R
SA-1
4D
Y
1
0
13.6
S5-1
R
SA-2
4U
Y
0
0
8.9
S5-1
R
SA-3
4D
Y
1
0
8.6
S5-1
R
SA-4
2U
N
1
1
0.0
S4-4
R
ST-1
3U
N
0
0
1.6
S5-1
R
SW-1
4+1
N
0
0
2.4
S4-4
R
TE-1
4+1
N
0
0
2.3
S5-1
R
WI-1
2U
N
0
0
1.9
S4-4
R
1
2
Num Lanes:
Beacons:
 2U = two-lane undivided
 R = Roadside
 3U = three-lane undivided
• O = Overhead
 4U = four-lane undivided
 RF = Rear-Facing
 4D = four-lane divided
 N = None
 6D = six-lane divided
 2+1 = two-lane with two-way left-turn lane
 4+1 = four-lane with two-way left-turn lane
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Table 6-3. General Characteristics of School Zones.
Regulatory Buffer
School
Total
Buffer
School
Site
Speed
Speed
Speed
School
L or
Lengths
Speed Zone
Num
Limit
Limit
Limit
Speed Zone
C*
(ft)
Length (ft)
(mph)
(mph)
(mph)
Length (ft)
1053
AL-1
70
55
35
1713
3818
L/C
1052
AU-1
55
-0
35
2512
2512
C
AU-2
55
-0
35
2343
2343
C
BR-1
50
-0
35
1515
1515
L
BR-2
55
-0
35
1456
1456
L
BR-3
55
-0
35
2535
2535
L
CO-1
30
-0
20
1272
1272
C
CO-2
45
-0
35
1450
1450
C
1061
CV-1
60
55
35
3593
5856
L
1202
EL-1
50
-0
35
1185
1185
L
EL-2
50
-0
30
1600
1600
L
EL-3
45
-0
30
584
584
L
JE-1
70
55
1016
35
4144
5160
L
LE-1
55
-0
35
1454
1454
L/C
RO-1
45
-0
25
994
994
C
1128
RO-2
60
55
35
3910
6534
L
1496
SA-1
45
-0
20
775
775
L
SA-2
45
-0
20
590
590
L
SA-3
45
-0
20
615
615
L/C
1043
SA-4
65
55
35
1215
4347
L/C
2089
ST-1
70
55
1052
35
3258
4310
L
SW-1
55
-0
35
2156
2156
L/C
588
TE-1
60
50
35
2290
4280
L/C
1402
WI-1
55
-0
35
2779
2779
L/C
*L = Data collected using laser, C = Data collected using counters, L/C = Data collected
using both laser and counters
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STUDY METHODOLOGY
Researchers used several techniques to collect observational data in this study, using a
combination of speed data, video data, and site characteristics to describe the activity at each
study site. Table 6-4 lists the various techniques, which will be described in more detail in the
following section.
Table 6-4. Data Collection Techniques Used in Observational Studies.
Technique
Equipment Used
Speed Data
• Laser (lidar) guns
• Portable on-pavement traffic analyzers
• Pneumatic tube traffic counters
Video Data
• Video trailer, using mast to elevate camera 10-30 ft above
roadway, DVR- or VCR-based
• Camcorders
Site Characteristics
• Digital photographs
• Data sheet
• Site sketch
• Other observations

Speed Data
The research team wanted to collect speed data around school speed zones to determine the
predominant speed patterns when the zones were active and compare with comparable data when
the zones were inactive. Researchers used three approaches to collect speed data: laser (lidar)
guns, portable on-pavement traffic analyzers, and pneumatic tube traffic counters.
At a minimum, members of the research team collected speed data during the periods when
school zones were active, particularly when using laser guns. Researchers collected laser data in
three periods: morning school zone (and immediately preceding and/or following), noon-hour
period, and afternoon school zone (and immediately preceding and/or following). Each data
collection period was approximately 1.5 to 2.5 hours, depending on the duration of the active
school zone. Because of their ability to collect data automatically, traffic counter data were
collected all day at each site where they were installed, giving greater ability to compare peak
and non-peak periods. When sufficient counters were available, data were collected at multiple
sites simultaneously.
Laser
At selected sites, researchers used laser guns to obtain speed profiles of vehicles as they entered
and passed through the zones; this allowed for analysis of the entire acceleration/deceleration
behavior of each subject vehicle relative to the position of the school zone and the time when the
school zone was active. The laser guns employed for this study have the capability of locking
onto a target vehicle and tracking it over long distances, taking three speed/distance readings per
second (see Figure 6-1), and collecting a speed profile over the entire distance of the study area.
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The gun sends those readings through a data cable to a laptop computer, where each timestamped reading is stored in a text file that is available for downloading into a spreadsheet for
data reduction and analysis. The end result is a data file composed of speed/distance profiles for
each individual target vehicle during the study period.

Figure 6-1. Speed/Distance Reading from Laser Gun.

Researchers initially used laser guns in teams of two; one observer was positioned upstream of
the school zone, and the second was near the midpoint of the school zone. This enabled the
observers to cover the entire length of long school zones by dividing the coverage into two parts.
The upstream observer selected a target vehicle and, via walkie-talkie or mobile phone,
described the vehicle to the midpoint observer. The upstream observer then locked onto the
target vehicle and tracked it as far as possible through the speed zone; the midpoint observer
locked onto the same vehicle at the earliest point possible and also tracked the vehicle as far as
possible. Subsequently, during data reduction, the two profiles were merged together to create
one overall speed profile for the target vehicle for the entire length of the school zone. After
using the team-coverage method at several study sites, researchers were able to use single
observers at other sites with shorter school zones, thus improving the efficiency of data reduction
efforts by eliminating the need to merge profiles of target vehicles.
In order to collect the data, researchers identified locations near the selected schools with clear
lines of sight to the school zone portion of the roadway. Generally, these locations were off the
shoulder of the roadway, preferably behind trees or other roadside objects, to hide the observer
from oncoming drivers’ field of view. Observers parked vehicles in these locations and collected
speeds from inside the vehicle, using the vehicle’s power supply to operate the laser gun and
laptop.
Observers took several steps to minimize any effects of their presence on approaching drivers.
First of all, observers used SUVs, minivans, and/or pickup trucks to minimize the possibility that
drivers would mistake the observer for an enforcement officer. Second, observers parked as far
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off of the roadway as possible while still maintaining a clear line of sight through the study area.
Third, observers did not raise their laser guns into position until the target vehicle had passed,
eliminating the possibility of the driver recognizing the use of an active speed-measuring device.
The use of laser guns has several advantages over other speed collection methods. First, because
it uses lidar technology instead of radar, it is not recognized by traditional detectors. The
practice of not activating the gun until the target vehicle had passed further minimized the
exposure of the active lidar. Second, the use of laser guns is safer for observers than automated
traffic counters because it does not require the installation of hardware in the travel lane and
eliminates that exposure to traffic. Third, laser guns allow for a continuous speed/distance
profile that cannot be obtained with traffic counters; the profile illustrates the exact
acceleration/deceleration behavior of each driver over time and distance.
Portable On-Pavement Traffic Analyzer
For some sites, laser guns were not practical because of line-of-sight issues or lack of appropriate
observation locations. For these sites, one of two kinds of automated traffic data collectors was
used: portable on-pavement traffic analyzers or pneumatic tube counters. The portable onpavement traffic analyzers are designed to provide accurate count, speed, and vehicle
classification data. The sensor is lightweight and has a rectangular shape measuring about 4.5
inches × 7.25 inches. It is self-contained in an aluminum housing (see Figure 6-2) that is
constructed to withstand the impact of heavy vehicles and damage from most chemicals, such as
oil or fuel. Placed over the sensor, the cover is installed on the pavement using a drill, and the
device is typically placed in the middle of the traffic lane. The sensor determines vehicle count,
speed, and classification data using Vehicle Magnetic Imaging technology.
The data are exported to the computer through proprietary software, which allows the user to
generate charts, reports, graphs, or histograms. The software offers the ability to handle 13 length
classification bins, which is comparable to many Federal Highway Administration studies. An
advantage of the software is that it has the ability to re-bin data. This allows the user to compare
recent data to previous studies (by re-sorting the data), and thus compare old and new studies.
Once the traffic study is complete, the cover and the counter are removed and can be used in
another installation. The particular type of sensor used in this study has the capacity to record up
to 300,000 vehicles per study and can detect vehicles moving as slowly as 8 mph (13 km/h).
A major advantage of this type of unit is that it is portable and does not require the installation of
tubes, loops, or chains to detect vehicles, thus reducing the potential for them being detected by
drivers and thus preventing artificial driver behavior changes. Because of their lower profile, the
portable on-pavement traffic sensors were preferred, but they were not always available, so
pneumatic tube counters were used where necessary.
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cover

7.25 inches

sensor

4.5
inches

sensor

Figure 6-2. Portable On-Pavement Traffic Analyzer with Cover and Sensor.

Pneumatic Tube Counters (Automatic)
In lieu of the portable on-pavement traffic analyzers, researchers utilized automated counters to
collect speed data at the field study sites. The counter set-up consisted of pneumatic tubes
connected to portable counters that automatically recorded information on vehicle counts,
vehicle classification, and speed data, among other data. The tubes were placed across the entire
driving lane and connected to the receivers on the counter unit, as shown in Figure 6-3. Traffic
traversing the tubes trigger the counter and generate a reading, compiling a count of the number
of vehicles. For this study, the tubes were set up to record speed data by placing two tubes
across each lane at a predetermined spacing. Based on the spacing of the vehicle’s axles and the
signals sent by the tubes to the counter unit, speeds are calculated and recorded, and the vehicle’s
classification is determined. Data collected with the counters can be analyzed in a variety of
ways using proprietary software from the manufacturer.

Figure 6-3. Installation of Pneumatic Tubes with Portable Counter.
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Video Data
Researchers wanted to record the turning movements at the driveways at selected study sites, so
video recording was used to obtain a permanent record of those movements. Researchers
preferred to use one of TTI’s video trailers to record the data (Figure 6-4). These trailers have
the ability to raise a camera between 10 and 30 ft above ground level, giving a “bird’s-eye” view
of the study site. The video trailers have full pan/tilt/zoom capability and record either to a harddrive based digital video recorder (DVR) or a traditional videocassette recorder (VCR). With
either medium, the recorded data were retrieved from the trailer and returned to the office for
reduction.

Figure 6-4. VCR Video Trailer Used in Site Video Data Collection.
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Figure 6-5. Video Trailer Positioned on Side of Road at a Site.

SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Between the morning and afternoon peak periods, members of the research team observed and
took photographs of operations and existing conditions on adjacent roadways and at the school
driveways. Observation information was recorded on a worksheet. Specific tasks included the
following:
• Take pictures of site with camera.
• Document the signs and markings in and adjacent to the school zone.
• Document prominent school zone features and observations.
• Measure widths of travel lanes, median (if applicable), bicycle and parking lanes (if
applicable), and sidewalks.
• Draw sketch of school zone noting the following items:
o signs,
o markings,
o other traffic control devices,
o location and length of school zone,
o turn bays and other geometric features,
o number of lanes on surrounding streets,
o driveway locations and purposes,
o distance between driveways and cross streets,
o nearest intersections (signalized or stop-controlled), and
o locations of data collection equipment.
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STUDY SITES
Figure 6-6 to Figure 6-60 show photographs of each of the study sites.
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School Zone
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School
Driveway

Unsignalized
Intersection

Figure 6-6. Aerial Photograph of Study Site AL-1 (Base Map from Google Earth).

(a) Eastbound

(b) Westbound

Figure 6-7. Approaches to School Zone at Site AL-1.
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Figure 6-8. Aerial Photograph of Study Site AU-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-9. Northbound Approach to AU-1.
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Figure 6-10. Aerial Photograph of Study Site AU-2 (Base Map from Google Earth).

(a) Northbound

(b) Southbound

Figure 6-11. Approach to AU-2.
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Figure 6-12. Aerial Photograph of Study Site BR-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-13. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site BR-1.
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Figure 6-14. Aerial Photograph of Study Site BR-2 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-15. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site BR-2.
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Figure 6-16. Aerial Photograph of Study Site BR-3 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-17. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site BR-3.
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Figure 6-18. Aerial Photograph of Study Site CO-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-19. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site CO-1.
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Figure 6-20. Aerial Photograph of Study Site CO-2 (Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-21. Driver’s View of Approach to Crosswalk at Study Site CO-2.
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Figure 6-22. Aerial Photograph of Study Site CV-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-24. Driver’s View of Approach to
Study Site CV-1.

Figure 6-23. Close-up Aerial Photograph of
Study Site CV-1
(Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-25. Aerial Photograph of Study Site EL-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-26. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site EL-1.
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Figure 6-27. Aerial Photograph of Study Site EL-2 (Base Map from Google Maps).

(b) Sign on FM Highway

(a) Driver’s View of Approach to EL-2

(c) Sign on Minor Street

Figure 6-28. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site EL-2.
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Figure 6-29. Aerial Photograph of Study Site EL-3 (Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-30. Driver’s View of Approach to
Study Site EL-3.

Figure 6-31. West Boundary of Westbound
School Zone at Study Site EL-3.
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Figure 6-32. Aerial Photograph of Study Site JE-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-33. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site JE-1.
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Figure 6-34. Aerial Photograph of Study Site LE-1 (Base Map from Google Earth).

Figure 6-35. Pedestrian Crosswalk on LE-1.
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Figure 6-36. Aerial Photograph of Study Site RO-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-37. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site RO-1.
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Figure 6-38. Aerial Photograph of Study Site RO-2 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-39. Signs at RO-2.

Figure 6-40. Southbound Driver’s View of Approach to
Study Site RO-2.
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Figure 6-41. Aerial Photograph of Study Site SA-1 (Base Map from Google Earth).

Figure 6-42. Westbound Driver’s View of
Approach to Study Site SA-1.
Figure 6-43. Eastbound Driver’s View
Approaching School Speed Limit Sign.
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Figure 6-44. Aerial Photograph of Study Site SA-2 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-45. Driver’s View of Approaches to Study Site SA-2.
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Figure 6-46. Aerial Photograph of Study Site SA-3 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-48. Driver’s View of Southbound
Approach to Crosswalk.

Figure 6-47. Driver’s View of Northbound
Approach to Study Site SA-3.
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Figure 6-49. Aerial Photograph of Study Site SA-4 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-50. Advance Warning Sign on Eastbound Approach to SA-4.
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Figure 6-51. Aerial Photograph of Study Site ST-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).

Figure 6-52. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site ST-1.
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Figure 6-53. Aerial Photograph of Study Site SW-1 (Base Map from Google Earth).
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Figure 6-55. Driveway Leading to SW-1.

Figure 6-54. Driver’s View on Eastbound
Approach to SW-1.
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Figure 6-56. Aerial Photograph of Study Site TE-1 (Base Map from Google Maps).
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Figure 6-57. Driver’s View of Approach to Study Site TE-1.
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Figure 6-58. Aerial Photograph of Study Site WI-1 (Base Map from Google Earth).

Figure 6-60. Southbound Approach to
WI-1.

Figure 6-59. Location of Tube Detectors
on Northbound Approach to WI-1.
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CHAPTER 7
FINDINGS FROM FIELD STUDIES
This chapter contains findings from analysis of the speed data collected in various school zone
sites across Texas. Data were collected using laser and counters, as discussed in Chapter 6.
Researchers sought to answer several questions regarding the relationships between operating
speed and reduced-speed school zones. These questions were intended to focus the analysis on
unique characteristics of reduced-speed school zones, such as the length and duration of those
zones and the time of day relative to the start and end of school. The following sections will
describe the findings from those analyses.
GENERAL FINDINGS
Site Characteristics
Researchers collected speed data at 24 different sites. Data were collected using laser, counters,
or both. For selected analyses, data from speed-distance profiles collected with laser were
converted to spot-speed data and combined with the counter data. The laser data were also
examined and evaluated as continuous speed-distance data. For some analyses, sites were not
included if the sample size of vehicle speeds was small. Within each section, the findings will
refer to the number of study sites or datasets used within the evaluation. The number of datasets
varied depending upon whether spot-speed data or continuous speed-distance or speed-time data
were used. A summary of site characteristics are provided in Tables 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3.
A review of Table 6-3 shows that 16 of the 24 study sites had a posted school speed limit of 35
mph, which is reflective of the rural and suburban nature of the sites selected. In addition, seven
of the sites with a 35-mph school speed limit had a buffer speed limit, which is used for sites
with regulatory speed limits above 55 mph. All of the sites with buffer zones had a total reduced
speed length greater than 1200 ft for the 35-mph portion and greater than 3800 ft for the entire
reduced-speed sections (see Figure 7-1). By comparison, 11 of the 17 sites without buffer zones
had reduced-speed school zone lengths equal to or greater than 1200 ft with five of the sites
being longer than 2100 ft (see Figure 7-2).
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Figure 7-1. School Speed Limit Zone Length for Sites with Buffer Zones.
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Figure 7-2. School Speed Limit Zone Length by School Speed Limit.
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40

Figure 7-3 compares the respective regulatory and school speed limits of each site. When a
regulatory speed limit of 70 or 65 was present, the school buffer speed limit was 55 mph and the
school speed limit was 35 mph. A 60-mph regulatory speed limit had buffer speed limits of 55
and 50 and school speed limits of 35 mph. The 45-mph regulatory speed limit had the largest
range of school speed limits with school speed limits of 35, 30, 25, and 20 mph.
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Figure 7-3. Regulatory Speed Limit vs. School Speed Limit.

Operating Speed Characteristics
Several variables were collected for use in evaluating the potential effects on operating speed in
an active school speed limit zone. Plots of the variables by the measured average speed when the
school zone was active were generated (see Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5) to provide an
appreciation of the range of speeds associated with the variable. Observations on unique
variables include:
• For buffer presence (see Figure 7-4[a]), the data suggest that the average speed for sites
with a buffer zone is higher than the average speed for the sites without a buffer zone.
• For crosswalk (see Figure 7-4[d]), the data suggest that the average speed for sites with a
crosswalk includes speeds that are significantly lower than the average speed for the sites
without a crosswalk.
• For sidewalk (see Figure 7-4[c]), the data suggest that the average speed for sites without
a sidewalk is significantly higher than the average speed for the sites with a sidewalk.
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Figure 7-4. Average Speed Measured During Active School Zone for Selected Variables.
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Figure 7-5. Average Speed Measured During Active School Zone for Additional Variables.
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•
•
•
•

For school size (see Figure 7-4[e]), the data suggest that lower speeds are associated with
larger school sizes.
For area type (see Figure 7-5[e]), the data suggest that the average speed is higher for
sites in rural areas. The lowest speeds recorded were in suburban residential areas, while
the highest were in rural mixed and undeveloped locations.
For zone length (see Figure 7-5[a]), the lowest speeds are associated with the shortest
speed zones.
For both access density and school driveway density (see Figure 7-5[b] and [d]), the
lower speeds are associated with the higher number of access points.

The effects of parking lane and beacon type on the average speeds cannot, however, be assessed
appropriately because the data are seriously unbalanced with respect to those variables. A
pattern for number of lanes is not obvious from the plot as shown in Figure 7-5(c). In summary,
the data suggest that there are effects of buffer presence, crosswalk, area type, zone length,
density, and sidewalk on average speeds when they are considered separately.
Figure 7-6(a) shows the recorded 85th percentile speed in inactive and active reduced-speed
school zones, as compared to their respective school speed limits. Figure 7-6(b) shows similar
findings using average speed. The trendlines shown in each figure are the lines at which the 85th
percentile (or average) speeds would equal the posted speed. A simple check of the data points
in Figure 7-6(a) reveals almost all of the sites have 85th percentile speeds exceeding the posted
school speed limit (as shown with square symbols). Figure 7-6(a) also shows the recorded 85th
percentile speed for when the school zone was inactive. The check of the operating speed as
compared to the regulatory speed limit reveals that about half of the sites had an 85th percentile
speed slightly less than the regulatory speed limit for the site.
SPOT SPEED FINDINGS
The spot speed analyses began by converting the laser data into representative spot-speed data.
There are a total of 2025 observations in a school zone and 679 observations in a buffer zone in
the combined data file. The number of speed observations at each site ranges from 51 to 336.
Active/Inactive School Zone Mean Speed
The initial analysis examined whether there is a difference in speed during different periods of
the day. The main factor of interest is whether the school zone is active (defined as Beacon=on
when active, or Beacon=off when inactive). The variable AM/PM is also included in the
analysis to see if the effect of the School Zone is different in the morning or evening (i.e., if there
is any interaction effect between Beacon and AM/PM) or if there is any difference in the mean
speeds for AM and PM (i.e., if there is a main effect of AM/PM). Depending on whether each
individual site is of interest, the analysis was performed in two approaches: 1) considering all
sites together; or 2) separate analysis by site.
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Figure 7-6. Observed Speed versus Speed Limits.
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Analysis Considering All Sites Together
The site variable is treated as a blocking factor assuming that it has been used to provide
replication over a selection of different conditions, and it is included in the analysis to account
for site-to-site variability. Researchers analyzed the speed data in a school zone by employing
the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with speed as a response variable, and Beacon, AM/PM, and
Site as factors, along with a two-way interaction effect Beacon*AM/PM. Table 7-1 contains the
analysis output obtained by ANOVA implemented in the JMP statistical package which is a
software product of the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS).
It can be observed from the Effect Tests table (see Table 7-1) that the interaction effect between
Beacon and AM/PM is statistically significant at α=0.05, suggesting that the effect of Beacon
needs to be assessed conditional on each level of AM/PM, and vice versa. Figure 7-7 and
Table 7-2 contain the interaction plot for Beacon*AM/PM and the corresponding multiple
comparison test results, respectively.
Table 7-1. JMP Output for the Spot Speeds In a School Zone Measured by Laser.
Response Abs Speed Zone=Sch SL
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Analysis of Variance
Source
DF
Model
Error
C. Total

22
2002
2024

Effect Tests
Source
Beacon (On/Off)
AM/PM
Beacon (On/Off)*AM/PM
Site

0.698352
0.695037
6.678339
40.01086
2025

Sum of
Squares
206716.15
89289.61
296005.76

Nparm
1
1
1
19

Mean Square

F Ratio

9396.19
44.60

210.6759
Prob > F
0.0000

DF
1
1
1
19

Sum of Squares
96321.886
56.019
405.469
73627.063

F Ratio
2159.674
1.2560
9.0912
86.8854

Prob > F
<.0001
0.2625
0.0026
<.0001

Table 7-2. Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test for
Beacon*AM/PM for School Zone Data.
Level
Least Sq Mean
Std Error
off, AM A
48.60
0.33894995
off, PM A
48.00
0.32694812
on, PM
B
33.92
0.34381918
on, AM
C
32.65
0.31181186
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
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Figure 7-7. Interaction Plot for Beacon*AM/PM for School Zone Data.

From Figure 7-7 and Table 7-2, it can be observed that there is a statistically significant
difference (at α=0.05) in the mean speeds for a school zone when the beacon is active or
inactive, as expected. The mean speed is significantly lower when the beacon is on than when
the beacon is off, although the magnitude of the difference in the mean speeds is slightly
different between AM and PM. Said in another manner, the effect of AM/PM on the mean speed
is slightly different for when the beacon is on compared to when the beacon is off. When the
school zone is not active, the predicted mean speed does not change significantly between AM
and PM. When the beacon is on (i.e., active school zone), however, the difference in the
predicted mean speeds between AM and PM is statistically significant, although it is not of
practical significance because there is only a 1.27-mph difference between the active speed in the
morning as compared to in the evening.
Separate Analysis by Site
The speed data in a school zone are analyzed by site by employing the Analysis of Variance with
speed as a response variable, and Beacon and AM/PM as factors, along with a two-way
interaction effect Beacon*AM/PM. Table 7-3 contains the summary of the findings from the
analysis. Note that the interaction effect, Beacon*AM/PM, is statistically significant at sites
AL-1 and SA-3. At other sites, the Beacon*AM/PM interaction is not statistically significant.
As expected, the effect of Beacon is observed to be statistically significant throughout sites.
Stated in another manner, the speeds observed when the school zone is active are statistically
lower when compared to the speeds observed when the school zone is not active. This finding is,
of course, expected. Only two sites of the 20 included in this analysis (AL-1 and SA-3) had
statistically different speeds in the morning active school zone period as compared to the
afternoon active school zone period.
Active/Inactive Buffer School Zone Speeds
Buffer zones are present at seven sites. A similar analysis was conducted to see if the mean
speed in the buffer zone is statistically different when the beacon is on as compared to when the
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beacon is off. The variable AM/PM is also included in the analysis to see if the effect of Beacon
changes for AM and PM (i.e., if there is any interaction effect between Beacon and AM/PM) or
if there is any difference in the mean speeds for AM and PM (i.e., if there is a main effect of
AM/PM). Depending on whether each individual site is of interest or not, the analysis can be
carried out in two different ways: 1) considering all sites together; or 2) separate analysis by site.
Analysis by Considering All Sites Together
The variable site is treated as a blocking factor assuming that it has been used to provide
replication over a selection of different conditions, and it is included in the analysis to account
for site-to-site variability. The speed data in a buffer zone are analyzed by employing ANOVA
with speed as a response variable, and Beacon, AM/PM, and Site as factors, along with a twoway interaction effect Beacon*AM/PM. Table 7-4 contains the analysis output obtained by
ANOVA implemented in JMP.
Table 7-3. Analysis by Site for Testing Equality of the Mean Speeds in a School Zone
Before and After the Beacon is Active.
Predicted
Predicted
mean speed mean speed
Beacon*AM/PM
Beacon
AM or
(mph)
Site
# of obs
(mph)
significant?
significant?
PM
when
when
Beacon=Off Beacon=On
AM
54.47
35.71
AL-1
54
Yes
NA
PM
52.63
40.83
BR-1
122
No
Yes
Both
45.48
39.64
BR-2a
97
No
Yes
Both
50.28
33.52
BR-2b
97
NA
Yes
Both
53.14
34.30
BR-3
95
No
Yes
Both
45.38
34.23
CV-1
139
No
Yes
Both
50.89
33.45
EL-1
97
No
Yes
Both
42.29
32.25
EL-2
92
No
Yes
Both
48.79
30.39
EL-3
117
No
Yes
Both
38.99
32.04
JE-1
88
No
Yes
Both
56.52
35.73
LE-1
127
No
Yes
Both
53.70
38.37
RO-2
145
No
Yes
Both
52.62
38.29
SA-1(1)
15
NA
Yes
Both
35.99
17.41
SA-1(2)
197
No
Yes
Both
32.58
21.32
AM
41.35
22.19
SA-3
177
Yes
NA
PM
39.62
25.45
SA-4
97
No
Yes
Both
53.04
36.23
ST-1
111
No
Yes
Both
61.13
40.26
SW-1
80
No
Yes
Both
51.38
36.41
TE-1
14
NA
NA
Both
NA1
34.29
WI-1
64
No
Yes
Both
51.38
36.36
1
Note: For site TE-1, there were no speed measurements when the beacon was off.
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Table 7-4. JMP Output for the Spot Speeds in a Buffer Zone Measured by Laser.
Response Abs Speed Zone=Buffer
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Analysis of Variance
Source
DF
Model
9
Error
669
C. Total
678

0.391569
0.383384
6.732267
50.84831
679

Sum of Squares
19514.008
30321.368
49835.376

Effect Tests
Source
Beacon (On/Off)
AM/PM
Beacon (On/Off)*AM/PM
Site

Nparm
1
1
1
6

Mean Square
2168.22
45.32

DF
1
1
1
6

F Ratio
47.8389
Prob > F
<.0001

Sum of Squares
12245.869
51.771
23.210
4317.267

F Ratio
270.1886
1.1423
0.5121
15.8758

Prob > F
<.0001
0.2856
0.4745
<.0001

It can be observed from the Effect Tests table that the interaction effect between Beacon and
AM/PM is not statistically significant at α=0.05 while main effects Beacon and Site are
significant. Figure 7-8 and Table 7-5 contain the Least Squares (LS) Means plot for beacon and
the corresponding Least Squares Means Table, respectively. From Figure 7-8 and Table 7-5, it
can be observed that there is a statistically significant difference (at α=0.05) in the mean speeds
in a buffer zone before and after the beacon is active. The mean speed in a buffer zone is
significantly lower when the beacon is on than when the beacon is off.

Abs Speed
LS Means

60

50

40
off

on

Beacon (On/Off)

Figure 7-8. Least Squares Means Plot for Beacon for Buffer Zone Data.
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Table 7-5. Least Squares Means Table for Beacon for Buffer Zone Data.
Least Sq Mean
Std Error
Mean
54.75 0.45979451
55.9673
45.66 0.37476191
46.6488

Separate Analysis by Site
The speed data in a buffer zone were also analyzed by site by employing the ANOVA with speed
as a response variable, and Beacon and AM/PM as factors, along with a two-way interaction
effect Beacon*AM/PM. Neither the Beacon*AM/PM interaction effect nor the AM/PM main
effect is observed to be significant for any of the seven sites with a buffer zone, while the effect
of Beacon is observed to be statistically significant throughout sites. Thus, the Oneway ANOVA
with Beacon as an only factor (after dropping out the variable AM/PM) was carried out again on
the buffer zone speed data. Table 7-6 contains the summary of the Oneway ANOVA analysis on
the effect of Beacon on the speed in a buffer zone by site. Table 7-6 shows only the actual
means (not the Least Squares Means) because there is only one factor to be considered in this
case.
Table 7-6. Oneway Analysis by Site for Testing Equality of the Mean Speeds in a Buffer
Zone Before and After the Beacon Is Active.
# of
Beacon
# of
Mean Speeds
Site
Beacon
Observations significant?
Vehicles
(mph)
Off
89
51.91
AL-1
120
Yes
On
31
48.03
Off
27
53.41
CV-1
74
Yes
On
47
44.96
Off
62
57.76
JE-1
129
Yes
On
67
48.33
Off
39
55.00
RO-2
125
Yes
On
86
46.85
Off
18
54.56
SA-4
54
Yes
On
36
46.50
Off
71
61.35
ST-1
150
Yes
On
79
48.16
TE-1
27
NA
On
27
38.96
Note: For site TE-1, there were no speed measurements when the beacon was off.

Compliance with Speed Limit
Table 7-7 summarizes compliance with the speed limit within the school zone for the sites where
counters were used to collect the data (Sites AU-1 and AU-2 were not included because their
data were heavily influenced by nearby signals). Figure 7-9 contains a histogram illustrating the
proportions. The histogram compares the compliance for when the school speed limit is active
and when the regulatory speed limit would be enforceable. For most sites, drivers are in better
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compliance with the regulatory speed limit than with the school speed limit. When the
regulatory speed limit is in effect, half of the sites had a compliance rate of 60 percent or better.
When the school speed limit is in force, half of the sites had a compliance rate of less than 50
percent with some being lower than 10 percent. The compliance does not appear to be a function
of the school speed limit because each speed limit had a broad range of compliance values. The
sites with a 20-mph school speed limit had compliance with the school speed limit between 9 and
62 percent. The 35-mph school speed limit sites had compliance between 12 and 94 percent.
Figure 7-10 shows the histogram of the proportion of vehicles within 5 mph of the speed limit.
As expected, the proportion increased at each site, in some cases by a notable amount (for
example CO-1 NB went from 9 to 74 percent). However, approximately 60 percent of the sites
still do not have 85 percent of the vehicles within 5 mph of the regulatory speed limit. For
school speed limits, only half of the sites have 85 percent of the vehicles within 5 mph of the
school speed limit.

Site
AL-1 EB
AL-1 WB
CO-1 NB
CO-1 SB
CO-2 NB
CO-2 SB
LE-1 NB
LE-1 SB
RO-1
SA-3 NB
SA-3 SB
SA-4 EB
SA-4 WB
SW-1 EB
SW-1 WB
TE-1
WI-1 NB
WI-1 SB

Table 7-7. Compliance with Speed Limits.
School Speed Limit Not Active (i.e.,
School Speed Limit Active
Regulatory Speed Limit in Effect)
Percent Percent Not # of vehicles Percent Percent Not # of vehicles
Exceeding Exceeding at each site Exceeding Exceeding at each site
6
94
539
18
82
120
8
92
580
16
84
178
84
16
9999
91
9
2491
82
18
10320
38
62
2875
14
86
11981
33
67
3271
56
44
11785
25
75
3523
43
57
225
64
36
95
51
49
584
68
32
267
19
81
1624
53
47
327
34
66
1030
90
10
718
32
68
1017
52
48
924
8
92
363
8
92
372
37
63
408
33
67
376
63
37
1045
88
12
215
50
50
431
59
41
79
39
61
7038
6
94
2144
72
28
997
76
24
350
14
86
970
34
66
403
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AL-1WB (70/35)

AL-1EB (70/35)

SA-4WB (65/35)

SA-4EB (65/35)

TE-1 (60/35)

WI-1SB (55/35)

WI-1NB (55/35)

School Speed Limit

SW-1WB (55/35)

SW-1EB (55/35)

LE-1SB (55/35)

LE-1NB (55/35)

RO-1 (45/25)

SA-3SB (45/20)

SA-3NB (45/20)

CO-2SB (45/35)

CO-2NB (45/35)

CO-1SB (30/20)

CO-1NB (30/20)

Percent in Compliance

AL-1WB (70/35)

AL-1EB (70/35)

SA-4WB (65/35)

SA-4EB (65/35)

TE-1 (60/35)

WI-1SB (55/35)

WI-1NB (55/35)

SW-1WB (55/35)

SW-1EB (55/35)

LE-1SB (55/35)

LE-1NB (55/35)

RO-1 (45/25)

SA-3SB (45/20)

SA-3NB (45/20)
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CO-2NB (45/35)

CO-1SB (30/20)

CO-1NB (30/20)

Percent in Compliance
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Figure 7-9. Histogram of Proportion of Compliance (Not Exceeding Speed Limit) in School
Zone by Site.
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Site (Regulatory Speed Limit/School Speed Limit)

Regulatory Speed Limit

Figure 7-10. Histogram of Proportion of Vehicles within 5 mph of Speed Limit in School
Zone by Site.

Compliance with School Buffer Speed Limit
Figure 7-11 contains a histogram illustrating the proportion of vehicles not exceeding the speed
limit within the buffer zone for the three buffer zone sites where counters were used to collect
data. All of the sites had a compliance rate of at least 80 percent when the buffer speed limit was
active. When the buffer speed limit was not active (i.e., regulatory speed limit was in effect), the
three sites had compliance rates from 72 to 94 percent. Table 7-8 summarizes the proportions
for each site.

Percent in Compliance (%) .

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
AL-1

SA-4

TE-1

Site Number
Buffer Speed Limit

Regulatory Speed Limit

Figure 7-11. Histogram of Proportion of Compliance (Not Exceeding Speed Limit) in
Buffer Zone by Site.

Table 7-8. Compliance Rates for Buffer Speed Limit When Buffer Zone is Active.
Buffer Speed Limit Not Active (i.e.,
Buffer Speed Limit Active
Regulatory Speed Limit in Effect)
Site
Percent Not
Percent
# of vehicles Percent Not
Percent
# of vehicles
Exceeding Exceeding at each site Exceeding
Exceeding at each site
AL-1
86%
14%
298
94%
6%
1119
SA-4
82%
18%
748
79%
21%
771
TE-1
88%
12%
3640
72%
28%
11413
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VARIABLES INFLUENCING SPEEDS IN SCHOOL ZONES
The objective of this effort was to determine how school-zone characteristics affect vehicle
speeds when the beacon is on. Table 7-9 lists the variables considered in the analysis, along with
the name used for the variable in parentheses. The variables “Access Density” and “School
Driveway Density” were obtained by the following equations:
• Access Density = 5280×(Num Access Pts) / (SSL Zone Len)
• School Driveway Density = 5280×(Num Driveways) / (SSL Zone Len)
Table 7-9. Variables Considered in Analyses.
School Variables
Car Variables
• School Speed Limit (SSL)
• Time to start of school or
dismissal of school (Rel Min
• Area (Area)
School)
• Number of Lanes (Num Lanes)
• Distance from beginning of
• Length of School Speed Limit Zone (SSL Zone Len)
school speed limit zone (Rel Dist
or Log SSL Zone Len
SZ)
• School Size
• Type of School (Type)
• Access Density (Num Access Pts)
• School Driveway Density (Num Driveways)
School Variables Removed From Analysis
Car Variables Removed
• Parking Lane
• None
• Buffer Zone Present
• Crosswalk
• Sidewalk
• Beacon Type
Note: Names given in parentheses are the actual names of the variables used in the database.

Variables Affecting Speeds in an Active School Zone
The question of how variables affect speeds within an active school zone was answered in three
ways based on three different datasets.
• Average Speeds—used the average speeds for vehicles within a school zone when beacon
is on obtained from 30 datasets (laser data sites and counter data sites subdivided by
direction of travel, when available), n (number of observations)=30.
• Spot-Speed Data—used the individual vehicle speeds for vehicles within a school zone at
a spot location when beacon is on, n=24,829.
• Speed-Distance Data—used the individual vehicle speeds along the entire active school
zone distance measured when beacon is on, n=59,966.
Analysis Based on Average Speeds
In this analysis, the dependent variable is the average speed for each site obtained as the average
of the speeds measured in a school zone when the beacon is on. The variables of interest are the
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school variables shown in Table 7-9. Because some of the variables are correlated with another
variable, not all of the school characteristic variables could be included in the same model
simultaneously. For example, Access Density, School Driveway Density, and Length of School
Zone were correlated, and so were School Speed Limit and Length of School Zone, School
Speed Limit, and School Size, and School Size and Length of School Zone. Several different
models were explored to find the most useful model in terms of assessing the effects of the
school variables on average speeds. Table 7-10 contains the subset of models explored.
Table 7-10. Subset of Models Explored To Assess the Effects of School Characteristic
Variables on Average Speed in Active School Zone Using Average Speed at Each Site.
Model
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
NOTES:

R2

R2adj

0.916
0.915
0.917
0.932

0.837
0.836
0.840
0.803

Independent variables included in the model

SSL (discrete), Area, Num Lanes, Access Density
SSL (discrete), Area, Num Lanes, School Driveway Density
SSL (discrete), Area, Num Lanes, Log SSL Zone Len
SSL (discrete), Area, Num Lanes, Log SSL Zone Len, School Size,
Type
0.877
0.726 Area, Num Lanes, Log SSL Zone Len, School Size, Type
0.892
0.760 Area, Num Lanes, Access Density, School Size, Type
0.914
0.809 Area, Num Lanes, School Driveway Density, School Size, Type
0.931
0.801 SSL (discrete), Area, Num Lanes, School Driveway Density, School
Size, Type
0.882
0.820 SSL (discrete), Area, School Size
0.867
0.760 Area, Num Lanes, School Driveway Density, School Size
0.908
0.843 SSL (continuous), Area, Num Lanes, Access Density
0.908
0.843 SSL (continuous), Area, Num Lanes, School Driveway Density
1. Significant (at α=0.05) effects are shown in bold.
2. SSL (discrete) means that SSL is treated as a discrete variable, and SSL (continuous)
means that SSL is treated as a continuous variable.

It needs to be noted that the effect of School Speed Limit appears to dominate the effects of all
other variables when it is included in a model. Also, to some degree the effect of SSL is
confounded with the effects of other variables because of the correlation between SSL and other
variables. For example, the sites with high SSL (35 mph) generally have longer school zone
lengths compared to the sites with lower SSL (see Figure 7-2). As a result, the effect of SSL on
average speed is somewhat confounded with the effect of length of school zone. Due to this
reason, we consider both types of models, one including SSL and the other not including SSL.
Among the models including SSL as one of the independent variables, the models that include
Access or Driveway Density (Models 1, 2, 11, and 12) all have similar adjusted R2 values. For
each of those models, only School Speed Limit was significant. The School Speed Limit values
are associated with several other roadway characteristics; for example, the Access or School
Driveway Density would tend to be higher with lower school speed limits. Also, the area type
would be related to the school speed limit with residential areas being associated with lower
school speed limit. Because school speed limits are related to so many other variables, it is not
surprising that it is the only variable significant in a model.
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Among the models not including SSL as one of the independent variables, Model 7 seems to be
the best model (R2adj=0.801). Table 7-11 contains the analysis output for Model 7 obtained by
Analysis of Covariance (ANACOVA) implemented in the JMP statistical package. Table 7-11
shows that the effects of Area, Num Lanes, and School Driveway Density are statistically
significant at α=0.05 level. The effect of School Driveway Density on Average Speed is
negative (regression coefficient of School Driveway Density = -0.6850), which agrees with other
research that has found operating speeds to be lower as the number of driveways increase (43).
Tukey’s multiple comparison test procedures were carried out to determine which levels of Area
or Num Lanes are significantly different from others. Table 7-12 and Table 7-13 contain the
multiple comparison test results for Area and Num Lanes.
Table 7-11. JMP Output for Average Speeds within an Active School Zone Under Model 7.
Response Zone=school, Beacon=on
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)
Analysis of Variance
Source
Model
Error
C. Total

DF
16
13
29

Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Area[RM]
Area[RR]
Area[RU]
Area[SC]
Area[SR]
Num Lanes[2U]
Num Lanes[3]
Num Lanes[4+1]
Num Lanes[4D]
Num Lanes[4U]
School Driveway Density
School Size[large]
School Size[medium]
Type[ALL]
Type[Elem]
Type[High]
Effect Tests
Source
Area
Num Lanes
School Driveway Density
School Size
Type

0.914337
0.808905
2.65415
33.50791
30

Sum of Squares
977.4750
91.5787
1069.0536

Mean Square
61.0922
7.0445

Estimate
37.940581
10.86259
-4.239913
-0.348687
-0.956102
-7.58533
5.8298632
6.9057184
-3.291961
-3.169537
0.4441847
-0.685037
-0.945912
3.8200696
-1.194297
-2.9875
1.3625607

Nparm
5
5
1
2
3

F Ratio
8.6723
Prob > F
0.0002

Std Error
1.412481
3.295695
3.641897
2.132068
2.683705
2.863825
1.457834
2.474115
1.650048
1.792868
3.032743
0.273901
2.53814
1.653894
3.098636
1.294827
1.658676

DF
5
5
1
2
3
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Sum of Squares
230.18520
141.03145
44.06482
42.49078
50.25334

t Ratio
26.86
3.30
-1.16
-0.16
-0.36
-2.65
4.00
2.79
-2.00
-1.77
0.15
-2.50
-0.37
2.31
-0.39
-2.31
0.82

Prob>|t|
<.0001
0.0058
0.2653
0.8726
0.7274
0.0201
0.0015
0.0153
0.0674
0.1005
0.8858
0.0265
0.7154
0.0380
0.7062
0.0381
0.4262

F Ratio
6.5352
4.0040
6.2552
3.0159
2.3779

Prob > F
0.0030
0.0203
0.0265
0.0839
0.1170

Table 7-12. Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test for Area.
Effect Details for Area
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
RM
45.321431
RR
30.218928
RU
34.110154
SC
33.502739
SR
26.873511
SU
36.726284

Std Error
3.8481877
3.6564577
2.2307456
2.8367434
2.8501793
3.1460727

Mean
38.8719
32.3615
37.0596
31.4026
26.9598
35.4647

LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD
Level
RM
SU
RU
SC
RR
SR

Least Sq Mean
A
45.321431
A B
36.726284
B C 34.110154
A B C 33.502739
B C 30.218928
C 26.873511

Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different at α=0.05.

Table 7-13. Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test for Num Lanes.
Effect Details for Num Lanes
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
2U
40.288704
3
41.364560
4+1
31.166880
4D
31.289304
4U
34.903026
6D
27.740573

Std Error
1.7901701
2.9306235
1.2068043
1.9293224
3.0470901
4.0635343

Mean
35.8351
38.3793
34.3929
29.1249
26.7613
32.1395

LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD
Level
3
2U
4U
4D
4+1
6D

Least Sq Mean
A B 41.364560
A
40.288704
A B 34.903026
B 31.289304
B 31.166880
A B 27.740573

Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different at α=0.05.

Analysis Based on Spot-Speed data
In the spot-speed analysis, the dependent variable is Speed (measured as a spot speed for the
counter data and reduced to a spot speed for the laser data) in a school zone when the beacon is
on. Because the dependent variable analyzed is the individual vehicle speed, not the average
speed, for each zone, a car-related variable, Relative Minutes to Start (or End) of school (Rel
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Min School), could also be included as an additional independent variable in the analysis. The
other variables considered for this analysis were Area, Num Lanes, and School Size.
Researchers were also interested in finding whether the effect of Rel Min School is different for
the four time periods corresponding to the time just prior to the start of school (AM Before), the
time just after school opens (AM During), the time just before school ends (PM During), and the
time just after school is released (PM After).
There are two experimental units in this dataset, Sites (denoted as Site Num) and Cars. Multiple
speed measurements (one speed measurement from a vehicle) ranging from 3 measurements to
10,170 were obtained from the 30 datasets. It can be expected that the speed measurements from
the same site will be more correlated (due to common site characteristics) than the speed
measurements from other sites. To cope with this within-site correlation, researchers analyzed
the data by employing a split-plot model, treating Site Num as a whole plot and each vehicle as a
split plot. The school characteristic variables Area, Num Lanes, and School Size serve as wholeplot factors, and the variable Rel Min School serves as a split-plot factor. Sites were treated as a
random effect (nested within Area, Num Lanes, and School Size) because researchers were
interested in the characteristic variables describing the sites, such as Area, Num Lanes, and
School Size, rather than the sites themselves.
Table 7-14 summarizes the findings from the analyses. For each period, all four variables
included in the model (Area, Num Lanes, School Size, and Rel Min School) are statistically
significant at α=0.05. The effect of Rel Min School varies depending upon the time period. Prior
to the start of school or the end of school, the effect is negative, meaning that speeds decrease for
those times closer to the start or end of school. Following the start of school (or the end of
school), the effect of Rel Min School is positive, meaning that speeds increase as time increases.
The effects are more pronounced in the morning periods, as can be seen in the magnitude of the
Rel Min School coefficients. Figure 7-12 illustrates the findings. A school speed limit of 35
mph was selected for the illustration. The time period selected was 45 minutes before the start of
school and 15 minutes after the start of school (coded as 100 on the x-axis of the graph). The
end of school shows 15 minutes before the ending bell and 45 minutes after the ending bell
(coded as 200 on the x-axis of the graph). Drivers are traveling at slightly higher speeds 45
minutes before school as compared to 45 minutes after school.
Table 7-14. Results of Spot Speed Analysis.
R Square Adj
Significant Variables
Rel Min School Coefficient
Time (min) away from start
or end of school resulting in
1 mph speed difference
Time (min) away from start
or end of school resulting in
2 mph speed difference

AM Before
0.4273
Area
Num Lanes
School Size
Rel Min School
-0.0515

AM During
0.4563
Area
Num Lanes
School Size
Rel Min School
0.0448

PM During
0.2620
Area
Num Lanes
School Size
Rel Min School
-0.0189

PM After
0.2350
Area
Num Lanes
School Size
Rel Min School
0.0384

19

22

53

26

39

45

106

52

94

Predicted Speed (mph)

33
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(100=start of school, 200=end of school)
AM Before

AM During

PM During

PM After

Figure 7-12. Illustration of Predicted Speed by Time Relative to Start or End of School
(Example Uses 30 mph as Minimum Speed).

While the Rel Min School variable is significant, is the finding of practical value? Table 7-14
also lists the number of minutes away from the start or end of school when the estimated speed
would represent a practical difference of 1 mph. If 1 mph is set as the practical difference (1
mph represents the typical accuracy of a laser gun), then a 1-mph speed difference would be
experienced 19 minutes before the start of school or 22 minutes after the start of school. Stated
in another manner, a morning active period of 41 minutes (19 minutes + 22 minutes) would
result in the speeds being within 1 mph of the lowest speed during the morning active school
zone. The effects of time for the afternoon period were not as intense. Speeds within a 1-mph
range would be experienced for 53 minutes before the end of school to 26 minutes after the end
of school. These findings do not address the magnitude of speed during the active school zone
period—only the change in speeds as time changes. A key finding from this evaluation is that
speeds are higher for greater time increments from the start or end of school.
Analysis Based on Speed-Distance Data
Researchers were interested in the effect of the distance from the start of the school zone (Rel
Dist SZ) on the speeds within a school zone when the beacon was on. Therefore, the original
laser data were used so that Rel Dist SZ could be included in the analysis. Unlike the spot-speed
data, there were multiple speed measurements for a single vehicle for the laser data because the
speed was measured continuously over a range of distances. Those speed measurements
corresponding to the same vehicle were, in general, highly correlated, and this within-vehicle
correlation needed to be incorporated into the analysis in addition to the within-site correlation
mentioned earlier in the analysis of the spot-speed data. A split-split-plot model treating Site
Num as a whole plot, Vehicle Num as a split plot, and an individual speed measurement from a
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vehicle as a split-split plot can be employed for analyzing the original 59,966 speed
measurements. The school characteristic variables Area, Num Lanes, and School Size serve as
whole-plot factors, and the variables Period and Rel Dist SZ serve as split-plot factor and a splitsplit-plot factor, respectively. Both Sites and Vehicles were treated as random effects (Sites are
nested within Area, Num Lanes, and School Size and Vehicles are nested within sites) because
neither Sites nor Vehicles themselves were of interest.
Table 7-15 contains the analysis output for speeds under split-split-plot model obtained by the
restricted maximum likelihood method implemented in JMP. It can be observed from the table
(Fixed Effect Tests) that the effects of Area, Num Lanes, Rel Dist SZ, and Period are statistically
significant at α=0.05. The effect of Rel Dist SZ on speed is positive (the regression coefficient =
0.0019), and AM Before leads to the lowest predicted speed compared to other periods (see
Parameter Estimates). Table 7-16 also presents Tukey’s multiple comparison test results for the
variables Area, Num Lanes, and Period.
Table 7-15. JMP Output for Speeds within a School Zone When Beacon Is on Under SplitSplit-Plot Model Based on the Laser Only Data.
Response Abs Speed
Summary of Fit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Observations (or Sum Wgts)

0.935773
0.935756
2.214065
33.18317
59966

Parameter Estimates
Term
Intercept
Area[RM]
Area[RR]
Area[RU]
Area[SC]
Area[SR]
Num Lanes[2U]
Num Lanes[3]
Num Lanes[4+1]
Num Lanes[4D]
Num Lanes[4U]
School Size[large]
School Size[medium]
Rel Dist SZ
Period[AM Before]
Period[AM During]
Period[PM After]

Estimate
33.252003
10.240713
-3.107887
1.0670173
-0.276662
-9.031197
5.9510841
7.7047974
-2.642938
-3.472281
-5.357786
0.6185145
2.4073414
0.0018583
-1.476092
0.522669
-0.363417

Fixed Effect Tests
Source
Nparm
Area
5
Num Lanes
5
School Size
2
Rel Dist SZ
1
Period
3

DF
5
5
2
1
3

DFDen
6.791
6.685
7.509
58396
2592

Std Error
0.788125
3.011395
2.010892
1.487497
2.209911
2.079765
1.329783
1.943221
1.349477
1.810946
1.955553
1.86993
1.228386
3.038e-5
0.243909
0.295544
0.215216

F Ratio
9.4032
6.2492
1.9201
3742.376
21.5536
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DFDen
6.981
7.67
6.784
7.293
6.909
7.237
7.051
6.776
7.115
6.855
6.462
8.084
7.031
58396
1793
1779
3114

t Ratio
42.19
3.40
-1.55
0.72
-0.13
-4.34
4.48
3.96
-1.96
-1.92
-2.74
0.33
1.96
61.17
-6.05
1.77
-1.69

Prob > F
0.0057
0.0179
0.2121
0.0000
<.0001

Prob>|t|
<.0001
0.0100
0.1675
0.4955
0.9039
0.0031
0.0028
0.0058
0.0904
0.0976
0.0313
0.7492
0.0907
0.0000
<.0001
0.0771
0.0914

Using the results of the analysis in Table 7-15, researchers wanted to explore the relationship of
operating speed and length of school zone. The analysis showed that speeds increase as the
relative distance within the school zone increases, by a factor of 0.0018583. Furthermore, the
analysis showed that the standard error of this coefficient was 0.00003038 and a p-value of zero,
indicating that this relationship was statistically significant.
Table 7-16. JMP Output for Speeds within a School Zone When Beacon Is on Under SplitSplit-Plot Model Based on the Laser Only Data.
Effect Details
School size
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
large
35.586400
medium
37.375227
small
31.942030

Area
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
RM
45.208598
RR
31.859999
RU
36.034903
SC
34.691224
SR
25.936689
SU
36.075902

Std Error
3.5136783
2.4826051
1.8976392
1.8748338
1.7675379
1.8439254

Std Error
2.3408415
1.7274636
2.0392285

Period
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
AM Before
33.491794
AM During
35.490555
PM After
34.604468
PM During
36.284726

LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD
Level
Least Sq Mean
RM
A
45.208598
SU
A B
36.075902
RU
A B C
36.034903
SC
A B C
34.691224
RR
B C
31.859999
SR
C
25.936689

Std Error
0.80976554
0.83576795
0.82319966
0.83431118

LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD

Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.

Level
PM During
AM During
PM After
AM Before

A
A B
B
C

Least Sq Mean
36.284726
35.490555
34.604468
33.491794

Num Lanes
Least Squares Means Table
Level
Least Sq Mean
2U
40.918970
3
42.672683
4+1
32.324947
4D
31.495605
4U
29.610100
6D
32.785009

Levels not connected by same letter are
significantly different.

Std Error
1.5310092
2.2027106
1.0954850
1.8254049
2.2268482
2.6624462

LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD
Level
Least Sq Mean
3
A
42.672683
2U
A
40.918970
6D
A B
32.785009
4+1
B
32.324947
4D
B
31.495605
4U
B
29.610100
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.
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Researchers examined the practical application of the speed-distance relationship, examining
speed changes over varying school zone lengths. The results are illustrated in Figure 7-13.
Speeds increase approximately 0.9 mph for every 500 ft in school zone length. In other words,
for every quarter-mile (1320 ft) of school zone length, speeds can be expected to increase almost
2.5 mph.

Predicted Speed (mph)

36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
-500

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Distance Relative to Start of School Zone
(0=start of school zone)
Prior to SZ

Within SZ

Figure 7-13. Illustration of Relationship Between Predicted Speed and School Zone Length
(Example Uses 30 mph as Minimum Speed).

FINDINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL SITES USING SPEED-DISTANCE LASER DATA
Researchers sought to answer several questions regarding the relationships between operating
speed and speed school zones. These questions were intended to focus the analysis on unique
characteristics of speed school zones, such as the length and duration of those zones and the time
of day relative to the start and end of school.
Minimum Speed within School Zone
Ideally, a speed-distance profile within a school speed zone would show speeds at or below the
posted speed limit consistently throughout the length of the zone; because of their consistency,
those speeds would all be close or equal to the minimum recorded speed at that site. A
generalized profile of this type is shown in Figure 7-14. To investigate how close the field data
collected came to this ideal scenario, researchers analyzed the speed-distance profiles to
determine where the minimum operating speeds occurred within each school zone using several
methods.
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School Speed
Limit

End Zone

Begin Zone

Speed (mph)

Ideal
Speed‐
Distance
Profile

Distance (ft)
Figure 7-14. Generalized Ideal Speed-Distance Profile within School Zone
(without a Buffer Zone).

By Percentage of School Zone Length
Within this section, the findings refer to data from 18 datasets. Of the 19 sites where data were
collected using laser (see Table 6-3), researchers excluded two sites where there were fewer than
30 vehicle readings at several locations within the profile. Researchers had collected data at
BR-2 in a second observation period. Therefore, a total of 18 datasets were available (17
different sites with one site having data on two different days).
In order to normalize the data to account for varying school zone lengths at the study sites,
researchers conducted an analysis based on the percent of total school zone length. Table 7-17
illustrates the speed profiles for each dataset, displayed as average speed recorded within each
5-percent increment of the school zone. The value in each cell in the table is the average of all
speed readings recorded in that increment, typically representing between 50 and 100 vehicles,
but occasionally as low as 30 vehicles or as high as 200. Averages for less than 30 vehicles were
not used, and the corresponding cells are shaded black in the table. The location of the primary
access to the school and the crosswalk (if applicable) are also indicated on the profile. The list of
datasets is sorted by school speed limit, then by school zone length. The profiles do not include
the length of the buffer zones present at the higher-speed sites. Because the accuracy of the laser
guns used in this study is 1.0 mph, the data shown in Table 7-17 are categorized as within 1.0
mph of the minimum speed or more than 1.0 mph higher than minimum.
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Table 7-17. Average Speed Profiles by Percent of Distance through Reduced-Speed School
Zone (Active School Zone).
Percentage of Distance Through School Zone
Site
Num 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
SA-2
SA-3
SA-1
EL-3
EL-2
EL-1
SA-4
LE-1
BR-2a
BR-2b
BR-1
SW-1
TE-1
WI-1
ST-1
CV-1
RO-2
JE-1

20.9 20.7 20.7 20.4 20.1 20.5 20.5
22.2
21.7 20.8 19.8 20.0 19.6 19.0 18.9
29.4 29.6 28.8 29.9 29.7 29.8 30.2
30.2 30.1 30.8 28.8 28.6 29.3 29.6
29.3 29.4 29.9 29.3 30.0 30.5 31.1
35.8 34.5 34.2 34.7 35.3 35.7 37.4
37.6 37.3 37.4 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.6
33.9 33.3 33.4 33.3 33.4 33.3 33.3
33.2 33.4 33.3 33.5 33.7 34.0 34.0
41.2 40.5 40.4 39.1 38.9 38.4 38.2
37.5 36.3 35.5 35.8 35.5 35.5 36.3
35.9 35.2 34.7
35.8 35.6 34.0
42.1 40.4 39.9 40.1 41.1 41.9 42.8
32.7 32.3 32.9 33.0 33.6 34.5 35.0
37.1 36.8 36.8 37.3 38.7 39.6
38.9 37.1 36.2 34.8

22.4
18.6
30.1
30.1
30.9

22.2
18.6
30.0
30.3
31.6

22.3
18.8
29.7
31.0
31.8

22.0
18.9
30.5
31.2
32.2

22.3
19.5
30.0
31.7
31.8

22.4 22.5 22.7 22.8 22.3 22.4 22.7 23.2

37.2
33.6
34.3
39.8
37.4

36.4
34.1
34.4
39.2
37.2

36.7 37.3 37.3 38.8 38.2 41.6
34.2 34.5 35.2 35.1 35.3 36.3 36.7 36.3 36.9 37.0 38.0
34.3 34.1 34.9 35.6 35.5 35.9 35.9 35.8
38.8
40.0

30.2 30.7 30.3 30.6 30.2 31.1 31.2 31.8
31.5 30.9 30.5 30.9
30.7 30.2
32.2 32.1 32.4 32.3 31.8
33.1 33.2

36.0 37.1
40.6 42.3 48.6

LEGEND:
Location of data
Data within 1 mph of minimum speed
Data collected, but not within 1 mph
Insufficient data collected

Location of school access

Location of crosswalk

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SITES:
Site Num
SA-2
SA-3
SA-1
EL-3
EL-2
EL-1
SA-4
LE-1
BR-2a
BR-2b
BR-1
SW-1
TE-1
WI-1
ST-1
CV-1
RO-2
JE-1

School Speed Limit (mph)
20
20
20
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

School Zone Length (ft)
590
615
977
584
1600
1185
1215
1454
1456
1456
1515
2156
2290
2779
3258
3593
3910
4144

100

Min Speed (mph)
20.1
22.2
18.6
28.8
28.6
29.3
34.2
36.4
33.3
33.2
38.2
35.5
34.7
34.0
39.9
32.3
36.8
34.8

Table 7-17 shows that the minimum speed for 11 of the 18 datasets was recorded within the first
15 percent of its respective school zone. Furthermore, 16 of the 18 datasets recorded their
minimum speeds within the first 35 percent of the zone, while the other two datasets had data
within 1.0 mph of the minimum speed in that same distance range. Conversely, the vast majority
of the data collected in the last 65 percent of the speed zones was more than 1.0 mph higher than
the minimum speed for each site. Only selected school zones less than 1500 ft in length had low
speeds recorded in the latter half of the zone. This finding supports the findings from the
regression analysis that speeds increase as distance through the school zone increases.
By Distance Downstream of Start of School Zone
While the examination of speed and deceleration behavior in 5-percent increments helps to
normalize the analysis of sites with varying school zone lengths, it does not provide a complete
picture of conditions at each site. Therefore, researchers analyzed the data based on the absolute
lengths of the school zones at each study site. Table 7-18 illustrates the average speed profiles in
100-ft increments for each dataset, displaying the location of minimum speeds and the portion of
each speed profile with average speeds within 1.0 mph of the minimum. The profiles do not
include the length of the buffer zones present at the high-speed sites.
Minimum speeds occurred within the first 800 ft of the school zone for all sites and within the
first 350 ft of school zones with a SSL less than 35 mph. In terms of school zone length,
minimum speeds occurred in the first 350 ft as follows:
• for all four zones shorter than 1000 ft,
• for three of the seven zones between 1000 and 2000 ft, and
• for four of the seven zones longer than 2000 ft.
Comparison of the profiles for sites with equal SSL reveals that, in general, adding school zone
length had little effect on the location of minimum speeds; sites with 20- or 30-mph SSL had
their lowest speeds less than 500 ft from the beginning of the school zone, and the lowest speeds
on 35-mph sites were all within the first 800 ft of the school zone. As a result, average speeds at
each site with an equal SSL commonly increased at approximately the same location (500 ft for
SSL of 20 or 30 mph and 600 to 800 ft for SSL of 35 ft). The location of the actual minimum
speed varied from less than 100 ft to about 700 ft, but the lowest speeds occurred in the first 800
ft or less.
By Location of Minimum Speed for Individual Vehicles
Another approach to examining the speed-distance profile is to identify the location of the
minimum speed for each individual vehicle. In the generalized profile (see Figure 7-14), this
location would be at the zero point (i.e., the location of the school speed limit sign). The
previous analysis averaged the speeds for all drivers at a location. This analysis focused on the
individual driver.
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Table 7-18. Average Speed Profiles by Distance through Reduced-Speed School Zone
(Active School Zone).
Distance Relative to Beginning of School Zone (100 ft)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
…

Site
Num
SA-2
m
SA-3 m
SA-1
m
EL-3 m
EL-2
m
EL-1 m
SA-4
m
LE-1

m
m

BR-2a
BR-2b m

BR-1
m
SW-1
m
TE-1 m
WI-1
m
ST-1
m
CV-1
m
RO-2
m
JE-1

m

LEGEND:
Location of data
Data within 1 mph of minimum speed
(m = Location of minimum speed)
Data collected, but not within 1 mph
Insufficient data collected

Location of school access

Location of crosswalk

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SITES:
Site Num Buffer Zone
SA-2
SA-3
SA-1
EL-3
EL-2
EL-1
SA-4
LE-1
BR-2a
BR-2b
BR-1
SW-1
TE-1
WI-1
ST-1
CV-1
RO-2
JE-1

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

School Speed Limit (mph)

School Zone Length (ft)

Min Speed (mph)

20
20
20
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

590
615
977
584
1600
1185
1215
1454
1456
1456
1515
2156
2290
2779
3258
3593
3910
4144

20.0
21.7
18.7
29.4
28.3
29.2
34.3
36.3
33.2
33.1
37.7
35.0
33.1
34.7
39.4
31.4
36.5
33.8
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A subset of the sites was used for the evaluation. The initial set included sites where speeds
were collected using laser (i.e., a speed-distance profile is available for individual vehicles) at
non-buffer sites. Researchers eliminated vehicles from the dataset if the vehicle’s speed profile
did not include sufficient distance beyond the lowest school speed limit sign because these
speed-distance profiles may not have captured the minimum speed for the school zone.
The initial location of the minimum speed for each vehicle within its speed-distance profile was
identified. For example, if the vehicle decelerated to a speed of 30 mph approximately 100 ft
beyond the school speed limit sign and remained at the 30 mph for another 400 ft, the procedure
identified 100 ft as the location of the minimum speed. Vehicles were eliminated if the
minimum speed was identified as being the final speed of the speed-distance profile because it
may be an indication that the actual minimum speed for the driver was not yet captured.
Cumulative distributions were generated for each site included in this analysis (see Figure 7-15).
The minimum and maximum locations along with the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile values were
determined and are listed in Table 7-19. Observations from Figure 7-15 and Table 7-19 include
the following:
• Minimum speeds occur over a large range of distances, at the extreme limits from
approximately 500 ft upstream of the school speed limit sign to more than 2000 ft after
the school speed limit sign.
• Most of the minimum speeds occurred between 150 and 500 ft after the school speed
limit sign.
• In general, minimum speeds occurred closer to the school speed limit sign for the shorter
school zones (see Figure 7-16).
Organizing the findings by school speed limit, the average location for the minimum speed is
171 ft for the 20-mph zone, 218 ft for the two 30-mph zones, and 384 ft for the 35-mph zones.

Site

EL-3
SA-1
BR-2
BR-1
EL-2
SW-1

Table 7-19. Location of Minimum Speed Relative to Start of School Zone.
Distance from School Speed Limit Sign (ft)
School Speed Number
Zone
of
Average Min
25th
50th
75th
Max
%-ile
%-ile
%-ile
Len Speed Vehicles
(ft)
Limit
(mph)
584
30
149
84
-494
-21
53
193
877
775
20
74
171
-389
39
121
282
818
1456
35
58
217
-531
-58
300
451
1137
1515
35
34
526
-117
208
487
679
1487
1600
30
113
394
-327
29
144
471
2208
2156
35
66
371
-519
121
361
567
1986
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100%
90%

Cumulative Percent

80%
70%
60%
50%

BR-1 (1515)
BR-2 (1456)
EL-2 (1600)
EL-3 (584)
SA-1 (775)
SW-1 (2156)

40%
30%
20%
10%
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Figure 7-15. Cumulative Distribution of Individual Vehicle Minimum Speed Location
within School Zone.
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Figure 7-16. Minimum Speed Location Compared to School Zone Length.
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Speed Change Behavior
To further investigate the characteristics of minimum speed and speed changes within the school
zone, researchers looked at the speed change behavior within the speed profiles obtained from
each dataset.
By Percentage of School Zone Length
Based on the data used to generate Table 7-17, researchers analyzed the changes in speed over
each 5-percent increment of the school zone and developed profiles based on those increments.
Figure 7-15 shows the composite average changes in speed over each 5-percent increment of the
school zones from all 18 datasets. For comparison purposes, the speed data collected upstream
of the school zones are also included in Figure 7-17. The upstream data were collected over an
average distance of 40 percent of the length of the school zone; therefore, the x-axis scale has
been adjusted to reflect that upstream distance.
The data in Figure 7-17 show that most, but not all, reduction in speed occurs upstream of the
school zone. The composite profile shows a small, but measurable, decline in average speed in
the first 15 percent of the school zone, totaling about 1.2 mph. For the latter 85 percent of the
school zone, the composite trendline for all sites shows positive changes in speed (i.e., speed
increases) of 0.8 mph or less for each 5-percent increment. The fact that the trendline changes
from negative to positive at the 15 percent increment indicates that the lowest average speed was
achieved in the first 15 percent of the school zone, supporting similar findings in Table 7-17.
Table 7-20 summarizes the data from Figure 7-17 in tabular form along with the data by school
speed limit. Low-speed sites showed a decline of 6.4 mph upstream of the school zone and
another reduction of 0.8 mph in the first 15 percent of the school zone. After that, the low-speed
sites displayed relatively constant speeds, gaining 1.2 mph in the last 85 percent of the school
zone, for a net increase in speed of 0.4 mph.
Table 7-20. Summary of Changes in Speed at Active School Zones
by Percent of Distance and School Speed Limit.
School Speed
#
Upstream
Limit, mph
Datasets
of 0%
0-15%
15-100% 0-100%
All
18
-7.6
-1.2
4.7
3.6
< 35
5
-6.4
-0.8
1.2
0.4
35, Buffer
6
-10.4
-1.6
11.3
9.7
35, No Buffer
7
-6.3
-1.0
4.7
3.7
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Figure 7-17. Average Change in Speed, Active School Zone, 5-Percent Increments.
Table 7-20 also shows that buffer zone sites have greater reductions in speed upstream of the
beginning of the school zone (10.4 mph) than do 35-mph sites with no buffer zone (6.3 mph).
However, 35-mph sites with and without buffer zones had net increases in speed of 9.7 and 3.7
mph, respectively, in the school zone as a result of large increases in the last 85 percent of the
zone. The larger speed increase at buffer zone sites means that the average speed at the end of
the school zone at those sites was approximately equal to the average speed at the beginning of
data collection upstream of the school zone. It should be noted that the upstream data collection
may not have captured all of the upstream speed changes at the study sites; vehicles may have
begun their speed change prior to the range of the laser gun. For example, the buffer zone sites
have buffer speed limits of 15 or 20 mph higher than the SSL, so the expected upstream speed
change at those sites is equal to that difference. Though the data in Table 7-20 show an upstream
decrease in speed of only 10.4 mph, there may have been an additional decrease before being
targeted by the laser gun.
Table 7-21 categorizes the data from Figure 7-18 by school zone length. Short-length and
medium-length sites (less than 2000 ft) showed similar characteristics upstream of the school
zone and in the first 15 percent of the zone. However, in the last 85 percent of the zone, the
speed increase at sites between 1000 and 2000 ft in length was greater by a factor of three
compared to sites shorter than 1000 ft. Table 7-21 also shows that speed changes at longer zones
(greater than 2000 ft) are about twice the magnitude of speed changes at medium-length zones
throughout the entire profile.
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Table 7-21. Summary of Changes in Speed at Active School Zones by
Percent of Distance and School Zone Length.
School Zone
# of
Upstream
Length (L), ft
Datasets
of 0%
0-15% 15-100% 0-100%
All
18
-7.6
-1.2
4.7
3.6
L < 1000
4
-5.6
-0.6
1.3
0.7
1000 < L < 2000
7
-5.6
-0.8
3.8
3.0
L > 2000
7
-10.9
-1.7
8.5
6.7

By Distance Downstream of Start of School Zone
Researchers also evaluated the speed data in 50-ft increments to determine if other trends could
be identified. In total, the research team collected data in the 18 datasets ranging from 3000 ft
upstream to 3350 ft downstream of the beginning of the school zone, with most data occurring
between -600 ft and 1600 ft. Table 7-22 summarizes the changes in speed by the distance from
the beginning of the school zone, based on 50-ft increments of distance and categorized by
school speed limit.
Table 7-22. Summary of Speed Changes at Active School Zones by
Distance and School Speed Limit.
Distance from Beginning of School Zone, ft
#
-600 –
0–
100 300 500 1000 SSL, mph
Datasets
0
100
300
500
1000
1600
All
18
-8.5
-0.6
-0.8
0.2
3.6
6.3
< 35
5
-10.4
-0.3
-0.5
0.8
4.0
5.6a
35, Buffer
6
-7.6
-0.8
-1.4
-0.1
4.5
2.7
35, No Buffer
7
-7.9
-0.6
-0.6
0.2
2.4
8.6
a
This cell represents average speed change for only one site.

Table 7-22 shows varying degrees of speed reduction upstream of the school zone, with the most
pronounced reductions occurring at low-speed sites. After the beginning of the school zone,
overall speeds continue to decline in the first 300 ft, after which small increases are predominant.
For sites with SSL less than 35 mph, small decreases are the trend for the first 300 to 500 ft, after
which average speeds generally increase slightly in each increment. Because the low-speed sites
are also the sites with the shortest school zone lengths, at distances greater than 1000 ft, the data
for the low-speed sites are represented by only one site and are subject to greater fluctuations.
For 35-mph datasets, the sites show modest decreases in the first 300 ft, largely unchanged
speeds in the next 200 ft, and increases in the remainder of the profile.
Table 7-23 presents the data from Table 7-22 based on school zone length instead of SSL.
Table 7-23 shows somewhat consistent speed reduction upstream of the school zone (7.4 to 8.7
mph). After the beginning of the school zone, sites of all lengths had small reductions in speed
in the first 300 ft. Speeds were essentially level in the 300- to 500-ft range for all sites, showing
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that minimum speeds had typically been achieved. Above 500 ft, speeds increased moderately
(2.6 to 3.8 mph) and continued to increase beyond 1000 ft for zones longer than 1000 ft.
Table 7-23. Summary of Speed Changes at Active School Zones by Distance
and School Zone Length.
Distance from Beginning of School Zone, ft
School Zone
#
100 300 500 1000 -600 - 0 0 - 100
300
500
1000
1600
Length (L), ft
Datasets
All
18
-8.5
-0.6
-0.8
0.2
3.6
6.3
L < 1000
4
-7.4
-0.4
-0.1
0.7
4.8
*
1000 < L < 2000
7
-7.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.4
2.6
7.1
L > 2000
7
-8.7
-0.9
-1.8
-0.2
3.8
2.3
* This distance is beyond the length of the school zones in this category.

By Deceleration for Individual Vehicles
Deceleration can be calculated using the following formula:
a=

(1.47 × Vi ) 2 − (1.47 × V f ) 2

(1)

2 × dis

where:
a = deceleration (ft/sec2)
Vi = initial speed (mph)
Vo = final speed (mph)
dis = distance (ft)
Within each vehicle’s profile, a vehicle may have a deceleration portion; a constant speed
portion; an acceleration portion; combinations of deceleration, constant, or acceleration portions;
or multiple deceleration, constant, or acceleration portions. Researchers determined the
deceleration rates occurring between pairs of readings that were a minimum of 0.5 sec apart to a
maximum of the limits of the speed-distance profile for each individual vehicle. The greatest
deceleration rate for the vehicle was then identified. If the vehicle had less than five readings,
the deceleration was deleted from the dataset (removed about 30 vehicles from a dataset). The
final dataset included 2474 vehicles and represented 125,989 speed-distance measurements.
For each site, the average deceleration rate along with the standard deviation was calculated.
Table 7-24 lists the average deceleration rate along with the lower and upper range (calculated as
the average deceleration rate plus or minus the standard deviation). Observations regarding
Table 7-24 include the following:
• The average deceleration for all sites is -3.14 ft/sec2 with a standard deviation of
2.13 ft/sec2.
• The average deceleration for the different sites ranged between -1.46 and -4.56 ft/sec2.
Typical decelerations when the accelerator pedal is released and the vehicle slows in gear
without the use of brakes range between -4.22 ft/sec2 (at an initial speed of 64 mph) to
-2.24 ft/sec2 (at an initial speed of 28 mph) (44). The data collected at the schools
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indicate that the typical driver is coasting (i.e., not using brakes) to obtain the speed
reduction in response to a school speed limit sign.
Figure 7-18(a) shows the cumulative distribution for all deceleration measurements for the 19
sites. The 50th percentile deceleration was -2.57 ft/sec2. The 15th percentile deceleration rate
(stated in another manner, 85 percent of the drivers selected higher decelerations) was only
-1.28 ft/sec2, which is a value associated with coasting.
Some drivers were applying their brakes, as indicated in Figure 7-18(a) by values greater than
-4.22 ft/sec2. The maximum deceleration measured was -14.71 ft/sec2, which exceeds the value
assumed for stopping sight distance (-11.2 ft/sec2). Note, however, that only 16 of the 2334
vehicles (less than 1 percent) had a deceleration that exceeded the assumed rate for stopping
sight distance. The maximum deceleration rate to an unanticipated object identified in the
stopping sight distance project was -24.5 ft/sec2 (45), and none of the decelerations measured in
this school study was close to that value.
The cumulative distribution plot shown in Figure 7-18(b) represents only those vehicles that
actively used their brakes. The 50th percentile braking deceleration was -5.33 ft/sec2 with 85
percent of the drivers selecting a braking deceleration rate of -7.84 ft/sec2 or less and 15 percent
of the drivers selecting a braking deceleration rate of -4.74 ft/sec2 or less. The distance used with
those deceleration rates for given initial and final speeds are listed in Table 7-25.

Site
AL-1
BR-1
BR-2
CV-1
EL-2
EL-3
JE-1
RO-2
SA-1
SA-4
SW-1
TE-1
WI-1
SA-2
EL-1
ST-1
LE-1
BR-3
SA-3
Total or
Average

Table 7-24. Deceleration Rates for Each Site.
Deceleration (ft/sec2)
Number of
Vehicles
Lower Range
Average
Upper Range
125
-1.11
-3.02
-4.94
35
-1.57
-3.66
-5.75
63
-1.62
-3.29
-4.95
36
-1.07
-2.67
-4.28
169
-0.84
-2.62
-4.40
96
-0.02
-1.58
-3.14
145
-0.87
-3.19
-5.52
182
-0.73
-2.61
-4.49
170
-1.33
-3.09
-4.84
73
-1.46
-3.32
-5.17
226
-0.84
-2.80
-4.75
77
-2.06
-4.56
-7.05
213
-1.43
-3.74
-6.04
86
-0.51
-1.46
-2.41
251
-1.37
-3.91
-6.45
178
-1.35
-3.20
-5.06
170
-1.03
-3.05
-5.07
51
-2.04
-3.66
-5.29
128
-1.42
-3.91
-6.40
2474

-1.01

-3.14
109

-5.28
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Figure 7-18. Cumulative Distribution of Decelerations for 19 Sites.
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If assuming that braking is expected to occur to achieve the desired speed at the start of the
school zone and using the average deceleration rates calculated from the 19 sites, 380 ft is
needed to decelerate from 70 to 55 mph and 365 ft is needed to decelerate from 55 to 35 mph
(see Table 7-25). Using the 15th percentile value can provide a more conservative approach to
determining design distances. For the 15th percentile deceleration rate of -4.75 ft/sec2, 427 ft is
needed to decelerate from 70 to 55 mph, and 410 ft is needed to decelerate from 55 to 35 mph.
Table 7-25. Distance to Decelerate for Selected Deceleration Rates.
Deceleration
Rate Represents
Initial Speed Final Speed
Distance to
Rate (ft/sec2)
(mph)
(mph)
Decelerate (ft)
85th percentile rate for
70
55
258
7.84
drivers braking
55
35
248
Average deceleration rate for
70
55
380
5.33
drivers braking
55
35
365
th
70
55
427
15 percentile rate for
4.74
drivers braking
55
35
410
Average deceleration rate for
70
55
788
2.57
drivers coasting or braking
55
35
757

Summary
In comparison to the idealized speed-distance profile presented in Figure 7-14, a review of the
field study data indicated that a “real-world” profile would have a general form similar to that
shown in Figure 7-19. The field data suggest that drivers complete most of their speed change
prior to the beginning of the school zone, but some deceleration takes place within the school
zone. At a point early in the school zone, drivers reach their minimum speed, which is rarely
less than the school speed limit. This minimum speed may be maintained for a short distance,
after which the driver begins to accelerate within the school zone.
BEFORE-AND-AFTER STUDY OF BUFFER ZONE SITES
To handle the large speed reductions when a school speed limit is needed on a high-speed rural
highway, TxDOT has developed a unique treatment called a “buffer zone” (see Figure 7-20). The
buffer zone assists in stepping down the speed for a highway segment with an 85th percentile
speed or posted speed limit greater than 55 mph. Previously, a regulatory sign would have been
used to step down the speed. The school buffer zone permits motorists to travel at the higher
posted speeds through both zones (buffer and school zones) when the school speed limits are not
in effect.
As part of this research project, two sites (AU-1 and WI-1) were selected as test cases to
investigate the effects of buffer zones on speeds of vehicles near to and within the actual school
speed zone. TxDOT was able to schedule the installations during the field study period for this
research project. Thus, researchers were able to collect speed data under conditions before and
after the buffer zones were installed at the two sites. The buffer zones deployed at these sites
consisted of a 55-mph reduced speed limit zone on either side of the school speed zone. Because
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.

of their ability to collect data automatically, traffic counters collected speed all day at each site,
which allowed a comparison of peak and non-peak periods.

School Speed
Limit

End Zone

Begin Zone

Speed (mph)

Field Data
Ideal

Distance (ft)
Figure 7-19. Generalized Ideal and Field Data Speed-Distance Profiles.

Figure 7-20. Typical Layout of School Speed Zone with Buffer Zone (1).
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Site AU-1
While collecting data and documenting site characteristics, researchers made the following
observations about traffic characteristics at Site AU-1:
• Close to 100 percent of students arrived and departed by school bus or passenger vehicle,
though the exact breakdown between the two is not known. Pedestrian traffic was very
low, and no bicycle traffic was observed.
• The school has two main driveways, both of which open onto adjacent neighborhood
collectors (see Figure 6-8). One is used for drop-off/pick-up of students, as well as
visitor parking, while the other is used primarily for bus and staff parking.
• Original conditions contained a regulatory speed limit of 65 mph that changed to 55 mph
on either side of the 35-mph school speed limit zone.
For this site, the buffer zone was installed at the same location as (and in place of) a previous 55mph regulatory speed limit. Figure 7-21 shows a picture of the 55-mph School Speed Limit sign
with flashing beacons to indicate the boundary of the buffer zone. There were no other changes
made to the school zone or other signing during the study period.
The active school zone times changed after the installation of the buffer zone. The morning
active period changed from 8:00 to 8:50 a.m. to 7:45 to 8:35 a.m.; the afternoon active period
shifted from 3:40 to 4:15 p.m. to 3:45 to 4:20 p.m. The changes did not affect the duration of the
active school zone in the morning (50 minutes), but reduced the afternoon school zone active
period by 30 minutes (from 65 minutes to 35 minutes).

Figure 7-21. New 55-mph School Speed Limit Sign Assembly at Site AU-1.
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Findings for AU-1
Table 7-26 provides summary statistics of mean speeds and associated standard deviations for
Site AU-1. Figure 7-22 shows the 85th percentile speed measured, as well as the associated
speed limits and access points. The figure and table show that in both active school zone periods
(morning and afternoon), speeds were lower at the locations common to the data collection
before and after installation (start of the school zone and near the school driveway) for both the
southbound (by about 3 mph) and northbound (by about 8 mph) directions. Therefore, there was
an increase in driver compliance after the installation of the buffer zone.
Figure 7-22 also shows 85th percentile speeds during the period when the school zone was not
active. In this period, southbound driver speeds after the installation of the school buffer zone
were generally lower than the posted speed limit within the buffer zone and school zone limits.
They were also much lower than the speeds measured before the installation of the buffer zone.
Northbound speeds were lower at the start of the 35-mph school zone after the buffer zone was
installed; however, speeds at other common locations were similar before and after installation.
Table 7-26. Summary Statistics for Before-and-After Study at Site AU-1.
Upstream of
Start of
Start of
Near School
School Zone
Buffer Zone
School Zone
Driveway
Std.
Std.
Std.
Std.
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Northbound Before Buffer
AM Active
56.6
12.4
N/A
N/A
36.8
8.6
34.0
8.0
PM Active
56.7
10.4
N/A
N/A
36.2
9.5
32.8
8.9
SZ Not Active
57.6
11.7
N/A
N/A
58.6
8.3
55.6
7.9
Southbound Before Buffer
AM Active
45.3
8.9
N/A
N/A
39.7
10.6
41.4
13.0
PM Active
45.2
12.9
N/A
N/A
39.3
11.8
40.6
14.5
SZ Not Active
46.6
11.6
N/A
N/A
57.6
14.9
55.9
19.6
Northbound After Buffer
AM Active
55.0
13.2
ND
ND
28.7
7.8
32.0
8.0
PM Active
50.0
14.3
ND
ND
29.4
8.6
29.0
10.0
SZ Not Active
56.0
14.0
ND
ND
41.5
10.3
48.0
11.0
Southbound After Buffer
AM Active
58.8
7.7
ND
ND
36.8
6.7
37.9
6.0
PM Active
58.0
7.2
ND
ND
36.4
5.8
38.5
5.0
SZ Not Active
58.3
7.1
ND
ND
52.0
6.1
52.5
6.3
N/A = This location is not applicable.
ND = Data not available due to equipment malfunction.
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Figure 7-22. 85th Percentile Speeds at Site AU-1.
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Site WI-1
Researchers made the following observations about traffic characteristics at the WI-1 site:
• This site serves both the school and an affiliated church. There is a single driveway from
the farm-to-market (FM) highway that fronts the school property (see Figure 6-58). The
driveway serves visitor/staff parking, school drop-off/pick-up, and bus usage.
• The school is located about 15 minutes from the center of town in a wooded area with no
commercial and few residential developments.
• Pedestrian or bicycle traffic was not observed.
• There was not any observed queuing along the FM highway, and traffic was generally
free-flowing during the active school zone period.
For this site, there were several changes made to signing in addition to the installation of the
buffer zone. The following changes were made at the site during deployment:
• The length of the school zone (with 35-mph SSL) was shortened by 1470 ft, from 2780 to
1310 ft.
• The beginning of the new buffer zone in the northbound direction was located about
130 ft upstream of the original start of the 35-mph school zone (see Figure 7-23).
• The active school zone period in the morning was not changed during the addition of the
buffer zone and remained 7:30 to 8:20 a.m. The afternoon active school zone period was
changed from 3:10 to 4:15 p.m. to 3:00 to 4:15 p.m., which represented a 10-minute
increase in the duration for the active school zone.

Figure 7-23. Northbound Driver’s View of Buffer Zone at Site WI-1.
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Findings for WI-1
Table 7-27 provides summary statistics of mean speeds and associated standard deviations for
Site WI-1. The change in length of the school zone at this site is reflected in the changes in
speed limit in the graphs shown in Figure 7-24.
During both the morning and afternoon school zone periods, speeds of vehicles within the school
zone were largely unchanged after the installation of the buffer zone. Curiously, speeds
increased downstream of the start of the school zone for the northbound direction. It should be
noted that a tube counter malfunctioned for portions of the afternoon school zone period, so data
were not available at that location.
The graphs suggest that southbound drivers at Site WI-1 were largely in compliance with the
speed limits prior to the installation of the buffer zone speed limits. The installation of the buffer
had little effect on driver compliance with the school zone. During the period when the school
zone was inactive, 85th percentile speeds remained generally lower than the posted speed limit
for both before and after the installation of the buffer zone, with one exception. The 85th
percentile speed 1500 ft upstream of the buffer zone in the after period was higher after the
buffer zone installation.
Table 7-27. Summary Statistics for Before-and-After Study at Site WI-1.
Upstream of
Start of
Start of
Near School
School Zone
Buffer Zone
School Zone
Driveway
Std.
Std.
Std.
Std.
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Mean
Dev
Northbound Before Buffer
AM Active
46.7
3.6
N/A
N/A
41.7
8.9
31.6
5.8
PM Active
47.3
3.4
N/A
N/A
43.7
9.1
31.3
6.2
SZ Not Active
47.4
3.4
N/A
N/A
57.4
6.5
49.7
7.9
Southbound Before Buffer
AM Active
60.9
4.7
N/A
N/A
33.3
5.1
30.9
4.6
PM Active
60.3
4.9
N/A
N/A
33.7
6.4
31.7
4.9
SZ Not Active
60.6
5.3
N/A
N/A
48.4
5.0
46.3
5.7
Northbound After Buffer
AM Active
58.3
4.4
43.8
6.5
33.0
5.0
36.9
5.3
PM Active
59.0
5.3
45.0
6.3
34.8
5.3
37.6
6.2
SZ Not Active
59.1
5.9
53.7
5.8
50.0
8.0
54.2
7.2
Southbound After Buffer
AM Active
72.5
4.7
46.9
6.2
33.9
5.1
31.1
4.9
PM Active
ND
ND
48.3
5.9
34.5
5.6
33.1
5.6
SZ Not Active
74.1
5.4
55.2
5.5
50.9
6.5
49.1
8.7
N/A = This location is not applicable.
ND = No data available at this location
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Figure 7-24. 85th Percentile Speeds at Site WI-1.
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CHAPTER 8
DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL
FOR SCHOOL AREAS
INTRODUCTION
Guidelines were developed regarding traffic control for school areas, especially with respect to
school speed zones. These guidelines, titled Guidelines for Traffic Control for School Areas, are
included as Appendix A in this report. They can serve as a supplement to the TMUTCD (2) and
the manual on Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones (1) or, as appropriate, parts of the
Guidelines can be incorporated into the Procedures manual. This chapter of the report
documents the background or sources of material included in the Guidelines.
SCHOOL LOCATION
This section introduces availability of previous material on school site design. It also
emphasizes the need to maintain contact with school officials.
DEFINITIONS
This section provides definitions for several terms used in the Guidelines.
SCHOOL AREA
The Guidelines include discussion on the use of advance warning to advise road users that they
are approaching a school that is adjacent to a highway, where additional care is needed, even
though no school crossing is involved and the speed limit remains unchanged. The suggested
distances between a School (S1-1) sign and a school driveway were developed based on
Condition A and Condition B of the TMUTCD Table 2C-4 and range from 100 (assumed
minimum) to 325 ft at 25 mph and 550 to 1250 ft at 70 mph. Currently, the TMUTCD shows 150
to 700 ft as the distance between School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign and the School Speed
Limit (S5-1) sign and 200 ft between School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign and school driveway, for a
total of 350 to 900 ft. Note that these TMUTCD values are not associated with a specific
operating speed. The 2008 proposed revisions to the MUTCD do not include ANY dimensions
for the distance between those signs.
SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT ZONE
Material regarding the decision to install a school speed limit zone was developed as a result of
reviews of existing state and local guidelines (see Chapter 4), discussions with the project
monitoring committee, and workshops held as part of professional society meetings.
The dimensions provided for sign spacing were developed based upon TMUTCD Table 6C-1 on
suggested advance warning sign spacing for work zones. The 2006 TMUTCD recommends
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200 ft as the distance between the School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign and school driveway or
marked crosswalk. The research team recommends that, rather than having a single value, the
distance be sensitive to speed. Column 2 of Table 8-1 shows typical school speed limits used for
a given posted speed limit (shown in column 1). Table 8-1 then shows the typical 85th percentile
speed measured in the field studies (see Chapter 7), along with the stopping sight distance (SSD)
for that 85th percentile speed. These distances were rounded to the suggested value in the 5th
column of Table 8-1. Speeds within a school zone have a “bowl” shape with the minimum speed
occurring between 100 and 500 ft beyond the school speed limit sign. If the speed pattern within
the school zone along with stopping sight distance is considered, the recommended distance from
the crosswalk or school driveway is 200 ft for 25-35 mph, 300 ft for 40-45 mph, and 400 ft for
50 mph and greater posted speed limits, as shown in the final column of Table 8-1.
The length of the solid white lane line in advance of the marked crosswalk was set to match the
distance between the School Speed Limit sign and the school driveway or marked crosswalk (see
the final column in Table 8-1).
Table 8-1. Suggested Distances Between School Speed Limit Sign and School Driveway or
Marked Crosswalk.
SSD (ft)
SSD
Minimum Recommended
Typical Measured
Posted
85th
(Interpolated) Distance,
Speed
Distance (ft)
Speed
School
Speed Percentile
Rounded Location*
Limit
Limit
Speed*
(ft)
(ft)
(mph)
(mph)
(mph)
Column Column Column 3
Column 4
Column Column 6
Column 7
1
2
5
25-35
20
26
164
200
171
200
35-40
25
30
200
200
-200
40-45
30
37
272
300
218
300
50-70
35
43
338
350
384
400
*Distance from school speed limit sign where minimum speed occurred, using average
distances of individual vehicles for field study sites with given school speed (see Chapter 7)

SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT ZONE CHARACTERISTICS
School Speed Limit Value
The suggested values for school speed limit available in the TxDOT manual on Procedures for
Establishing Speed Zones were repackaged into a table format.
School Speed Limit Zone Beginning Location
This section provides comments regarding the start of a school speed zone, which repeats the
recommendations shown in column 7 of Table 8-1. The section also contains general advice that
the location of the beginning and end of a school speed limit zone should be based on
engineering judgment rather than the exact location of the school property line or fence.
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Note that the END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign (or regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign) is not
required to be at the same location as the beginning of the school speed limit zone in the opposite
direction. Utah and other states end their school speed limit zones about 50 ft after the
intersection or marked crosswalk. Texas’ practice is to end the school zone at the same location
as the opposing direction begins. This practice coincides with the use of the solid white line
marking; therefore, a comment on ending the school zone at the same location as the beginning
of the school zone for the opposing direction was included.
School Speed Limit Zone Length
The minimum school speed zone length was modified to 400 ft to match two times the minimum
distance between a School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign and a crosswalk or school driveway (200 ft).
The development of typical speed zone lengths was more complex.
Other states suggestions include the following:
 Massachusetts’ amendment (24) includes advice on speed zone length for rural (start of
zone at least 850 ft in advance of grounds) and urban (either 500 ft or one block).
 In Michigan (46), they establish school zones only for elementary and middle schools and
are generally defined as the portion of the road “1000 ft from the property line of the
school in each direction.”
 The Washington Administrative Code (47) states the speed zone is 300 ft in either
direction from the marked crosswalk.
 New York (34) specifies a maximum length of 1320 ft.
 Pennsylvania (48) caps the distance at 1600 ft.
The difference in speeds between the start of the school speed limit zone and the end of the
school speed limit zone was determined through research (see Chapter 7). Speeds are
approximately 2 mph higher for every 1000 ft from the minimum point. For a school speed limit
zone of 3000 ft, the speed difference between the start of the zone and the end of the zone would
be 6 mph. If the 1000 ft suggested above is used as a typical school speed limit zone length, then
the difference would be 2 mph.
The following 85th percentile speeds by school speed limit value were identified as part of the
field studies:
School Speed
85th Percentile
Limit (mph)
Speed (mph)
20
26
25
30
30
37
35
43
The 85th percentile speeds in school speed limit zones are between 5 and 8 mph greater than the
school speed limit. Using the above research findings, a 35-mph school speed limit zone with a
3000-ft length would have an 85th percentile speed of 49 mph at the end of the school speed limit
zone.
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Based on the above considerations, along with discussions with the project monitoring
committee and during workshops and presentations on the subject, a typical school speed limit
zone length for higher-speed roadways of 1000 ft or 0.2 mi (i.e., 500 ft or 0.1 mi either side of a
driveway) is suggested.
This zone length section also introduces the buffer zone concept and provides the
recommendation that the length of the buffer zone be 500 ft. The 500-ft buffer zone length was
selected with consideration of the deceleration rates observed in the field studies and found in the
literature. Table 8-2 lists deceleration distances for different deceleration rates included in
reference documents such as in A Policy On Geometric Design of Rural Highways (49) by
American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHTO) or in a National Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) report. A comfortable deceleration of 10 ft/sec2 uses
approximately 200 ft to decelerate from 70 to 55 or 55 to 35. For initial speeds above 55 mph,
the deceleration rate for braking without brakes (i.e., removing the foot from the gas pedal)
results in deceleration of 20 mph for approximately every 500 ft. Over 85 percent of the drivers
braking to achieve their desired speed through the school zone used a deceleration rate of less
than 4.74 ft/sec2 (see Chapter 7). The 4.74 ft/sec2 value is less than the comfortable deceleration
rate identified by ITE of 10 ft/sec2. Even with using the more conservative deceleration value,
drivers can decelerate from 70 to 55 mph or from 55 to 35 mph in under 500 ft (see final row in
Table 8-2).
Table 8-2. Deceleration Distances.
Initial Speed (mph):
70
65
60
55
Final Speed (mph):
55
50
50
35
Source
ft/sec2
Deceleration Distances (ft)
AASHTO Blue Book (49), w/o brakes, 30 mph
-2.24
904
832
531
868
AASHTO Blue Book (49), w/o brakes, 70 mph
-3.89
521
479
306
500
AASHTO Blue Book (49), with brakes,
30 mph
-5.02
404
371
237
387
AASHTO Blue Book (49), with brakes,
70 mph
-7.17
283
260
166
271
Deceleration w/o braking, pg 65 of 1999 ITE
Traffic Engineering Handbook (50)
-3.28
618
568
362
593
Comfortable deceleration, pg 68 of ITE
203
186
119
194
Traffic Engineering Handbook (50)
-10.00
Chang et al. (51)
-11.60
175
161
102
168
Design deceleration from NCHRP 400 (45)
-11.15
182
167
107
174
Maximum deceleration to unanticipated object
determined in SSD research, NCHRP 400 (45)
-24.47
83
76
49
79
Average deceleration rate for drivers braking
(from this study, see Chapter 7)
-5.33
380
350
223
365
th
15 percentile rate for drivers braking
427
393
251
410
(from this study, see Chapter 7)
-4.74
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School Buffer Zone
The School Buffer Zone section provides general information on school buffer zones. The
dimensions provided for use with the schematic diagram were developed based on the following:
• MUTCD Table 6C-1 was used for the spacing between Advance School Warning (S1-1)
sign and Buffer School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign.
• The distance between School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign to school driveway was based on
recommended distances as shown in Table 8-1.
• The suggested spacing between the School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign and the
School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign was set to 500 ft based upon consideration of typical
deceleration practices.
• The dimensions between the signs beyond the school driveway, for example, between
school driveway and School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign, were matched to the related
signs on the opposing direction.
Active Times
The current Texas manual on Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones provides the following
for active school times:
• 45 minutes before start of school and 0 minutes after start of school, and
• 0 minutes before end of school and 30 minutes after end of school.
Table 8-3 summarizes the practices at the 24 sites included in the field studies by number of
minutes before or after the bell. Each column is sorted by the number of minutes to provide a
quicker review of the practices. About 3/4 of the field study sites activated their morning school
zone for 45 minutes or less, as recommended in the Procedures manual. Only 4 of the 24 sites
had the zone active for less than 5 minutes after the morning start of school (TxDOT current
recommendation is 0 minutes). For the evening release time, only five schools had a 5-minute or
less active period (as compared to TxDOT 0-minute recommendation) for the time period before
the end of school. About half of the schools limited the active period after the end of school to
30 minutes or less. Some schools had an active period as long as 75 minutes.
The data in Table 8-3 do not represent information regarding the need for longer active periods,
perhaps as a result of after-school activities. The data are based upon the times the beacons were
observed as active by the researchers and the start and end time reported by the schools.
Therefore, more of the sites may be in agreement with the current advice.
The field studies identified a trend of higher speeds as the time away from the start or end of
school increased. Therefore, keeping shorter active periods can result in more uniform speeds.
Based on the above considerations, along with discussions with the project monitoring
committee and during workshops and presentations on the subject, the recommendation for
active school times is:
• 30 minutes before start of school and 5 minutes after start of school,
• from the beginning to the end of the lunch period, and
• 5 minutes before end of school and 30 minutes after end of school.
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Table 8-3. Duration of Active Period Before and After School Start or End.
Number of Minutes
Zone is Active Before
Start of School (min)
15
30
30
30
30
30
35
40
44
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
50
55
55
60
75
90

Number of Minutes
Zone is Active After
Start of School (min)
0
1
5
5
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
45
50
60
75

Number of Minutes
Zone is Active Before
End of School (min)
0
0
5
5
5
15
15
15
15
15
18
20
30
30
30
35
40
45
60
70
75
80
82
100

Number of Minutes
Zone is Active After
End of School (min)
0
10
20
20
27
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
35
35
35
40
45
45
45
45
50
75

School Speed Limit Zone Marking
This section presents a general discussion on the school speed limit zone marking.
SCHOOL PAVEMENT MARKINGS
The section presents the SCHOOL pavement marking characteristics.
SCHOOL MARKED CROSSWALK
Discussion on marked crosswalks was developed based on information provided in the following
two documents:
• Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 112/NCHRP Report 562,
Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings, 2006. Available at:
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_562.pdf
• FHWA-RD-04-100, Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at
Uncontrolled Locations Final Report and Recommended Guidelines. Full report
available at: http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pubs/04100/04100.pdf. Summary report
available at:
http://drusilla.hsrc.unc.edu/cms/downloads/Effects_Un_MarkedCrosswalks_Summary.pd
f
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Schematics were generated for typical school signing for marked crosswalks at two-way stop
controlled intersections, all-way stop controlled intersections, and signalized intersections.
Typical applications included in the Utah 2005 Traffic Control for School Zones (28) aided in the
development of the figures.
SCHOOL ENTRANCE WARNING ASSEMBLY
This is a new section developed as a result of discussions at project monitoring committee
meetings. The dimensions identified for the figure were based on Condition A of the TMUTCD
Table 2C-4.
CONDITIONS FOR REMOVING A SCHOOL SPEED ZONE
Material for this section was based on the Dallas District policy on establishing and removing
school speed zones.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
School speed zones are frequently requested traffic controls for school areas, based on the
common belief that if the transportation agency would only install a reduced speed limit, then
drivers would no longer speed through the area. This research project was tasked with reviewing
existing practices and developing guidelines regarding the establishment of school zones.
The current policy for setting school speed limits in Texas is primarily contained within two
documents: Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones (1), and the Texas Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (2). These documents state that speed zones should be confined to hours
when children are going to and from school, and they should be based on pedestrian activity,
though traffic may also be a consideration. The use of a school speed zone should be based on an
engineering study.
Researchers began by documenting existing knowledge on traffic control devices in school
zones. This effort took several forms: a review of previous research studies examining
effectiveness of devices, a survey of practitioners on signing and marking, a review of state and
city school zone guidelines and warrants, and a telephone survey of law enforcement officers.
Using this information, the research team identified several areas of emphasis, including
characteristics of buffer zone sites and suggested guidelines for traffic control at higher-speed
roadways. Researchers collected field data at school zones across Texas and analyzed the data
for findings on speed-distance relationships, speed-time relationships, influences of various site
characteristics on speeds, and special characteristics of school zones with buffer zones.
The findings from the analyses were used in developing suggested guidelines for traffic control
devices near schools, including school speed zones. Appendix A presents the guidelines.
Literature
Several studies noted that driver speed selection in a school zone is affected by more than just
the school speed zone limit value. The posted speed value prior to the zone, along with roadway
characteristics and the traffic control devices used, also influence drivers’ speed choices in
school zones. Studies have indicated that using flashing beacons with the school speed limit
assembly provides greater speed reductions than using the WHEN CHILDREN ARE PRESENT
or specific time plaques. There is strong evidence that using a speed monitoring display also
produces notable speed reductions.
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Survey of Practice
A 25-question survey was developed to gather information on the state-of-the-practice for school
speed zones, signing and markings for schools, engineering judgment on when to install a school
speed zone, and potential study sites. A total of 12 TxDOT engineers and two city engineers
provided responses in December 2006. Key findings from the survey included:
• The majority of the respondents indicated engineering judgment as the criterion used to
determine when to establish a school zone.
• The time that the reduced speed limit is active has been an issue for about half of the
respondents.
• About half of the respondents have removed a school speed zone in the past five years.
The reasons for the removal included a signal being added to the area, a review indicating
it was no longer necessary, or the school closing.
• Almost all of the respondents indicated that the school speed zone should be used when
school-age pedestrians are crossing the road. About half felt that the school speed zone
should be installed (and stated in another manner, about half felt it should not be
installed) when school-aged pedestrians are walking along but not crossing the road.
In Fall 2006, the Institute of Transportation Engineers Traffic Engineering Council Committee
106-01 conducted a Web-based survey on school-related traffic control devices. The Web-based
survey built on the mail-out survey conducted for this Texas Department of Transportation study
and on previous ITE surveys conducted in the mid-1990s and in Spring 1997. The 37-question
Web-based survey gathered information on the state-of-the-practice for school speed zones,
signing and markings for schools, and engineering judgment on when to install a school speed
zone. A total of 168 participants provided responses. Following is an overview of selected
findings. Key findings from the survey included:
• The majority (61 percent) indicated that they use engineering judgment and one-third
selected guidelines and warrants as the criteria used to determine when to establish a
school zone.
• The sign most typically used to indicate the end of a school speed limit zone is the END
SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign (56 percent). The regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign also is
used by nearly one-half (46 percent) of the respondents. The combination of END
SCHOOL ZONE and regulatory Speed Limit (R2-1) sign is used by 18 percent of the
respondents.
• Most of the respondents (87 percent, or 144 respondents) do not use a solid white line (12
to 18 inches wide) on the pavement to mark the beginning and ending of the school speed
zone.
• In the engineering judgment section of the survey, the participants could indicate where
they think a school zone should be used. Most of the participants selected “where schoolage pedestrians are crossing the road.”
• For the participants, the operating speed on the roadway was clearly a variable that
should affect the decision to install a school speed zone. While not as clear, there was a
preference to consider pedestrian volume, roadway traffic volume, and number of lanes
being crossed.
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Review of State Guidelines
A review of existing practices revealed guidance ranging from no material to detailed numerical
warrants. Common among states’ descriptions of school zones are definitions of the time
periods allowed, the appropriate distances from the school and/or associated crosswalk for the
limits of the zone, and restrictions for use at high schools or near signalized or stop-controlled
intersections. Following is a summary of guidance by topic of interest:
• Most states specify that school zones with reduced speeds have speed limits of 15 or 20
mph in urban and suburban areas, but few specifically mention school zones in rural
areas.
• Several states provide cautions on where to use (or not use) a school speed zone, such as
not using at high schools or in conjunction with STOP signs or traffic signals.
• Key criteria included in several manuals are:
o presence of children walking along or crossing the roadway,
o presence of fence around school property,
o determination of appropriate gaps for school-age pedestrians to cross the street,
o presence of crossing guards,
o determination of average pedestrian demand per appropriate gap,
o amount of student enrollment at the school,
o location of school property (i.e., abutting the right-of-way of the street or highway
or visible from street or highway), and
o presence of sidewalks.
• The national MUTCD states that the school speed zone begins either 200 ft from
crosswalk or 100 ft from school property line, whichever is encountered first as traffic
approaches the school. Several states define minimum or maximum distances to school
property lines and/or crosswalks, ranging between 150 ft and 1000 ft from school
property.
• Only two states specified maximum lengths (New York 1320 ft and Pennsylvania
1600 ft).
• Florida and Illinois provide general advice on school zone lengths. Florida’s manual
states school speed zones “should be kept as short as practical and should not necessarily
extend along the entire highway frontage of the school property.” Illinois’ supplement
states: “The location of the beginning and end of a 20-mph school speed zone should be
based on engineering judgment rather than the exact location of the school property line.”
• The following states have specific guidance on when to install a school speed zone:
o Arizona’s guidelines have a point system for their School Crossing Warrants that
consider gaps, pedestrian volume, 85th percentile speed, and demand/gap.
o Utah’s detailed procedure for determining if a Reduced-Speed School Zone is
warranted is similar to Arizona’s procedure.
o Massachusetts’ amendment to the MUTCD has specifics for when a school zone
is warranted (e.g., children have direct access to street, marked crosswalk is
present, school involves a grade below 9th grade, etc.) and not warranted (e.g.,
children are not required to cross the street, or property is fenced).
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Law Enforcement Survey
Researchers conducted a telephone survey of law enforcement officers to assess current opinions
of vehicle compliance with speed reductions in school zones. Thirteen officers representing city
police departments or ISD police departments across Texas participated in the survey. Following
is a summary of responses to the questions in that survey:
• The majority of the officers contacted (77 percent) felt that drivers complied with
reduced school speed limits most of the time.
• All of the officers interviewed implied law enforcement on site would be the most
effective factor used to reduce drivers’ speeds in school zones. More than half of the
officers indicated that posted speed limit and/or the area in which the school zone was
located were major factors that affected drivers’ compliance.
• Almost all of the respondents (12 of 13) felt that the compliance level was 90 percent or
better when law enforcement was obvious to the drivers. When enforcement was not
obvious, only 33 percent felt that 80 to 90 percent of drivers were in compliance.
• Forty-six percent of the officers felt that a solid white pavement marking line across the
lane increased the compliance level when used to indicate the end of the speed zone.
• Eight-five percent of the officers agreed that the END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign
increased compliance when used to indicate the end of the speed zone.
• Nine of the 13 officers preferred a combination of a white pavement marking line and a
sign (either the END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign or the posted Speed Limit (R2-1 sign)
to indicate the end of a school speed zone.
• Responses were mixed on where school speed zones should be located, as 85 percent felt
that school speed zones should be located at every school, while 62 percent felt that the
decision on where and how much to reduce the speed should be based on each individual
school’s characteristics.
• The majority of the officers contacted (62 percent) indicated that they used portable
speed monitoring displays; however, there were some disagreements on their
effectiveness.
• Almost half (46 percent) of the officers stated that they had officers assigned to different
schools; most indicated that they were usually rotated.
• Officers provided a variety of other suggestions to improve compliance in school zones,
including good signs and markings, speed monitoring displays, more law enforcement,
shorter duration of school zones, more public service announcements, approach rumble
strips, photo radar, and horizontal (on-pavement) signing.
Field Studies
In order to gain a better understanding of traffic characteristics around schools, the research team
conducted a number of observational studies at school facilities throughout the state.
Researchers conducted studies at a total of 24 school sites. Ten of the schools were located in
rural settings; of the 24 sites, eight were in undeveloped areas, and eight more were located in
residential areas. Seven schools were located on high-speed (greater than 55 mph) roads and had
buffer zones adjacent to their school zones.
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Researchers collected data through a variety of techniques. Speed data were collected using
laser guns, traffic counters, and on-pavement traffic analyzers. Site characteristics were
documented through photographs and handwritten notes.
After data collection, researchers analyzed the data in a number of different ways. Statistical
analyses focused on interactions between speed and site characteristics (e.g., school zone length,
presence of sidewalk, posted speed limit, etc.). Analyses of individual vehicles examined the
relationships between operating speed and distance through the school zone, focusing on location
of minimum speed and speed change behavior. An additional study looked at effects of
installing a buffer zone on operating speeds in the school zone. Key findings from the field
studies are presented in the following section.
Guidelines Development
Using the findings from the previous efforts of this study, along with discussions with the
TxDOT project monitoring committee, guidelines were developed regarding traffic control for
school areas, especially with respect to school speed zones. These guidelines, titled Guidelines
for Traffic Control for School Areas, are included as Appendix A in this report. They are
intended to serve as a supplement to the TMUTCD (2) and the manual on Procedures for
Establishing Speed Zones (1) or, as appropriate, parts of the Guidelines can be incorporated into
the Procedures manual. Appendix B presents potential revisions to key reference documents as
a result of this research project. Chapter 9 of the report documents the background or sources of
material included in the Guidelines.
FIELD STUDY FINDINGS
This section contains the findings from the analyses of data collected in the project’s field
studies.
Operating Speed Characteristics
Several variables were collected for use in evaluating the potential effects on operating speed in
an active school speed limit zone. Conclusions on unique variables include:
• The average speed for sites with a crosswalk includes speeds that are significantly lower
than the average speed for the sites without a crosswalk.
• The average speed for sites without a sidewalk is significantly higher than the average
speed for the sites with a sidewalk.
• The average speed is higher for sites in rural areas. The lowest speeds recorded were in
suburban residential areas, while the highest were in rural mixed and undeveloped
locations.
• The lowest speeds are associated with speed zones of the shortest lengths, which is
correlated to the lowest school speed limits.
• Lower speeds are associated with a higher number of access points (for both access
density and school driveway density).
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Spot Speed Findings
The spot-speed analyses utilized a number of statistical tests for significance. Conclusions from
spot-speed analyses include:
• Looking at the data from all study sites, when the beacon is on (i.e., active school zone),
the difference in the predicted mean speeds between morning and afternoon (1.27 mph) is
statistically significant, but not practically significant.
• Examining study sites separately, only two sites of the 20 included in this analysis (AL-1
and SA-3) had statistically different speeds in the morning active school zone period as
compared to the afternoon active school zone period.
• As expected, the speeds observed when the school zone is active are statistically lower
when compared to the speeds observed when the school zone is not active; similarly, the
mean speed in a buffer zone is significantly lower when the beacon is on than when the
beacon is off.
• For most sites, drivers are in better compliance with the regulatory speed limit than with
the school speed limit. When the regulatory speed limit was in effect, about half of the
sites had a compliance rate of 60 percent or better. When the school speed limit was in
force, about half of the sites had a compliance rate of less than 50 percent, with some
being lower than 10 percent. Compliance does not appear to be a function of the school
speed limit because each speed limit had a broad range of compliance values (9 to 75
percent for 20-mph speed limit and 12 to 94 percent for 35-mph speed limit).
• All of the buffer zone sites had a compliance rate of at least 80 percent when the buffer
speed limit was active. When the buffer speed limit was not active (i.e., regulatory speed
limit was in effect), the three sites had compliance rates from 70 to 95 percent.
• In the regression analysis that identified which variables affect operating speed in an
active school zone, school speed limit dominated all other variables.
• The effects of area type, number of lanes, and school driveway density on average
operating speed are statistically significant at α=0.05 level when school speed limit is not
in the model. The effect of school driveway density on average speed is negative, which
agrees with other research that has found operating speeds to be lower as the number of
driveways increase.
• Speeds are higher for greater time increments from the start or end of school. The effects
are more pronounced in the morning period than the afternoon; a 1-mph speed difference
would be experienced 19 minutes before the start of school or 22 minutes after the start of
school, but a similar change would occur over 53 minutes before the end of school and 26
minutes after the end of school.
• Speeds increase as the relative distance within the school zone increases, by a factor of
0.0019. The practical application is that speeds increase approximately 0.9 mph for every
500 ft in school zone length. In other words, for every quarter-mile (1320 ft) of school
zone length, speeds can be expected to increase almost 2.5 mph. Thus, longer school
zones do not result in lower speeds for a longer distance.
Individual Sites
To further investigate the relationships between operating speed and reduced-speed school zones,
researchers examined the datasets from individual sites. These analyses were focused on the
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length and duration of those zones and the time of day relative to the start and end of school.
Following are the major conclusions from those analyses:
• Operating speeds increase as the distance from the start of the school zone increases.
Trends based on percent of school zone length and absolute distance in the school zone
show steady increases in speed as vehicles travel further through the zone.
• The overall minimum speed in a school speed zone typically occurs between 15 and 30
percent of the school zone length. Regardless of the length of the school zone or the
school speed limit, drivers tend to achieve their minimum speed some distance after the
beginning of the school zone; in this study, that distance was within the first 350 ft for
low-speed sites and within 800 ft for higher-speed sites.
• A site’s minimum speed always occurred in the first half of the school zone but is rarely
maintained into the second half of the zone. All minimum speeds at the study sites
occurred in the first 50 percent of the school zone, and only the shortest school zones had
near-minimum speeds recorded downstream of the midpoint of the zone.
• For individual drivers, minimum speeds occurred over a large range of distances (from
500 ft upstream of the school speed limit sign to more than 2000 ft after the school speed
limit sign), but most minimum speeds occurred between 150 and 500 ft after the school
speed limit sign. In general, minimum speeds occurred closer to the school speed limit
sign for the shorter school zones.
• The measured 85th percentile speed was 26 mph for the 20-mph school speed limit,
30 mph for the 25-mph SSL, 37 mph for 30-mph SSL, and 43 mph for the 35-mph SSL.
• The average deceleration for all sites is -3.14 ft/sec2 with a standard deviation of
2.13 ft/sec2. The average deceleration for the different sites ranged between -1.46 and
-4.56 ft/sec2. In comparison, typical decelerations when the accelerator pedal is released
and the vehicle slows without the use of brakes range between 4.22 ft/sec2 (at an initial
speed of 64 mph) to 2.24 ft/sec2 (at an initial speed of 28 mph). The data collected at the
schools indicate that the typical driver is coasting (i.e., not using brakes) to obtain the
speed reduction in response to a school speed limit sign.
• The field data suggest that drivers complete most of their speed change prior to the
beginning of the school zone, but some deceleration takes place within the school zone.
At a point early in the school zone, drivers reach their minimum speed, which is rarely
less than the school speed limit. This minimum speed may be maintained for a short
distance, after which the driver begins to accelerate within the school zone.
CONCLUSIONS
The findings from the field study analyses were used in developing suggested guidelines for
traffic control devices, including school speed zones, near schools in Texas. Appendix A of this
report contains a copy of the Guidelines. The Guidelines are designed to serve as a supplement
to the TMUTCD and the manual on Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones. Major topics in
the Guidelines include school location, school speed zone characteristics, pavement markings,
crosswalks, school entrances, and conditions for removing a school speed zone.
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INTRODUCTION
To achieve uniformity of traffic control in school areas, comparable traffic situations need to be treated in a consistent manner. The
Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (TMUTCD) Part 7 (available at:
http://www.txdot.gov/txdot_library/publications/government/project_development/traffic_operations.htm) provides information on
traffic control devices related to schools. The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) manual on Procedures for Establishing
Speed Zones provides information on school speed zones. A recent TxDOT project (0-5470) investigated school speed zones and
developed the Guidelines for Traffic Control for School Areas contained in this appendix. The purpose of these Guidelines is to
augment the TMUTCD by providing additional background and information to assist in the traffic control device applications. The
Guidelines are not intended to establish policy or procedures; rather they are to give typical guidance. Although the text may contain
the words “shall,” “should,” or “may,” it is not intended that these words or their usage have the same implications as in the
TMUTCD. An engineering and traffic investigation should be conducted to determine the need for a school speed limit as well as all
appropriate traffic control devices.
SCHOOL LOCATION
A previous TxDOT research project developed recommended guidelines regarding traffic operations and safety at schools (available
at: http://tti.tamu.edu/documents/4286-2.pdf). An initial principle developed and emphasized in several discussions is the desire to
have schools located with appropriate accessibility from the adjacent roadway network based on the type of school. One of the
prominent site selection criteria was to avoid locations with direct access to high-speed roadways (e.g., trunk highways and frontage
roads). Locations should be chosen on roadways with the lowest speed limit and/or lowest average daily traffic. Also suggested was
to locate a school so that students approaching on foot would not have to cross main traffic routes and to consider locating schools
adjacent to other community facilities where there is potential for shared-use parking (e.g., parks, churches, etc.).
Maintaining contact with school officials can help TxDOT become aware of proposed school site designs at an early stage. When
proposed building plans are known, suggestions on access points can be made that could minimize future problems. Also the
installation of appropriate safety and traffic control devices can be scheduled to be in place when needed. An engineering and traffic
investigation should be conducted to determine the need for traffic control devices.
DEFINITIONS
Following are definitions for use with these Guidelines.
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School = location where children in grades from kindergarten through the 12th grade receive academic instruction.
School Area = the portion of the roadway adjacent to school building(s) or grounds or where school-related activity is occurring.
School Zone = a defined portion of a roadway associated with a school.
School Speed Limit Zone = a defined portion of the roadway where a school speed limit is present.
School Speed Limit = a speed limit posted in a school zone that is lower than the regulatory speed limit in that zone and is applicable
during specific times of day on school days, when children are present, or when beacons are flashing.
School Buffer Zone = a defined portion of the highway in advance of and/or following a school speed limit zone where a school buffer
speed limit is present.
School Buffer Speed Limit = a speed limit posted in a school zone that is lower than the regulatory speed limit in that zone but higher
than the school speed limit, used to provide a transition between higher posted speed and school zone speed; it is applicable during the
same time periods as the associated school speed limit.
School Entrance Warning Assembly = combination of signs warning drivers of the presence of a school entrance. The combination
may be accompanied by an advisory speed plaque.
School Route Plan (also known as School Route Map) = a plan developed in a systematic manner by the school, law enforcement, and
traffic officials responsible for school pedestrian safety. It consists of a map showing streets, the school, existing traffic controls,
established school walk routes, and established school crossings. See the TMUTCD or Safe Routes to School website
(http://www.saferoutesinfo.org/) for additional discussion. School speed limit zones shall only be located along child access routes as
indicated on the school route plan.
Traffic Control Devices = all signs, signals, markings, and other devices used to regulate, warn, or guide traffic, placed on, over, or
adjacent to a street, highway, pedestrian facility, bikeway, public facility, or private property open to public travel by authority of a
public agency or official having jurisdiction.
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SCHOOL AREA
Some jurisdictions find it beneficial to advise road users that they are approaching a school that is adjacent to a highway, where
additional care is needed, even though no school crossing is involved and the speed limit remains unchanged. The portion of the
roadway adjacent to school building or grounds or where school-related activity is occurring adjacent to the highway can be defined as
the “school area.” The S1-1 School sign can be used to warn road users that they are approaching a school area. Figure A-1 shows an
example of signing for a school area. Table A-1 lists suggested dimensions for the spacing distance shown in Figure A-1.
Table A-1. Suggested Dimensions for Distance d in Figure A-1.
Posted or 85th percentile speed (mph)
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
Distance (d) between School (S1-1) sign 100 to 100 to 100 to 125 to 175 to 250 to 325 to 400 to 475 to 550 to
and school driveway (ft)
325
450
550
650
750
850
950
1100
1200
1250

SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT ZONE
A school speed limit zone can be considered for the following conditions:
• School-age pedestrians are crossing the major roadway going to and from school.
• School is located adjacent to highways or is visible from highways.
School speed limit zones are typically not used at signalized or stop-controlled intersections because their traffic control creates gaps
that can be used by school-age pedestrians to cross a roadway. A school speed limit zone may be installed, or may be allowed to
remain, at a roundabout, signalized, or stop-controlled intersection as a mitigation measure for concerns related to sight distance,
grade, or other critical issues, as determined by an engineering study.
The school speed limit zone is to be shown on the School Route Plan.
A speed zone strip map should be prepared if a reduced school speed limit is planned. A regular speed zone must not change within
the limits of a school speed zone since posting of a Speed Limit (R2-1) sign would prematurely terminate the school speed zone.
Speed limits remain fixed until a revised limit is encountered.
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END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign

School
Sign
a

S1-1

S5-2

S4-3P(Optional)
(d)

(d)

R1-1
a

S1-1
School Driveway

S4-3P(Optional)
School
Sign

S5-2

END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign

Notes:
a. Proposed for the 2008 revisions to the MUTCD.
Sign not currently used as a standard in Texas.

Figure A-1. Typical School Area Signing (See Table A-1 for Suggested Dimensions for Distance d).
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The signing and markings for a school speed limit zone can include the following:
• the Reduced School Speed Limit Ahead (S4-5, S4-5a) sign (if included),
• the School Advance Crossing assembly (if included),
• SCHOOL marking on pavement (if included),
• the School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign,
• the School Crossing assembly (if included) and marked crosswalk (if included),
• the solid white school speed limit zone marking, and
• the appropriate Speed Limit (R2-1) sign. (Note that the 2008 proposed revisions to the MUTCD changes the requirement for
the sign at the end of a school speed limit zone to include the END SCHOOL ZONE (S5-2) sign in combination with a Speed
Limit (R2-1) sign on the same pole. TxDOT is examining the recommendation and will make a decision following the
publication of the next edition of the MUTCD.)
Typical signing and pavement markings for a school speed limit zone are shown in Figure A-2 and Figure A-3. Table A-2 includes
the suggested dimensions for distance d1, d2, and d3 (shown in Figure A-2 and Figure A-3).
Districts should initiate the installation of school speed limit signs and flashers immediately after submitting the request to the Traffic
Operations Division (TRF) for Commission action or city ordinance approval. These signs should be in operation as soon as practical
after the minute order is approved by the Transportation Commission or the city ordinance is approved by the city. If, for some
reason, there is a delay in the installation of a school flasher, other static signs for school zones can be installed as temporary measures
after the minute order or city ordinance is enacted.
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Table A-2. Suggested Dimensions for Distances in Figure A-2 and Figure A-3.
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
Posted or 85 percentile speed (mph)
Distance (d3) between Reduced School Speed Limit Ahead
(S4-5) sign (optional) and School Advance Crossing
100 120 160 240 320 400 500 600
assembly (ft)
Distance (d2) between School Advance Crossing assembly
100 120 160 240 320 400 500 600
and School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign (ft)
Distance (d1) between School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign and
school driveway or marked crosswalk (and School Crossing 200 200 200 300 300 4001 4001 4001
assembly, when appropriate) (ft)
Minimum solid white lane line in advance of marked
200 200 200 300 300 4001 4001 4001
crosswalk or school driveway (ft)
NOTES:
th

1

65

70

700

800

700

800

4001

4001

4001

4001

On higher-speed roadways a system of treatments is needed for pedestrians—a marked crosswalk should not be used without additional
pedestrian treatments. The installation of a marked crosswalk and pedestrian signs does not necessarily result in more vehicles stopping for
pedestrians. Therefore, treating a location to improve pedestrian access or safety should include several components. For example, in
addition to traffic control devices, geometric improvements may be used to shorten the crossing distance. Traffic calming may be used to
slow vehicle speeds near the pedestrian crossing. Additional traffic control devices may be needed.
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School
Crossing
Assembly
S5-2

S1-1
S5-1

S1-1
R2-1

R1-1

(d2)

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking

(d1)
a

S5-2

S1-1
S4-5

W16-9P

S5-1
S1-1

W16-2P
Reduced School
Speed Limit Ahead
Sign (Optional)

School
Advance
Crossing
Assembly

R2-1

W16-7
School
Speed
Limit Sign

(d3)

School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes

Solid white lane line

Solid white lane line

(d2)

S4-5

W16-2P

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking

School pavement
markings (optional)
can extend across
one or two lanes

W16-9P

W16-7
(d1)

(d3)

Reduced School
Speed Limit Ahead
Sign (Optional)

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

School
Speed
Limit Sign

School
Crossing
Assembly

END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign &
Speed Limit Signa

Notes:
a. Proposed sign combination for the 2008
revisions to the MUTCD, not currently used as
a standard in Texas. Current practice is to use
only Speed Limit sign or END SCHOOL ZONE
sign at end of school speed limit zone.
A NO CELL PHONE USE BY CITY
ORDINANCE sign can be used when a
city has an appropriate city ordinance
regarding cell phone restrictions. The
location of the sign should be in advance
of the school zone and within the city limits
(unless other specific guidance is provided in
the city ordinance) and approved by the
TxDOT district when on a TxDOT road.

Figure A-2. Typical School Speed Limit Zone with Marked Crosswalk at a Two-Way Stop-Controlled Intersection (See Table
A-2 for Suggested Dimensions for Distance d1, d2, and d3).
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END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign &
Speed Limit Signa

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

School
Speed
Limit Sign

School
Yield Here To
Crossing Pedestrians &
Yield Line
Assemblyc
(Optional)b

S5-2

Reduced School
Speed Limit Ahead
Sign (Optional)

S1-1
R1-5L

S1-1
R2-1

S5-1

W16-9P

S4-5

W16-7
W16-2P
(d1)

(d2)

(d3)

20'50'
Solid white
lane line
Yield Line
(Optional)b

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking
Solid white
lane line

School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking

School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes
20'50'
(d3)

(d2)

(d1)
a

S5-2

S1-1
S4-5

W16-9P

S5-1

R1-5L

S1-1
W16-7

R2-1

W16-2P
Reduced School
Speed Limit Ahead
Sign (Optional)

School
Advance
Crossing
Assembly

School
Speed
Limit Sign

Yield Here To
Pedestrians &
Yield Line
(Optional)b

School
Crossing
Assemblyc

END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign &
Speed Limit Signa

Notes:
a. Proposed sign combination for the 2008 revisions
to the MUTCD, not currently used as a standard
in Texas. Current practice is to use only Speed
Limit sign or only END SCHOOL ZONE sign at
end of school speed limit zone.
b. If used shall be used together.
c. When the Yield Here To Pedestrians sign is used,
verify in the field that School Crossing assembly
is visible.
A NO CELL PHONE USE BY CITY
ORDINANCE sign can be used when a city
has an appropriate city ordinance regarding
cell phone restrictions. The location of the
sign should be in advance of the school
zone and within the city limits (unless other
specific guidance is provided in the city ordinance)
and approved by the TxDOT district when on a
TxDOT road.

Figure A-3. Typical School Speed Limit Zone with Marked Crosswalk at Midblock (See Table A-2 for Suggested Dimensions
for Distance d1, d2, and d3).
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SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT ZONE CHARACTERISTICS
School Speed Limit Value
The suggested value for the school speed limit is listed in Table A-3. Factual studies, reason, and sound engineering judgment, rather
than emotion, should govern the final decision on the maximum deviation from the 85th percentile speed, which will provide a
reasonable and prudent speed limit.
Table A-3. Suggested School Speed Limit Based on 85th Percentile Speed.
85 Percentile Speed Suggested School Speed Limit
Below 55 mph
Not more than 15 mph below 85th percentile speed or posted
speed. Not to exceed a 35 mph school speed limit.
55 mph
20 mph below the 85th percentile speed or posted speed
Greater than 55 mph
Use buffer zone to transition to a 35 mph school speed limit
th

School Speed Limit Zone Beginning Location
The 2006 TMUTCD states that the School Speed Limit Zone should begin either at a point 200 ft from the crosswalk, or from the first
driveway on school property, whichever is encountered first as traffic approaches the school. Researchers suggest having the
beginning of the School Speed Limit Zone based upon the school speed limit as follows:
School Speed Limit
(mph)
20
25
30
35

Distance to Crosswalk
or First Driveway (ft)
200
200
300
400

The location of the beginning and end of a school speed limit zone should be based on engineering judgment rather than the exact
location of the school property line or fence. A practice in Texas is to end the school speed limit zone at the same location as the
opposing school speed limit zone begins and to use a transverse solid white line across all travel lanes to mark the beginning and
ending of a school speed limit zone.
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School Speed Limit Zone Length
The school speed limit zone should be centered at the location(s) where school-age pedestrians are crossing the roadway or where
school-related traffic is leaving and entering the roadway. The beginning and ending points should be selected with appropriate
consideration for the location of other traffic control devices and/or features that could impact the effective implementation of the
school speed limit zone.
School speed limit zones in urban areas where speeds are 30 mph or less may have school zones as short as 400 ft.
School speed limit zones in rural areas where regulatory posted speeds are typically 55 mph or more will have longer school zones.
The suggested length for zones in rural areas is 1000 ft.
Research has shown that speeds are approximately 1 mph higher for every 500 ft driven within a school zone; therefore, longer school
zones are associated with greater speed variability within the zone.
When the speed reduction between the regulatory speed limit and the selected school speed limit is greater than 20 mph, a buffer zone
is to be used (see following section on School Buffer Zones). Buffer zones are typically 500 ft in length.
School Buffer Zone
Any roadway with an 85th percentile speed greater than 55 mph is to have a buffer zone to transition to a 35-mph school speed limit.
Buffer zones permit motorists to travel at the higher posted speeds through both zones when slower speeds are not necessary. An
example of a buffer zone is where the regulatory posted speed limit is 70 mph and the school speed limit is 35 mph. In this case a
buffer zone of 55 mph can be used on the approach and departure sides of the 35-mph school speed limit zone (see Figure A-4). Table
A-4 includes the suggested dimensions for the distances shown in Figure A-4.
The basic design for a Buffer School Zone (S5-1) sign is the same as for a regular School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign. The SCHOOL
SPEED LIMIT XX WHEN FLASHING sign should be used where TxDOT is responsible for signing school speed limit zones and
school buffer zones. The buffer zone beacons can be activated up to 5 minutes earlier than the school speed limit zone to eliminate
drivers who pass through the buffer zone while it is inactive seeing active beacons only in the lower speed zone.
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Table A-4. Suggested Dimensions for Distances in Figure A-4.
Posted or 85 Percentile Speed (mph)
School Speed Limit (mph)
Suggested Buffer Speed Limit (mph)
Distance (d1) Between School (S1-1) sign to School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign (ft)
Distance (d2) Between School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign to School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign (ft)
Distance (d3) Between School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign to school driveway (ft)
Distance (d4) Between school driveway to School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign (ft)
Distance (d5) Between School Buffer Speed Limit (S5-1) sign to Speed Limit (R2-1) sign (ft)
th
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70
35
55
800

65
60
35
35
50
50
700 600
500
400
Same as d3
Same as d2

School
Speed
Limit Sign

School
Speed
Limit Sign

END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign &
Speed Limit Signa

School
Sign

Buffer School
Speed
Limit Sign

S5-2
b

S5-1

S5-1

S5-1

S1-1
S4-3P

R2-1

(d4)

(d5)

(d3)

(d2)

(d1)

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking

Solid white school speed
limit zone marking

(d1)

(d2)

(d3)

(d5)

(d4)

S1-1

S5-1

S5-1

S4-3P
School
Sign

Buffer School
Speed
Limit Sign

School
Speed
Limit Sign

School Driveway

R1-1

S5-2

a

S5-1
R2-1
School
Speed
Limit Sign

END SCHOOL
ZONE Sign &
Speed Limit Signa

Notes:
a. Proposed sign combination for the 2008
revisions to the MUTCD, not currently
used as a standard in Texas. Current
practice is to use only Speed Limit sign
or END SCHOOL ZONE sign at end of
school speed limit zone.
b. Speed limit values are provided as
examples.
A NO CELL PHONE USE BY CITY
ORDINANCE sign can be used
when a city has an appropriate city
ordinance regarding cell phone
restrictions. The location of the sign
should be in advance of the school zone
and within the city limits (unless other
specific guidance is provided in the city
ordinance) and approved by the TxDOT
district when on a TxDOT road.

Figure A-4. Typical School Speed Limit Zone with School Buffer Zones, Example Shown for Posted Speed of 70 mph (see
Table A-4 for Suggested Dimensions for Distance d1, d2, d3, d4, and d5).
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Active Times
Generally, the zones indicated on the signs should be in effect only during the following specified intervals:
• from approximately 30 minutes before and 5 minutes after classes begin,
• from the beginning to the end of the lunch period for open campuses, and
• from approximately 5 minutes before and 30 minutes after classes end.
The intervals of operation of the flashing beacons on the school speed limit assemblies may be extended or revised for school events
as mutually agreed upon by the school district and the entity responsible for the operation of the flashing beacons. In this case, the
flashing beacons should only be operated when there is an increase in vehicular activity and/or pedestrian traffic in and around the
roadway associated with the school event.
Research has shown that operating speeds in an active school speed zone are at their lowest close to the start time or end time of the
school day. Approximately 20 minutes before or after the start of school, speeds are 1 mph higher and increase as time increases away
from the start or end bells.
School Speed Limit Zone Marking
Where greater emphasis is needed to indicate the beginning and ending points of an established school speed limit zone, a 12- to 18inch solid white transverse line may be used. The transverse line shall be located immediately adjacent to the School Speed Limit
assembly or School Speed Limit sign.
SCHOOL PAVEMENT MARKINGS
The SCHOOL pavement marking is used to supplement signs and provide additional emphasis. The SCHOOL word marking width
may either be the width of one lane or can extend to the width of two approach lanes. When extended to two approach lanes, the
markings are 10 ft (3 m) or more in height.
SCHOOL MARKED CROSSWALK
Crosswalk markings provide guidance for pedestrians who are crossing roadways by defining and delineating paths on approaches to
and within signalized intersections, and on approaches to other intersections where traffic stops. In conjunction with signs and other
measures, crosswalk markings help to alert road users of a designated pedestrian crossing point across roadways at locations that are
A-13

not controlled by traffic control signals or STOP signs. At nonintersection locations, crosswalk markings legally establish the
crosswalk.
Because nonintersection marked crossings are generally unexpected by the road user, additional treatments should be installed for all
marked school crosswalks at nonintersection locations. These treatments can include warning signs and high-visibility markings as a
minimum. Other treatments can include school crossing guards or pedestrian-activated treatments. Adequate visibility of students by
approaching motorists and of approaching motorists by students should be present. Parking prohibitions may be needed to provide the
desired sight distance.
Warrants have not been established for pedestrian crosswalks in the TMUTCD or the MUTCD; however, guidance material is
available, including in the following reports:
• TCRP Report 112/NCHRP Report 562, Improving Pedestrian Safety at Unsignalized Crossings, 2006. Available at:
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_562.pdf
• FHWA-RD-04-100, Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations Final Report and
Recommended Guidelines. Full report available at: http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pubs/04100/04100.pdf. Summary report
available at: http://drusilla.hsrc.unc.edu/cms/downloads/Effects_Un_MarkedCrosswalks_Summary.pdf
The 2008 proposed update to the MUTCD includes the following guidance based on information presented in the above FHWA
report:
“Crosswalk lines should not be used indiscriminately. An engineering study should be performed before a marked
crosswalk is installed at a location away from a traffic control signal or an approach controlled by a STOP sign. The
engineering study should consider:
• The number of lanes,
• The presence of a median,
• The distance from adjacent signalized intersections,
• The pedestrian volumes and delays,
• The average daily traffic (ADT),
• The posted speed limit,
• The geometry of the location,
• The possible consolidation of multiple crossing points,
• The availability of street lighting, and
• Other appropriate factors.
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Marked crosswalks alone, without other substantial measures designed to reduce traffic speeds, shorten crossing
distances, enhance driver awareness of the crossing, and/or provide active warning of pedestrian presence, should not
be installed across uncontrolled roadways where:
A. The speed limit exceeds 60 km/h (40 mph);
B. The roadway has four or more lanes of travel without a raised median or pedestrian refuge island and an
ADT of 12,000 vehicles per day or greater; or
C. The roadway has four or more lanes of travel with a raised median or pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of
15,000 vehicles per day or greater.”
Research has shown that the installation of a pedestrian crossing treatment alone does not necessarily result in more vehicles stopping
for pedestrians unless that device shows a red indication to the motorist. Therefore, treating a location to improve pedestrian access or
safety should include several components. For example, in addition to traffic control devices such as signs or markings, geometric
improvements (e.g., refuge island, roadway narrowing, and curb extensions) may be used to shorten the crossing distance (and hence
the exposure time for the pedestrian). Traffic calming may be used to slow vehicle speeds near the pedestrian crossing.
Following are general suggestions regarding the use of crosswalk markings and signs; in all cases, engineering judgment should be
used in selecting a specific device for installation.
Except as noted below, a school crosswalk should not be installed within 300 ft of another school crosswalk, or a marked pedestrian
crosswalk, on the same roadway. The 300 ft spacing requirement shall not apply to another crosswalk at the same intersection, or to
crosswalks on legs of intersecting roadways.
A school crosswalk should not be installed at any location that has inadequate stopping sight distance, as indicated in the most recent
edition of the Texas Roadway Design Manual.
The School Crossing assembly shall not be installed on approaches controlled by a STOP sign. The School Crossing assembly shall
not be used at crossings other than those adjacent to schools and those on an established School Route Plan.
The signing for a school marked crosswalk not located on a stop-controlled approach includes:
• the School (S1-1) sign (if included),
• the School Advance Crossing assembly (if included) (S1-1 with W16-9P or W16-2P or W16-2ap), and
• the School Crossing assembly (S1-1, W16-7P).
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Signing and pavement markings for a school crosswalk zone are shown in Figure A-5 for two-way stop control, Figure A-6 for allway stop control, and Figure A-7 for signal control. Table A-5 lists suggested dimensions for use in those figures. Additional
information on signing and marking crosswalks is contained in the TMUTCD.
Table A-5. Suggested Dimensions for Distances in Figure A-5, Figure A-6, and Figure A-7.
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
Posted or 85 percentile speed (mph)
Distance (d) between School Advance Crossing assembly to
marked crosswalk (and School Crossing assembly, when
250 325 400 475 5501 NA1 NA1 NA1 NA1 NA1
appropriate) (ft)
Minimum length of solid white lane line in advance of
150 150 200 250 2501 NA1 NA1 NA1 NA1 NA1
marked crosswalk (ft)
th

1

On higher-speed roadways a system of treatments is needed for pedestrians—a marked crosswalk should not be used without additional
pedestrian treatments. The installation of a marked crosswalk and pedestrian signs do not necessarily result in more vehicles stopping for
pedestrians. Therefore, treating a location to improve pedestrian access or safety should include several components. For example, in
addition to traffic control devices, geometric improvements may be used to shorten the crossing distance. Traffic calming may be used to
slow vehicle speeds near the pedestrian crossing. Additional traffic control devices may be needed.
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School
Crossing
Assembly

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

S1-1
S1-1

W16-9P

W16-7

W16-2P

R1-1
(d)

Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes
Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes

(d)

S1-1
W16-9P

S1-1

W16-2P

W16-7
School
Crossing
Assembly

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

Figure A-5. Typical School Signing for Marked Crosswalk at a Two-Way Stop-Controlled Intersection (see Table A-5 for
Suggested Dimensions for Distance d).
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School Advance
Crossing
Assembly
R1-1
S1-1
W16-9P
W16-2P
(d)

Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes
Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes

(d)

S1-1
W16-9P
W16-2P

R1-1

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

Figure A-6. Typical School Signing for Marked Crosswalk at an All-Way Stop-Controlled Intersection (see Table A-5 for
Suggested Dimensions for Distance d).
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School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

S1-1
W16-9P
W16-2P

School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

(d)

School
Crossing
Assembly

S1-1

School
Crossing
Assembly

S1-1

W16-9P

W16-7

W16-2P
(d)

S1-1
W16-7
Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes
Solid white lane line
School pavement markings (optional)
can extend across one or two lanes

(d)

S1-1

S1-1

W16-7

W16-7

W16-2P
School Advance
Crossing
Assembly

School
Crossing
Assembly

School Driveway

S1-1
W16-9P

School
Crossing
Assembly

Figure A-7. Typical School Signing for Marked Crosswalk at a Signalized Intersection (see Table A-5 for Suggested
Dimensions for Distance d).
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SCHOOL ENTRANCE WARNING ASSEMBLY
A School Entrance Warning assembly is used to inform drivers of the presence of a school driveway. It should not be used if a school
speed limit zone is present. The decision to use a School Entrance Warning assembly should be based on engineering judgment.
Conditions at the site could include the following:
• Crash records involving vehicles entering or leaving the school entrance during normal school hours indicate a need to advise
drivers to reduce speed.
• The majority of students are transported to and from school by bus and/or private vehicles.
• No provisions are made for students to walk to and from school.
• There are no left- or right-turn lanes on the highway at the school driveway, or queue spillover caused by turning vehicles is
present, or measures to address the spillover have not corrected the situation.
• The entrance is not controlled by traffic signals.
A school entrance warning advisory plaque can be included at up to 15 mph below the normal posted speed limit.
Figure A-8 shows an example of a School Entrance Warning assembly. Table A-6 shows the suggested dimensions for the distances
shown in Figure A-8.
Table A-6. Suggested Dimensions for Distances in Figure A-8.
th
Posted or 85 Percentile Speed (mph)
25
30
35
40
45
50 55
60
65
70
Distance (d) Between Advance Entrance Warning Assembly to
225 325 450 550 650 750 850 950 1100 1200
School Driveway (ft)
CONDITIONS FOR REMOVING A SCHOOL SPEED ZONE
Conditions for considering removal of a school speed zone include the following:
• if a traffic signal or all-way stop is installed at the entrance of a school, creating a controlled environment for both vehicle
entrance and exit and a controlled pedestrian crossing;
• if a school speed limit zone was previously established based on vehicles stopped in the lane of traffic for left and right turns
into the school and left- and right-turn bays have been added to adequately separate the stopped vehicles from the through
traffic;
• if a school speed limit zone was previously established based on a limited sight distance on the highway approaching the
entrance to the school and a highway improvement project has removed the sight distance restriction; and
• if pedestrian patterns have changed due to changes in walking behavior or changes in bus ridership.
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School
Entrance
Warning
Assembly

W2-2L
S4-3P(Optional)
W13-1 (Optional)
(d)

(d)

S4-3P(Optional)
W13-1 (Optional)
School
Entrance
Warning
Assembly

School Driveway

W2-2R

R1-1

Figure A-8. School Entrance Warning Assembly Example (see Table A-6 for Suggested Dimensions for Distance d).
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INTRODUCTION
Several existing TxDOT documents and materials developed as a result of TxDOT research
projects discuss school-related issues, including:
• Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part 7
http://www.txdot.gov/txdot_library/publications/government/project_development/traffic
_operations.htm
• TxDOT Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones
http://onlinemanuals.txdot.gov/txdotmanuals/szn/index.htm
• TxDOT Signs and Markings Manual
http://onlinemanuals.txdot.gov/txdotmanuals/smk/index.htm
• Research Report, Traffic Operations and Safety at Schools: Recommended Guidelines
http://tti.tamu.edu/documents/4286-2.pdf
The Guidelines developed as part of this research project (see Appendix A) could fit within one
or more of these documents, with the exception of the TMUTCD. Material within the
Guidelines could result in a few changes to the TMUTCD; however, the Guidelines should not
result in a major change to the TMUTCD. Rather, the Guidelines were developed to augment
the TMUTCD by providing additional background and information to assist in the traffic control
device applications.
The Guidelines could become a stand-alone document; however, the document must be readily
available if it is to be effectively integrated into practice. The material will be included as an
appendix to a research report (as it is currently), which results in it being available to those who
actively seek the material. Other methods to increase usage are to distribute the Guidelines and
to ensure their availability to TxDOT engineers who are responsible for investigating schoolrelated issues or present findings at appropriate meetings. The research team also recommends
that TxDOT consider creating an online Guidance Material page that would be similar to their
online Manual page. An online Guidance Material page would provide an opportunity for
engineers seeking additional information or examples to have a single location to search. The
research team suggests that the Guidelines presented in Appendix A, along with the Traffic
Operations and Safety at Schools: Recommended Guidelines, be included on the online
Guidance Material page.
Another method to effectively integrate the findings is to include material in existing reference
documents. The majority of the Guidelines could replace the material currently included in the
Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones Chapter 2 (Regulatory and Advisory Speeds), Section
4 (School Speed Zones). The detailed examples of sign and marking locations are not common
in the Procedures manual, but rather they may be more appropriate for other TxDOT
publications, such as the TxDOT Signs and Markings Manual, or the Sign Crew Field Book.
Because of the value to keep the information on speed zones together with the detail examples,
preference is to not split the material between documents, but rather to include cross references
between online documents. Anticipating that some changes to existing reference documents may
be needed, following are suggestions on potential changes.
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TXDOT PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING SPEED ZONES
Tables B-1 and B-2 reproduce the material currently in the Procedures for Establishing Speed
Zones, Chapter 2, Section 4. The material in the following sections of Appendix A could
completely replace the material reproduced in Tables B-1 and B-2:
• Introduction
• School Location
• Definitions
• School Speed Limit Zone
• School Speed Limit Zone Characteristics
• Conditions for Removing a School Speed Zone
Table B-1. Reproduction of Material in Chapter 2 (Regulatory and Advisory Speeds),
Section 4 (School Speed Zones) of the TxDOT Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones,
Part 1 of 2.
Introduction
Reduced speed limits should be used for school zones during the hours when children are going to and from school.
Usually such school speed zones are only considered for schools located adjacent to highways or visible from
highways.
Pedestrian crossing activity should be the primary basis for reduced school speed zones. However, irregular traffic
and pedestrian movements must also be considered when children are being dropped off and picked up from school.
Planning
TxDOT should make certain that all applicable traffic control devices are utilized to prevent problems in school
areas. Maintaining contact with school officials can help TxDOT become aware of proposed building programs or
other problems at an early stage so that solutions will be more promptly implemented. When proposed building
plans are known, it may be possible to offer suggestions on access points that will prevent future problems. Also the
installation of needed safety and traffic control devices can be scheduled to be in place when needed.
An engineering and traffic investigation should be conducted to determine the need for a reduced school speed limit
as well as all appropriate traffic control devices to provide maximum safety.
Prompt Installation Important
Districts should initiate the installation of school speed limit signs and flashers immediately after submitting the
request to the Traffic Operations Division (TRF) for Commission action. Every effort should be made to have these
signs in operation as soon as practical after the minute order is approved by the Transportation Commission. If, for
some reason, there is a delay in the installation of a school flasher, other static signs for school zones should be
installed as soon as possible after the minute order is enacted.
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Table B-2. Reproduction of Material in Chapter 2 (Regulatory and Advisory Speeds),
Section 4 (School Speed Zones) of the TxDOT Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones,
Part 2 of 2.
Signs
Where TxDOT is responsible for signing school speed zones, the zones shall be signed with a combination of the
S4-3 SCHOOL and the R2-1 SPEED LIMIT sign assembly. Flashing beacons shall also be used with the S4-4
WHEN FLAHSING sign to identify the periods the school speed limit is in force. One sign, S5-1, could be used,
which is a combination of these. The S5-1 SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT XX WHEN FLASHING may be used in place
of the S4-3, R2-1, and S4-4. A Transportation Commission minute order, city ordinance, or county ordinance
authorizing the reduced speed limit is required prior to use of these signs in school zones.
Cities should be allowed to sign school speed zones in accordance with the other options set out in the TMUTCD.
The S4-3, R2-1, and S4-4 sign assembly with flashers shall be mounted on a permanent type mounting and placed at
each zone limit of the section of highway, road, or street through which the speed limit has been reduced. The sign
assembly with flashing beacons may be placed off the shoulder of the road, in the median, or overhead to face traffic
entering the school speed zone. An illustration of signing or school speed zones is shown in the TMUTCD. Other
types of signs used by cities should be similarly located in conformance with the TMUTCD.
Intervals of Operation
Generally, the zones indicated on the signs should be in effect only during the following specified intervals:
• From approximately 45 minutes before school opens until classes begin
• From the beginning to the end of the lunch period
• For a 30 minute period beginning at the close of school.
The intervals of operation of the flashing beacons on the school zone speed limit assembly may be extended or
revised for school events as mutually agreed upon by the school district and the entity responsible for the operation
of the flashing beacons. In this case, the flashing beacons should only be operated when there is an increase in
vehicular activity and pedestrian traffic in and around the roadway associated with the school event.
More Information
See the TMUTCD, Part VII, for more details on school areas. For more detail on the school speed zone, see Chapter
3, Section 3, “Developing Strip Maps,” under the heading: “Schools.”
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Most of the material in Chapter 3, Section 3 (see Table B-3) in the Schools subsection would
then be removed because it would be included in Chapter 2, Section 4. Following is the
suggested material to retain for the subsection, along with an additional sentence (shown as
underlined):
Schools
If a reduced school speed limit is warranted, a speed zone strip map should be
prepared as shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.
A regular speed zone must not change within the limits of a school speed zone, since
posting a regular SPEED ZONE sign at the point of change would prematurely
terminate the school speed zone. This is due to the fact that speed limits remain fixed
until a revised limit is encountered.
Additional information on school zones is included in Chapter 2, Section 4.
Material in Chapter 3, Section 4 should be modified as follows (additional material shown as
underlined and deleted material shown with double strikeout):
Zone Length
The length of any section of zone set for a particular speed should be as long as
possible and still be consistent with the 85th percentile speeds. These zone lengths
should be shown on the strip map in miles to three decimal places. When graduated
zones on the approach to the city or town are at locations where speeds fluctuate, the
speed zone should generally be 0.200 mile or more.
School zones are the exception to this rule and may be as short as reasonable in urban
areas, depending on approach speeds. School zones in urban areas where speeds are
30 miles per hour or less may have school zones as short as 200 to 300 feet.
Additional information on school zone length is included in Chapter 2, Section 4.
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Table B-3. Reproduction of Material in Chapter 3 (Speed Zone Studies), Section 3
(Developing Strip Maps) of the TxDOT Procedures for Establishing Speed Zones.
Schools
If a reduced school speed limit is warranted, a speed zone strip map should be prepared as shown in Figure 3-7 and
Figure 3-8.
A regular speed zone must not change within the limits of a school speed zone, since posting a regular SPEED
ZONE sign at the point of change would prematurely terminate the school speed zone. This is due to the fact that
speed limits remain fixed until a revised limit is encountered.
Speed checks provide a sound basis for selecting the proper speed limits for school zones. While it is not common
practice to set speed limits significantly lower than the 85th percentile speed for regulatory speed zones, exceptions
to this practice are often found at school zones.
Factual studies, reason, and sound engineering judgment, rather than emotion, should govern the final decision on
the maximum deviation from the 85th percentile speed which will provide a reasonable and prudent speed limit.
It is not advisable to set a school speed limit above 35 miles per hour in either rural or urban areas. Lower school
speed limits should be considered when the 85th percentile speed is below 50 miles per hour.
When the results of a speed study indicate an 85th percentile speed at or below 50 miles per hour, the reduced school
speed limit should not be more than 15 miles per hour below the 85th percentile speed or normal posted speed limits.
If the 85th percentile speed is 55 miles per hour, the reduced school speed limit should be 20 miles per hour below
the 85th percentile speed. Any roadway with an 85th percentile speed greater than 55 miles per hour requires a buffer
zone to transition down to a 35-mph speed limit.
Operation of Buffer Zones. In some cases it may be appropriate to operate the buffer zone during the same time
periods as the school speed zone. This will allow motorists to travel at the higher posted speeds through both zones
when the slower speeds are not necessary. An example of this would be a highway with a regular posted speed limit
of 70 mph and a posted school zone speed limit of 35 mph. In this case it would be appropriate to have a school
transition speed zone of 55 mph that flashes on the approach and departure side of the 35-mph school zone (see
Figure 3-9). This design promotes better public relations, because people are not encouraged to violate or disrespect
the law when driving through permanent transition zones that are in effect 24 hours a day. Other situations may not
lend themselves to such transition zones and, therefore, should be left up to engineering judgment. The basic sign
design for a school transition speed zone sign is the same as that for a regular school speed limit sign. When
TxDOT is responsible for signing school speed zones and school transition speed zones, the SCHOOL SPEED
LIMIT XX WHEN FLAHSING sign should be used.

Figure 3-9. Typical school zone with flashing buffer zone.
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TEXAS MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES
Suggested revisions to the TMUTCD are shown in the following sections using underline (added
material) and double strikeout (material to be removed).
Section 7B.08 School Advance Warning Assembly (S1-1 with Supplemental
Plaque)
Guidance:
The School Advance Warning assembly (see Figure 7B-1) should be installed in
advance of locations where school buildings or grounds are adjacent to the roadway,
except where a physical barrier such as fencing separates school children from the
roadway.
Standard:
The School Advance Warning assembly shall be used in advance of any
installation of the School Crosswalk Warning assembly (see Figure 7B-2), or in
advance of the first installation of the School Speed Limit assembly (see Figure
7B-3).
If used, the School Advance Warning assembly shall be installed not less than
150 ft nor more than 700 ft in advance of the school grounds or school crossings.
If used, the School Advance Warning assembly shall consist of a School
Advance Warning (S1-1) sign supplemented with a plaque with the legend
AHEAD (W16-9p) or XX FEET (W16-2 or W16-2a) to provide advance notice to
road users of crossing activity.
Option:
A 12-inch reduced size in-street School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign (see Figure
7B-4), installed in compliance with the mounting height and breakaway requirements
for In-Street Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6 or R1-6a) signs (see Section 2B.12), may be
used in advance of a school crossing to supplement the ground-mounted school
warning signs. A 12- x 6-inch reduced size AHEAD (W16-9p) plaque may be
mounted below the reduced size in-street School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign.
Section 7B.09 School Crosswalk Warning Assembly (S1-1 with Diagonal Arrow)
Standard:
If used, the School Crosswalk Warning assembly (see Figure 7B-1) shall be
installed at the marked crosswalk, or as close to it as possible, and shall consist
of a School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign supplemented with a diagonal
downward pointing arrow (W16-7p) plaque to show the location of the crossing.
The School Crosswalk Warning assembly shall not be used at marked
crosswalks other than those adjacent to schools and those on established school
pedestrian routes.
The School Crosswalk Warning assembly shall not be installed on
approaches controlled by a STOP sign.
Guidance:
The School Crosswalk Warning assembly should be installed at marked
crosswalk(s), including those at signalized locations, used by students going to and
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from school (see Figure 7B-2) as determined by an engineering study. Additional
examples are included in the Guidelines for Traffic Control for School Areas.

Figure 7B-2. Examples of
Signing for School Crosswalk
Warning Assembly

Figure 7B-3. Examples of
Signing for School Area Traffic
Control with School Speed Limits

NOTE: For both figures, remove the dimensions.
Option:
The in-street Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6 or R1-6a) sign (see Section 2B.12) may
be used at unsignalized school crossings. When used at a school crossing, a 12- x 4inch SCHOOL (S4-3) plaque (see Figure 7B-4) may be mounted above the sign.
A 12-inch reduced size School Advance Warning (S1-1) sign (see Figure 7B-4)
may be used at an unsignalized school crossing instead of the in-street Pedestrian
Crossing (R1-6 or R1-6a) sign. A 12- x 6-inch reduced size Diagonal Arrow (W167p) plaque may be mounted below the reduced size in-street School Advance
Warning (S1-1) sign.
Standard:
If an in-street Pedestrian Crossing sign or a reduced size in-street School
Advance Warning (S1-1) sign is placed in the roadway, the sign support shall
comply with the mounting height and breakaway requirements for in-street
Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6 or R1-6a) signs (see Section 2B.12).
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The in-street Pedestrian Crossing sign and the reduced size in-Street School
Advance Warning (S1-1) sign shall not be used at signalized locations.
Section 7B.11 School Speed Limit Assembly (S4-1, S4-2, S4-3, S4-4, S4-6, S5-1)
Standard:
A School Speed Limit assembly (see Figure 7B-1) or a School Speed Limit
(S5-1) sign (see Figure 7B-1) shall be used to indicate the speed limit where a
reduced speed zone for a school area has been established (in accordance with
law based upon an engineering study) or where a speed limit is specified for such
areas by statute. The School Speed Limit assembly or School Speed Limit sign
shall be placed at or as near as practical to the point where the reduced speed
zone begins.
Guidance:
The reduced speed zone should begin either at a point 200 ft from the crosswalk,
or from the first driveway on school property, whichever is encountered first as traffic
approaches the school based on the school speed limit as follows:
School
Distance to
Speed
Crosswalk or
Limit
First Driveway
(mph)
(ft)
20
200
25
200
30
300
35
400
Standard:
The School Speed Limit assembly shall be a fixed-message sign assembly.
The fixed-message School Speed Limit assembly shall consist of a top plaque
(S4-3) with the legend SCHOOL, a Speed Limit (R2-1) sign, and a bottom
plaque (S4-1, S4-2, S4-4, or S4-6) indicating the specific periods the special
school speed limit is in effect (see Figure 7B-1).
The end of an authorized and posted school speed zone shall be marked with
a standard Speed Limit sign showing the speed limit for the section of highway
that follows.
Option:
A Speed Limit Sign Beacon may be used, with a WHEN FLASHING legend, to
identify the periods that the school speed limit is in effect. A speed limit beacon may
be used with a S4-1 or S4-1a sign listing the periods that the school speed limit is in
effect. The lenses of the Speed Limit Sign Beacon may be positioned within the face
of the School Speed Limit (S5-1) sign (see Figure 7B-1).
A confirmation beacon or device to reinforce to the driver that the school speed
limit is in operation may be considered for inclusion on the back of the School Speed
Limit assembly.
Standard:
If a confirmation beacon or device is used on the back of the School Speed Limit
Assembly, it shall be a speed limit sign beacon (see Section 4K.04).
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